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ABSTRACT
The Remnants of Harmonious Bildungs: The Classical Bildungsroman as an Ontological
Dimension of the Novel of Counter-Development in England from Jane Austen to Ford Madox
Ford (1813-1924)
By
Anne E. McFadden
Advisor Richard Kaye
This dissertation examines the English Bildungsroman as it exemplifies a generic
contradiction, as I propose that the Bildungsroman, the novel of education, is a genre in conflict
with two different versions of itself, that is, the Classical Bildungsroman, with its harmonious
endings, and the novel of regression, which follows the genre’s counter-veiling tendencies. This
dissertation examines a wide-ranging group of British writers all of whom adapt the
Bildungsroman according to prevailing aesthetic trends, such as British Romanticism and latecentury aestheticism to modernism. The dissertation begins with an examination of the work of
Jane Austen, whose novel Pride and Prejudice is the rare specimen that fulfills the Classical
Bildungsroman’s steep generic expectations; however, in my first chapter, I contrast Austen’s
masterpiece to a later work like Persuasion, in which the protagonist, Anne Elliot is endanger of
losing her chance at marriage and happiness to the passing of time. The novel succeeds in
producing the comedic ending, but in doing so, Austen appears to have taken liberties with the
Bildungsroman form, especially its strict adherence to realism. Chapter two introduces a
juxtaposition of subject matter as I contrast the canonical Austen to Thomas De Quincey, who as
far as studies of the Bildungsroman are concerned could be construed as non-canonical, as his
autobiographical prose are rarely included in genre studies, but whose writing, nevertheless, can
be read as an overturning of the Bildungsroman’s established set of expectations, a detail which
also suggests that the Bildungsroman, as a generic formulation, underwrites many narrative
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forms, even literary works that bear no resemblance to the Bildungsromane of Austen or Charles
Dickens. De Quincey represents the emergence of what I am calling the Counter-Bildungsroman,
a deviation of the Bildungsroman in which the protagonist regresses rather than matures, shrinks
from social life rather than matures into marriage and community life, for De Quincey’s
Confessions of an English Opium-Eater dramatizes maturity as a decline into opium addiction
and the hallucinogenic solipsism of his opium dreams, which marks a complete reversal from the
prosperous normality that typically awaits the protagonist of a Classical Bildungsroman. In
Chapter three, I examine the counter-veiling effects late-nineteenth century aestheticism has on
Henry James’ Portrait of a Lady and Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray, two novels that
refuse to satisfy the Classical Bildungsroman’s comedic conventions. In their exposure to
aestheticism, both Isabel Archer and Dorian Gray develop aesthetic interests that prove
incompatible with the normalcy that the genre demands. Lastly, in the fourth chapter, I consider
how the Bildungsroman, a genre usually associated with the eighteenth and nineteenth-centuries
survives into the twentieth-century and the advent of modernism, by examining Ford Madox
Ford’s multi-volume Parade’s End as an anti-Bildungsroman, a literary work, not unlike De
Quincey’s, in which the Bildungsroman is employed antagonistically or ironically, that is,
Parade’s End is a novel about regressive or traumatized development, where the protagonist,
Christopher Tietjens, once a member of the landed aristocracy and a well-established statistician
with the British Army, but after succumbing to shellshock, Tietjens is sentenced to a life of
material poverty and cognitive impairment. In the end, the dissertation grapples with the idea
that while writers such as De Quincey, James, Wilde, or Ford do not attempt the type of
totalizing resolution that we encounter in Austen, they, even as their writing subverts the
Bildungsroman form to its generic limits, also attempt to retrieve remnants of harmoniousness
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from the Classical Bildungsroman. The dissertation suggests that the Bildungsroman, even those
novels that appear to belong to a counter tradition, is a genre that is always moving between two
different generic paradigms: one that strives for synthesis and resolution and one that dissipates
into counter-veiling movements.
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McFadden1

Introduction
This dissertation will look at the creative energies that are generated when the terms CounterBildungsroman and Classical-Bildungsroman are applied to nineteenth-century British literature.
The Bildungsroman, a compound German word for the novel of formation, has proven nearly
impossible to define; and as James Hardin argued in Reflection and Action (1991), the word is
one for which “there is no consensus of meaning” either in German or English (x). Nevertheless,
generations of critics unanimously agree that its indeterminacy is its central allure. To Marc
Redfield (1996) and Jeffery Sammons (1981), the Bildungsroman is a “phantom formation,” an
unattainable aesthetic ideal that haunts the periphery of novel history. In the Way of the World
(1987), Franco Moretti is only slightly more expansive, as he claims in the history of European
literature, there have only been two authentic Bildungsromane: first, there was Johann Wolfgang
Goethe’s The Apprenticeship of Wilhelm Meister (1795) and Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice
(1913). Moretti contends that even by the time of Persuasion (1818), Austen had begun to
parody the literary genre that her masterpiece helped to define. Ultimately, this dissertation
analyzes how the Classical Bildungsroman exerts an unspoken influence over what I am calling
the Counter—Bildungsroman, a name for novels of education that undermine their own generic
requirements.
A key aspect of this dissertation will be my focus not only on the “Classic” Bildungsroman
but on those works of fiction that seem to undermine, question, or subvert generic convention, a
cluster of novels that I categorize as the Counter-Bildungsroman tradition. By examining the
works of Jane Austen, Thomas De Quincey, Henry James, Oscar Wilde, and Ford Madox Ford, I
will show how key texts often stall or invert the logic of the genre. At the outset of this
dissertation, I will consider Pride and Prejudice as that rare specimen that adheres to the
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Bildungsroman’s strict conventions. At the same time, I consider Persuasion as a Counter
Bildungsroman, primarily because the novel offers an unusually innovative rendering of the
genre, given that Austen seems to be asking what happens to the novel of formation when the
protagonist’s chances for happiness are challenged because of diminishing youthfulness.
Although Anne Elliot is an unlikely candidate for the Bildungsheld (a German word meaning the
protagonist in a Bildungsroman), she, nevertheless, undergoes experiences that culminate in
marriage and prosperity, a detail that makes her destiny indistinguishable from other Austenian
heroines. I will argue as well, that in De Quincey’s Confessions of an English Opium Eater
(1821), the author draws on generic paradigms to critique both the progress of the middle-class
subject and the rise of the independent artist. De Quincey inverts the transition from youth to
adulthood, by narrating his Bildungs plot as a transition from childhood independence and
precociousness into adult insanity. Turning to the fiction of Henry James, the thesis will consider
how the Counter-Bildungsroman exposes the ironic ways in which marriage plots and coming of
age stories unfold, two genres that we associate with the teleological. I will argue that Isabel
Archer poses a powerful threaten the conventions of the Classical Bildungsroman tradition.
Partly this is because, she faces an adulterous scenario in which marriage emerges as a
demoralizing trial, rather than a steppingstone to harmonious development. Meanwhile, in the
fiction of Ford Madox Ford, in which adultery is also a central theme, the CounterBildungsroman allows the novelist to delve into the widespread historical and personal trauma
brought on by the Great War. In Ford’s multi-volume Parades End (1924), historical catastrophe
proves especially daunting to the conventions of the Bildungsroman, in that the protagonist loses
his memory. It is as though shellshock brings on regression, as it leaves him with a childish
helplessness, a state that almost condemns him to begin the maturation process all over again.
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Drawing on the work of this wide- ranging group of novelists, this dissertation will consider the
myriad, complex ways in which the Counter-Bildungsroman subverts the Classical
Bildungsroman, and thus, highlights at once the narrative possibilities, ironies, and
insufficiencies of the Bildungsroman genre.
There has been a strong critical tradition attending to the Bildungsroman and its tendency
towards self-reflexivity, and this thesis will begin with a detailed overview of that history. The
first critic to give the subject the most serious, sustained attention is Franco Moretti, whose
ambitious book traces the rise and fall of the European Bildungsroman. Moretti, nevertheless,
derives many of his ideas about the genre from M.M Bakhtin, who argues that in a
Bildungsroman “man’s individual emergence is inseparably linked to historical emergence” (23).
Likewise, Moretti suggests that a Classical Bildungsroman—a subgenre of the English
Bildungsroman, characterized by narrative resolution and near utopian conclusions, that came to
life briefly during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth-centuries—signals the “triumph of
meaning over time.” To put it another way, the Classical Bildungsroman unfolds in an “allembracing synthesis” between public and private life (9). The Classical Bildungsroman
ultimately validates and legitimizes hierarchical society. Hence, both Elizabeth Bennett and
Wilhelm Meister come to recognize “moral superiority” in “social superiority” by the end of
their respective Bildungs plots (55).
Moretti offers a speculative history of the nineteenth-century novel that places the demise of
the Classical Bildungsroman at the time of the French Revolution, because it fractured European
society to such a degree that harmonious assimilation could no longer be achieved, not even in
fiction. To put the matter slightly differently, the fact of the Revolution delegitimized the
authority of the prevailing social order which in turn made it harder for novelists to imagine
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social integration, or for that matter, to harbor any belief in a benign aristocracy, which is always
the voice of moral authority in the Classical Bildungsroman. Instead, novelists such as Stendhal,
whose novel The Red and The Black (1830) is considered by many critics to be the paradigm of
disillusioned novelistic development, the social order becomes something to be rejected. In
Moretti’s view, the English Bildungsroman is far less radical than that of the European tradition,
because their revolution took place several hundred years earlier, thus, the political energies
realized by the French Revolution did not reach English shores or were either vanquished or
marginalized. In this dissertation, I will explore how the English Counter-Bildungsroman both
undermines and yet, in unexpected moments, somehow manages to align (if only momentarily)
with the “totalizing synthesis” that Moretti and Bakhtin are describing.
To be certain, this dissertation does not represent the first critical attempt to demonstrate
how the Bildungsroman subverts its own generic paradigm. For instance, Marc Redfield’s
Phantom Formation (1996), perhaps the most significant theoretical study of the genre, makes
similar claims. According to Redfield, the term Bildungsroman is itself misleading, for “[a]s
soon as one takes a serious look at the notion of the Bildungsroman, it begins to unfold such
aesthetic promises that few if any novels can be said to have achieved the right to be so defined”
(40). Redfield’s work is deeply indebted to Martin Swales and Jeffrey Sammons, two critics
who have incorporated reader response theory into genre studies. Like Redfield, Sammons
suggests that critics come to the Bildungsroman with a set of expectations, which are then
challenged, denied, or ultimately affirmed. In addition, Swales insists that the genre
communicates itself through intertextuality. To put it more concisely, the Bildungsroman exists
as an ontological dimension in the mind of the reader, who then applies that unspoken generic
paradigm to whatever biographical novel she happens to read. According to critic Tzvetan
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Todorov, the rule of the Bildungsroman genre is that every new “specimen” has the potential to
alter the “genus,” which is where literary genre departs from scientific categorization (quoted in
Swales 48). Following Todorov, my argument is not, then, that Confessions of an English Opium
Eater or Parades End are Bildungsromane in any uncomplicated sense of the word but rather
that they rearrange generic expectation in important ways that have the effect of reinvigorating
the critical orthodoxy that surrounds the genre.
In addition, to the works of critics discussed above, there have been several valuable
assessments of the Bildungsroman, most of it in the field of British and American modernism.
Jed Esty’s Unseasonable Youth (2011) and Gregory Castle’s Reading the Modernist
Bildungsroman (2006) are probably the most influential and most recent works on the subject, as
they successfully reclaim the Bildungsroman as a twentieth-century form. Until Castle and Esty,
critics considered the Bildungsroman tradition as incompatible with modernism—an assertion
first made by Moretti, who argued that in James Joyce’s Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man
(1916), the much-noted strategies of stream of consciousness and epiphany work to suspend
generic convention, and to disrupt the narrative logic of the Bildungsroman (a form that typically
prioritizes gradual change over instantaneous change). Castle launches an interesting critique
against Moretti, by arguing that the modernist Bildungsroman, despite its seemingly infinite
experimentation, in fact, returns the Bildungsroman to the ideas of German idealism, and thus,
moves the genre away from the stress on aspirational social mobility of characters in the
Victorian Bildungsroman. The modernist novel, therefore, performs, an “immanent critique” of
the Bildungsroman (18). In Portrait, for instance, Joyce openly embraces both the limits and the
possibilities of the Bildungsroman form. In my view, James and Wilde both gesture towards
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novels that briefly try to recapture the transcendence of German idealism, while at the same time,
frustrating generic tropes.
Another issue that I will highlight in this dissertation is the way in which female characters
and experiences factor in the novel of education. Critics of modernism have enlarged our
understanding of the feminist Bildungsroman. Esty argues that while feminist and queer
narratives grow more visible in the twentieth-century, they have roots in Victorian novels about
female protagonists (George Eliot’s Mill on the Floss is often cited as a novel of female antidevelopment). Esty builds on the feminist work of Susan Fraiman, Marianne Hirsch, Elizabeth
Langland, and Elizabeth Abel, all of whom see the female Bildungsroman as a proto-modernist
form. In her article, “Spiritual Bildungs,” Hirsch argues that Goethe’s “Confessions of a
Beautiful Soul” (a chapter from his masterpiece Wilhelm Meister) qualifies as a female antiBildungsroman, because she is denied Wilhelm’s social opportunities. Because she is a woman,
and because she is an invalid, her search for Bildungs must be private and internal. Since
harmonious social assimilation is not possible, the Beautiful Soul loses herself in an elaborate
and myopic introversion. In this thesis, I draw attention to the instances in which the
Bildungsroman “feminizes” male protagonists, for De Quincey’s drug-addled autobiography
bears more resemblance to Goethe’s solipsistic heroine than it does to the two protagonists of
Pride and Prejudice, whose personalities develop through reflection and action. Likewise,
Christopher Tietjens, the protagonist in Parades’ End, ultimately succumbs to illness and
insanity that leaves him isolated in his own private nightmare, a destiny that mimics Goethe’s
“Beautiful Soul,” which was once thought to be a uniquely feminine malady.
However, in the very recent past, Bildungsroman scholarship has begun to reevaluate the
queer and feminist Bildungs plot, as they reject the notion that such characters and plotlines must
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signify individual failure and social disfunction. For example, in The Physics of Possibility:
Victorian Fiction, Science, and Gender (2018) Michael Tondre considers the Bildungsroman as
it connects the rise in queer narratives to the larger “calculus of possibility” that emerged
alongside Victorian physical science, which employed statistics in approximating “alternatives to
the actual” (2). That is, Victorian scientists sought to use probability to gage the presence of
“abnormal” human subpopulations in Europe and England. (The consensus was that statistics
could isolate and therefore effectively predict how underrepresented groups thought and
behaved.) According to Tondre, Victorian novelists followed the path of Victorian scientists, in
their attempts to imagine protagonists who represented new and alternative lifestyles. What
renders The Physics of Possibility so potentially pathbreaking in terms of Bildungsroman
scholarship is its optimism, as Tondre considers the queered identities that were brought forth in
the Victorian Bildungsroman as positives, an interpretive decision that flies in the face of what
feminists and modernists critics have written about nonnormative Bildungs plots, as they tend to
view the unassimilated protagonist as a working metaphor for the failure of what Etsy has called
the “soul/nation allegory” in England. In my view, Tondre attempts to rescue the novel of
formation, if you will, from this type of anti-colonial critique, as he redefines it as a site of
innovation and social progress.
II
As the title of this study suggests, this dissertation will establish the Classical
Bildungsroman as an ontological dimension of the nineteenth-century biographical novel. It is
important to note that both the Classical Bildungsroman and the Counter Bildungsroman are
themselves controversial terms, because many critics deny that a Classical Bildungsroman ever
existed, and since, for many, the term Bildungsroman often refers to a hermeneutic process
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through which novelistic conventions unravel inside a given novel. By this view, the term
Counter-Bildungsroman is a misnomer, because, as many critics have instructed us, what I am
calling a Counter-Bildungsroman is nothing more than a Bildungsroman behaving like a
Bildungsroman. However, I, like Moretti, offer the Classical Bildungsroman as a significant
departure point for understanding how the nineteenth-century British biographical novel
operates; therefore, I must distinguish Pride and Prejudice, a genre definer, from the subsequent
novels that thwart Bildungsroman conventions. Furthermore, the term “Counter” Bildungsroman
itself becomes a useful critical tool, because the nomenclature itself reminds us that most
nineteenth-century novels in England either counter or queer the symbolic structure of the
Classical Bildungsroman. In short, the terms Classical Bildungsroman and the CounterBildungsroman identify two different narrative tendencies within the nineteenth-century British
novel, as the former describes a fictional world where all disparate material coalesces around one
enduring image of harmonious totality, and the latter depicts an alternative version of this fairy
tale, one in which digressive plotlines, side characters, and anti-climactic conclusions all detract
from that sense of providence and synthesis.
Using the language of Russian Formalism, Moretti has argued that in the Classical
Bildungsroman, the sjuzhet, the world as it appears to the protagonist, ultimately corresponds to
the fabula, the world as it appears to be. In other words, the ending confers a positive meaning
onto the life of the protagonist. Undoubtedly, the Classical Bildungsroman holds the nineteenthcentury novel to an impossible aesthetic standard, since by the end, it must reflect a selfsufficient, harmonious, and, yet at the same time, hierarchical society. It is not surprising that
many have questioned whether a Classical Bildungsroman, as Moretti defines it, has ever been
written, because it goes against the critical consensus about the nineteenth-century novel. For
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instance, George Lukàcs has referred to the nineteenth-century novel as our record of humanity’s
growing “transcendental homelessness”; however, the Classical Bildungsroman, with its themes
of social interdependence and free cooperation, bears no trace of the global dislocation that
Lukàcs identifies. By this notion, the Classical Bildungsroman might appear as belonging to a
bygone era, one in which social life still retains its feudal structure, and late-capitalism has not
yet descended onto British society, thus, social production harkened back to an earlier era.
Lukàcs goes one step further, by comparing the aesthetics that we associate with the Classical
Bildungsroman to those in the Homeric epic, and even though Lukàcs refers to Homeric culture,
what he says draws parallels between the ancient world and the social circumstances that
produced the Classical Bildungsroman, as both the Homeric Epic and the Classical
Bildungsroman reflect the ontologically enclosed society that engendered them. In the following
passage, Lukàcs describes how cultural totality expresses itself inside an aesthetic form, and his
description mirrors the aesthetic properties of the Classical Bildungsroman: “For totality as the
formative prime reality of every individual phenomenon implies that something closed within
itself can be completed; completed because everything occurs within it, nothing is excluded from
it and nothing points to a higher reality outside it; completed because everything within it ripens
to its own perfection” (34). Pride and Prejudice, by the end, is confined to a closed system, as
Pemberley emerges as a place of totalizing self-sufficiency. While Lukàcs associates such
hermeneutic totality with the Homeric worldview, Moretti does not have to travel so far in the
past to locate cultural cohesiveness, as he asserts that at the time when Goethe and Austen
penned their masterpieces, they were still living amidst enough pre-capitalist social forms that
could enable them to envision their fictional utopias. The enigma of the Classical Bildungsroman
is that its historical moment was short lived, as the era in which harmonious Bildungs could be
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imagined ended before either Austen or Goethe could pen another, as Moretti has noted, both
Goethe and Austen came to reject the “all-embracing synthesis” of the Classical Bildungsroman,
seeking instead to write novels of regressive development in their mature years.
Critic Logan Wiedenfeld refers to George Bataille’s theory of general economy when
explaining the closed system of the Classical Bildungsroman, for he suggests that nothing
extraneous appears in novel like Pride and Prejudice, since everything culminates in near total
resolution. For instance, Wiedenfeld writes:
To follow Bataille a bit further, we might say that the Bildungsroman tends to
operate according to the ethics of a “restrictive economy” (Accursed)—one in
which narrative material is husbanded with great care and efficiency. In other
words, within a “restrictive” narrative economy, there is no “throwaway”
scenes or characters, no chaff, no looseness. Every event and more significantly,
every character is sublated by the protagonist’s Bildungs plot. (303)
Wiedenfeld offers his own definition of the Counter-Bildungsroman, when he cites D.H
Lawrence’s Sons and Lovers as an example of a coming of age novel that introduces “surplus” or
excess into a formally restrictive economy. In a Classical Bildungsroman, all subplots and
supporting characters serve the central narrative function, but in a Counter-Bildungsroman, the
final effect is not totalizing resolution, because, from a formal perspective, side characters and
digressive scenes tend to enervate the integrity of the plot.
In reiteration, while the Counter-Bildungsroman is indicative of what Bakhtin and Moretti
refer to as the inherent open-endedness of the novel form, the Classical Bildungsroman reflects
what Frank Kermode has called the novel’s sense of an ending. Critic Peter Brooks finds fault
with the notion that all plots are digressive, by nature, as he insists that the plot, in fact, binds
together the looser, digressive material, thereby, the plot counteracts any attempts at dissolution.
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Even though Peter Brooks does not mention the Bildungsroman by name, his notion of reading
for the plot explains how readerly expectations impose an intertextual relationship into the novel
form:
Plot as we have defined it is the organizing line and intention of narrative, this
perhaps best conceived as an active, a structuring operation elicited in the reader
trying to make sense of those meanings that develop only through textured and
temporal succession. Plot in this view belongs to the reader’s “competence” and
and in his “performance”—the reading of the narrative—it animates the sense
making process; it is a key component of that passion for meaning that Barthes
says lights us afire when we read.
In Brook’s view, the plot satisfies the reader’s latent desire for one particular action to occur; it is
as though the plot corresponds to an unspoken archetype, which, when recognized, even
unconsciously, “animates” the reader’s experience of a given text. Moreover, the Classical
Bildungsroman, itself, functions as what Brooks labels an “active, a structuring operation,” that
undergirds our comprehension of the nineteenth-century novel. In the Classical Bildungsroman,
those unspoken generic expectations do materialize inside the novel. The CounterBildungsroman, by contrast, falls short of those readerly expectations, and yet, by thwarting
generic paradigms, it draws the reader’s attention to the unspoken bias she herself projects onto
her own reading experience. For instance, Portrait of a Lady is a novel that undermines the
coordinates of the Classical Bildungsroman, as the protagonist will ultimately find herself in a
corrosive, suffocating marriage, and exiled from her family—the complete opposite of the “allembracing synthesis” that typifies the Classical Bildungsroman, and yet, Portrait of a Lady, with
its bleak portrayal of married life, still manages to convince generations of readers that all is not
lost, that Isabel’s circumstances could still be improved. Despite the novel’s entrenched cynicism
about marriage, it still shares its symbolic structure with many Victorian marriage plot novels
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(such as George Eliot’s Middlemarch) where the protagonists manage to evade catastrophe,
because in the end, the author invents plotlines whose entire purpose is to conspire to save the
protagonist from whatever impending doom threatens to engulf her. By juxtaposing our readerly
expectations with fictional reality, Portrait of a Lady inserts the Classical Bildungsroman into an
intertextual dialogue. Hence, Casper Goodwood, Isabel’s American paramour, reappears as a
romantic possibility at the end of the novel, thus, the novel outlines a potential escape route for
the protagonist. Clearly, our awareness of the Classical Bildungsroman, as it exerts an
intertextual presence on the reader, “animates” our understanding of Portrait of a Lady. Lastly, if
the Counter-Bildungsroman presents us with a conceptual challenge, it is because it offers ironic
commentary on the original form.
Lukàcs argues that the novel form derives its artistic power by deflating the reader’s
expectations. While he does not refer to the Counter-Bildungsroman by name or make any
attempt to locate himself in Bildungsroman scholarship, he, nevertheless, suggests that most
novels behave like a Counter-Bildungsroman, since the novel rarely produces exemplary
characters, which is itself problematic, since readers expect protagonists to be exceptional.
Lukàcs goes one step further than Brooks in insisting that the reader projects utopian ideas onto
the novel, a fact that supports the notion that the Classical Bildungsroman unconsciously
structures our comprehension of the nineteenth-century novel of education. In the following
passage, Lukàcs casts doubt on the existence of the Classical Bildungsroman, because the novel,
by its nature, resists scenes of totalizing closure. As he sees it, the function of the novel is to
queer biographical formation into narratives of counter-development. Thus, Lukàcs suggests that
the Classical Bildungsroman, if it existed at all, must have been an anomaly, since it defies the
logic of the novel form:
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The outward form of the novel is essentially biographical. The fluctuation between
a conceptual system which can never attain completeness because completeness is
immanently utopian, can be objectified only in that organic quality which is the aim
of the biography. In a world situation where the organic was the all-dominating category
of existence, to make the individuality of a living being, with all its limitations, the
startling point of stylization and the center of form-giving would have seemed foolish—
a gratuitous violence inflicted upon the organic. In an age of constitutive systems, the
exemplary signification of an individual life could never be anything more than an
example: to represent it as the vehicle of values rather than as their substratum
assuming even that such a project might have been conceived, would have been too
high for predominance of life, too low for the absolute predominance of the system;
his degree for isolation would have been too great for the former, meaningless for
the latter; his relationship to the ideal of which he is the carrier and the agent would
have been too great for the former, meaningless for the latter; his relationship to the
idea of which he is the carrier and the agent would have been overemphatic for the
former, insufficiently subordinated for the latter. (77)
Lukàcs makes a potentially provocative argument, because he holds up the CounterBildungsroman as the norm rather than the outlier. The novel form, as he says, must be
biographical, yet, unlike the Classical Bildungsroman, “completeness” must always evade it.
Moreover, he even suggests that whenever the novel produces a narrative that resembles the
Classical Bildungsroman (although he does not call it by its name), it should be considered a
narrative accident, since the exemplary protagonist is herself an oddity, according to the logic
that governs the novel form. (Perhaps, Lukacs thinks Wilhelm Meister and Pride and Prejudice,
the only two novels to fulfill the steep requirements of the Classical Bildungsroman, are also
themselves mishaps). If the protagonist of a Classical Bildungsroman emerges simultaneously
into personal and public prominence, then the protagonist of the typical biographical novel, as
Lukàcs suggests, is inherently driven towards a destiny highlighted by eccentricity and
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singularity. The protagonist of the novel, as Lukàcs explains it, is neither fit for excellence in
“life” nor for excellence in the “system,” as she seems most at home amidst the quotidian. In
other words, the protagonist of the novel seems destined not for normalcy but for counterdevelopment, as many protagonists gravitate towards lives of indolence and inaction, a feat that
makes sense given that the protagonist often has no clear calling, no vocation, nor any
remarkable talents. However, readers reflexively believe that the protagonist will prove
exceptional or will be granted a special destiny, an impulse that guarantees that the reading
experience will end in disappointment. Lukàcs also argues that, on a conceptual level, the novel
is preordained to fail, because readers are hardwired to anticipate utopian endings, which is the
very thing the novel, with its tendency towards irresolution and digression, can never achieve.
If the Classical Bildungsroman operates as a departure point for the biographical novel, then
one could stipulate that the Counter-Bildungsroman emerges whenever the reader’s utopian
expectations come clashing against the anticlimactic realities that the novels deliver. In this
sense, the Classical Bildungsroman serves a site of ongoing creation, as it serves as a reference
point for the Counter-Bildungsroman, for without the former, the latter could never come into
being. If the purpose of the Classical Bildungsroman is to illuminate an ontological dimension to
the nineteenth-century novel, then, in this sense it remains unaltered, because the subsequent
novels that it inspires never erase the underlying aesthetic expectations that the Classical
Bildungsroman represents. Granted, such a claim flies in the face of Todorov’s rule about genre
which establishes that every new “specimen” alters the “genus.” Instead, the Classical
Bildungsroman represents a set of unstated conceptual paradigms that inform our reception of
the nineteenth-century biographical novel; therefore, it is not important if a critic can cite an
actual novel that fulfills its requirements, because the term Classical Bildungsroman does not
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signify an extinct form rather it serves as a place of becoming. It is as though the Classical
Bildungsroman haunts one’s understanding of the nineteenth-century novel.
As I will argue in the dissertation chapters, the Classical Bildungsroman still manages to
exert its influence in unironic ways, as even those novels that appear to queer its conventions
offer momentary glimpses of transcendence and harmoniousness. For instance, while Portrait of
a Lady, on the surface, appears to hint towards the grimmest outcome, when Isabel returns to
Gardencourt, after her reunion with Ralph Touchett, her dying cousin, she reemerses herself in
the splendor of her family’s estate, an act that attempts to restore narrative resolution, as it
alludes to the possibility of forgiveness and harmoniousness. Although Isabel’s marriage has not
yielded happiness, at least, as the novel’s concluding scenes suggest that the idea of
reconciliation has not been lost. Likewise, Christopher Tietjens, Ford’s shell-shocked protagonist
who loses his fortune, his family, and his societal status while fighting in the Great War, feels
temporarily liberated after regaining his memory. In one euphoric instant, Tietjens vows that the
war, however traumatic, has only set him free, for now he has the courage to ask Valentine
Wallop, his longtime mistress, to be his wife. Sadly, Tietjens never fully returns to his prewar
self, but following Isabel in Portrait of a Lady, he experiences an approximation of grace.
In this sense, the Counter-Bildungsroman succeeds at inspiring some modest hope for the
future, a detail that dovetails with what Tondre argues about the Victorian Bildungsroman, which
on the wings of breakthroughs in the physical sciences, particularly the notion of probability,
gave a fictional voice to new unforeseen identities, especially new constellations of gender.
Furthermore, the Victorian novel represented an experiment to widen so-called “historical
possibilities,” as it attempts to elucidate those lives that exist in areas of darkness, if you will. As
Tondre explains it, fictional experiments such as these sought to empower marginalized voices,
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possibly because it might render the eccentric or the singular familiar. I agree with Tondre, when
he suggests that the “counterfactual cadences of these texts reflect the potential for new
teleologies of living that might become real: developmental para-worlds that were neither quite
true nor quite spurious but impossibly both, and whose moral and emotional geometries have yet
to be mapped,” since the Counter Bildungsroman, whenever it seeks to emulate the Classical
Bildungsroman, becomes as one of those “para-worlds” whose social solutions are still being
worked out (7). This is important, because, as Moretti has illustrated, the sense of closure that
we attribute to the Classical Bildungsroman hinges on historical impossibilities, as the era for
“all-embracing synthesis” has passed, whereas the Counter-Bildungsroman signifies an attempt
to transport some of that lost harmoniousness into the present day.
French theorist Jacques Derrida offers us yet another explanation for the referential
relationship that connects the two versions of the genre. In his essay, “Abraham”, Derrida, a
critic whose theoretical writing sought to deconstruct and to expose the underlying instability of
all literary categories, envisions a second Abraham, a man who instinctively shrinks from the call
of God. Here, the original Abraham, the one that was prepared to sacrifice Isaac to prove his
loyalty to God, stands in for the Classical Bildungsroman, as we would not understand the irony
of the second Abraham, if we were not already aware of the Biblical archetype. The other
Abraham, in this case, resembles the Counter-Bildungsroman, because the Classical
Bildungsroman succeeds in conferring the proper destinies to its protagonists. In other words, the
classical Bildungsheld as they represent those who meet their fate. For example, by the end of
Pride and Prejudice, Elizabeth Bennett enjoys her new position as Mistress of Pemberley, the
implication being that she has fulfilled her destiny, thereby, signaling that the novel has come to
an end. In the Counter-Bildungsroman, however, the protagonist’s destiny usually reads like a
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cautionary tale, since milestone achievements such as marriage and vocational achievements are
often omitted from the ending. Additionally, the very events that give meaning to the classical
Bildungsheld only prove stultifying or unsatisfying to the protagonist in a novel of regression;
thus, as it often happens, the Bildungs plot itself becomes ironic as it only serves to obstruct
one’s actual search for Bildungs. The Counter-Bildungsroman implicitly asks the question, what
would a Bildungs plot be, if it takes place in a totally non-teleogical, non-providential world? In
Thomas De Quincey’s autobiographical prose work, personal formation feels alien, as opium
submerges him into a seemingly Godless and entirely surreal universe. Not unlike Derrida’s
alternative Abraham, the protagonist of the Counter-Bildungsroman shrinks from responsibility,
and therefore, comes to define herself as an absence or a lack, as she will define herself by
whatever role she refuses to play. What binds the Classical Bildungsroman to the CounterBildungsroman is that the faithful reader never forgets the hermeneutic gap that links the
protagonist to the ideal.
Like the second Abraham, the protagonist of the Counter-Bildungsroman often appears
committed to inaction, for in saying, “Here I am,” the Biblical Abraham bears witness to the
absolute impossibility of what God has asked him to do. To be sure, even Abraham had doubts,
for as Derrida suggests in his essay, only the fanatic knows no hesitation, and Abraham should
not be construed as a fanatic. The dramatic power of Genesis 21 resides in Abraham’s complete
acceptance that his loyalty to God entails his murdering his son; by contrast, the second Abraham
simply refuses to step into that sacrificial position. That is, he pretends not to hear the call, and
thus, avoids the very drama that the Biblical Abraham embraced. Conversely, by confronting his
fears, the original Abraham saves his son and proves himself to God, and thus, ultimately,
becomes God’s chosen one, and the Patriarch of the people of Israel. By contrast, the alternative
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Abraham runs from his fate. Consequently, he will, as Derrida speculates, dwindle into nonexistence, because he girded himself against the possibility of transformation. Ironically, the
Biblical Abraham is remade in God’s image through his willingness to kill, while his alter ego
will presumably remain stuck a death-in-life, because of his unwillingness either to kill or to be
killed. A similar scenario defines the Counter-Bildungsroman, where protagonists often avoid
adult responsibility as a way of prolonging the freedoms of youth, who then find themselves
living not in an eternal paradise but an entropic universe, which is what happens in Oscar
Wilde’s supernatural novel about a man who sells his soul for immortal beauty. Because he has
achieved the appearance of eternal youth, Dorian assumes that he has retained the vitality of
youth. However, once he makes his Faustian deal with the devil, Dorian finds himself trapped in
a perpetually static universe, in which nothing (not even his face) progresses, and he must endure
this death-in-life.
In the Counter-Bildungsroman, entropy is often the reward for a lifetime of delayed action.
From a psychological point of view, the protagonists of the Counter-Bildungsroman diverge
from those of the Classical Bildungsroman in that they chose strategies of avoidance over
confrontation. In Pride and Prejudice, the two protagonists, Fitzwilliam Darcy and Elizabeth
Bennett, struggle to rid themselves of their excessive pride and prejudice, those twin vices from
which the novel derives its title. Because the Classical Bildungsroman requires rigorous selfassessment, as a precursor to attainting good fortune, their Bildungs plots, in other words, depend
on a great deal of self-evaluation. In the Counter-Bildungsroman, protagonists gravitate towards
distraction and avoidance, as they tend to circumvent any emotional work that would require
them to confront their demons, so to speak. In her essay “Living a Ruined Life,” Rei Terada
argues that De Quincey’s fascination with the sheer impenetrability of his opium dreams
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represents his larger psychoanalytic resistance to “working through his problems.” What she
suggests is that De Quincey endeavors to “work around” traumatic experience, an alternative to
the therapeutic model of working through psychological damage. Terada notes that it was Freud
who first juxtaposed patients who work “through” problems with those that work “around” them.
For example, when the therapist faces resistance, she must abandon efforts to force a patient to
speak, and instead, encourage the patient to become “conversant with this resistance” (quoted in
232). Before the patient can penetrate the deeper layers of her psyche, she must be allowed to
spend time with “surface” of her mind (232). In time, the patient will be able to move past the
distractions and will move closer to confronting the underlying source of her trauma, but the
therapist should proceed slowly, and must be willing to spend many sessions just being present
with whatever the patient is willing to reveal, even if nothing relates to her unresolved trauma.
De Quincey, therefore, represents someone who lives in the emotional wreckage of the
numerous, competing traumas, but rarely attempts to face his neurosis head on, so to speak.
Terada argues that De Quincey’s digressive narrative style mirrors the behavior of the patient
who bides time with what exists on the surface of his thoughts, since the digressions allow him to
sidestep the process of self-analysis, thus, they become a way of working around rather than
working though. To put the matter another way, the avoidant protagonist also shrinks from
teleogical development, choosing instead to occupy herself with strategies of resistance. Terada
insists that De Quincey’s refusal to work through trauma gives rise to the eccentricities and
counter-veiling tendencies in his autobiographical prose, for as De Quincey “helps to explain, by
starting from the consciousness of a ruined life one may arrive at unintelligible ideas and
experiences which are likely to be perceived as queer and which cannot be assimilated to
recovery or, in any simple way, to growth” (231). De Quincey rejects confrontation and opts for
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experiences of distraction, none of which will lead to progressive change, a habit that is not
uncommon among protagonists of a Counter-Bildungsroman. Even though Parades End bears
almost no resemblance to De Quincey’s autobiographical prose, they both dramatize
psychological trauma that is so entrenched that it prevents the protagonist from confronting his
neurosis head on, if you will. As he slowly recovers from shellshock, Christopher Tietjens
discovers that he can recuperate if he distracts himself by writing schoolboy poetry or
memorizing the encyclopedia, then if he thinks directly about the war. Tietjens, while he is in
the grips of trauma, discovers that he must make do with whatever thoughts passes on the surface
of his brain, as he is still too fragile to contemplate his damaged psyche. In Portrait of a Lady,
Isabel Archer, at first, avoids thinking about her suffocating marriage, choosing instead to simply
immerse herself in the superficial façade of her husband’s life, but as her domestic circumstances
grow increasingly dire, Isabel comes to the realization that she must begin to through her pain.
Once Isabel begins to question her decisions, she once again resumes her role as a possible
protagonist in a Classical Bildungsroman. If the Classical Bildungsheld defines herself first
through reflection and then through subsequent action, the protagonist in a CounterBildungsroman often becomes mired in patterns of inaction and avoidance.
III
In Chapter One, “The Struggle for Harmonious Bildungs: Jane Austen and the Evolution of
the Classical Bildungsroman,” I compare the inner workings of Austen’s masterpiece, Pride and
Prejudice to her last novel, Persuasion, in which the symbolic structure of the Classical
Bildungsroman appears to be unraveling. Pride and Prejudice satisfies the steep requirements of
the Classical Bildungsroman, because its protagonist undergo what Bakhtin would call double
emergence, that is, their “individual emergence” is coupled by “historical emergence.”
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Furthermore, I analyze the way in which Austen’s masterpiece leaves no throwaway plotlines or
characters, for every character plays a part in the novel’s final scene at Pemberley. The
development of Elizabeth Bennett and Fitzwilliam Darcy’s romance never seems improbable, for
Austen embeds her masterpiece with an attention to realism that is missing from her later novel,
which is a reason her later work falls short of the Bildungsroman’s generic requirements.
Persuasion, by contrast, takes liberties with probability and the logic of realism. Given that she is
no longer young, and by the standards of Austen’s earlier novels, relatively old to be embarking
on a marriage plot, Anne Elliot is perhaps an improbable Bildungsroman heroine. The fact of her
second bloom seems unrealistic, since the marriage plot, as it is contingent on Captain
Wentworth’s renewed affections, could strike us as implausible or even fantastical.
Despite its happy ending, Persuasion falls short of the totalizing synthesis that we
encountered in Pride and Prejudice. In addition, Allister Duckworth has suggested that in Pride
and Prejudice, the protagonists’ marriage galvanizes new vital relationships between three social
groups: the aristocracy, the gentry, and trade” (117). By the end, Elizabeth’s social world proves
upwardly mobile; however, in Persuasion, the gentry appears to be enervated. When the novel
begins, Sir Walter Elliot is in so much debt that he must rent the familial estate, Kelllynch Hall.
Even though the Elliot’s resent the vulgarity of the newly rich military class, they, nevertheless,
are forced to depend on them. Anne Elliot, if she wants to live a morally satisfying life, must
seek relations outside of the gentry class, a group that has grown too weak and too self-absorbed
to be of any value to anyone. Persuasion breaks with the social laws that govern the Classical
Bildungsroman, because Anne Elliot comes to see that “social superiority” and “moral
superiority” are not one in the same, as they are for Elizabeth Bennett (Moretti 55). If the final
scenes of Pride and Prejudice communicated collectivity, harmoniousness, and prosperity, the
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end of Persuasion suggests alienation, and political uncertainty, as the narrator alludes to the
possibility of another war.
In Chapter Two, “Late-Romantic Autobiography: De Quincey’s Confessions as
Bildungsroman in Extremis,” I explore the thematic intersections between De Quincey’s
autobiographical prose work and the Bildungsroman form, since late Romanticism is a relatively
neglected aspect in critical studies of the Bildungsroman. Moreover, De Quincey’s extreme
behavior puts pressure on the Bildungsroman form, in turn forcing the Bildungs plot (or the
traces of the Bildungsroman that is present in autobiography) into innovative counter narratives
that accentuate psychic distress, disorientation, and paralysis. An understanding of De Quincey’s
work through the lens of Bildungsroman scholarship and its dissenting tendencies provides a
unique reading of his work as it is in the words of Curtis Perry—a failed autobiography. Whereas
autobiography is mainly concerned with explaining personality formation and highlighting the
causality between the past and present, the Bildungsroman concentrates on the link between what
Bakhtin has called “historical emergence” and “individual emergence.” In that sense, De
Quincey’s pronounced xenophobia offers key insights into the breakdown of what Jed Esty calls
the “soul/nation allegory” that underlies every Bildungsroman, since De Quincey’s Confessions
exceed the boundaries of a stable national identity, as he links his fear of the orient with his
opium addiction (because opium is produced in the east), and therefore, invite new readings of
psychic history in the Bildungsroman tradition. Opium itself creates new inassimilable identities
that are outside the logic of the Bildungs plot. In the end, I ask, what implications might De
Quincey’s psychologically elaborate but socially isolating experiences have on the
Bildungsroman form---a genre dedicated to the actualization of a coherent selfhood as it
develops in interaction with others?
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In Chapter Three, “Henry James and Oscar Wilde: The Aesthetic Bildungsroman,” I
consider the influence aestheticism had on the workings of the Bildungsroman form, focusing on
two novels by Henry James (Portrait of a Lady) and Oscar Wilde (The Picture of Dorian Gray).
The two novels suggest a new paradigm for counter development, as aestheticism and vicarious
development coopt both Bildungs plots. In each novel, the young protagonists (Isabel Archer and
Dorian Gray) fall under the spell of older aesthete figures, who teach them to practice an
aestheticism that neither protagonist fully comprehends, which leads them both into a dead-end.
Nevertheless, neither novel is devoid of transcendence or resolution. In Portrait, Ralph must
admit that he played a role, however passive or good intentioned, in arranging Isabel’s marriage
to Osmand. When he sees Mrs. Osmand at Palazzo Roccanera, he thinks that her face looks like
a mask, as though it were molded by her husband’s narcissism. At this point, Isabel emerges as a
portrait in counter development; however, she and Ralph will reconnect at his deathbed, in which
he assures her that she is adored. James’s novel bears the traces of the Classical Bildungsroman
in that Isabel does regain her personality and her humanity. Drawing on the work of Leon Chai, I
argue that Isabel chooses to treat her marriage as an “aesthetic form,” in which she relates to it
on a formal level (171). As depressing as her decision to return to Rome may seem, Isabel does
emerge as almost heroic, since by rejecting Casper Goodwood, she breaks the novel’s latent
pattern of adultery.
In Chapter Four, “Personal Formation and the Great War: Ford Madox Ford’s Thwarted
Teleological Narrative,” I attempt to analyze Parades End as a failed Bildungsroman.
Christopher Tietjens, the protagonist of Ford’s multi-volume work, is a man, we are told very
early in the first volume of the tetralogy, with an eighteenth-century turn of thought, a detail that
quickly problematizes his role as a Bildungsroman protagonist, who is someone that must be
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engaged with futurity. This chapter also considers Ford as an architect of the new modernist
Bildungsroman in ways not considered by Castle or Esty, for what I will be asking is what
happens when the protagonist to the Bildungsroman is cognitively impaired, who is suffering
from shell-shock, after having fought in the trenches of World War I. How does Tietjens
experience in the war come to displace the conventions of the English novel, conventions
invented by eighteenth-century writers like Henry Fielding or Samuel Richardson? Critic Jay
Winter has categorized shellshock as a modernist phenomenon, suggesting that it “undermines
that point of reference from which an individual’s sense of self unfolds” (52). Ford’s tetralogy
also contains remnants of the Classical Bildungsroman, thereby, by the third installment, A Man
Could Stand Up, Tietjens recovers his memory after a serious bout of deliberating insanity.
Nevertheless, Tietjens’ return to normalcy is not without triumph, as he reenters Ford’s
otherwise thwarted teleogical narrative, he is once again able to recognize the place from which
self-improvement might be possible.
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Chapter One
The Struggle for Harmonious Bildungs: Jane Austen and the Evolution of the Classical
Bildungsroman
I
The Classical Bildungsroman: Is it Austen’s Conservative Social Fantasy?
If Pride and Prejudice represents one of the few Classical Bildungsroman in existence, then
its plot must deliver happiness to the entire community, not just the protagonist. Additionally, the
protagonist must arrive at her destiny without any excessive sacrifice or suffering—a feat that
Pride and Prejudice and William Meister alone have achieved. Nevertheless, the Classical
Bildungsroman, with its utopian overtones and general rejection of rebellion or revolution, has
been accused of being a conservative social fantasy. The question then becomes whether the
critic can praise the Classical Bildungsroman as a literary marvel without advocating the novel’s
politics? Moretti insists that there is no denying that Goethe and Austen’s masterpieces give
voice to conservative ideals. For example, Pride and Prejudice ultimately confirms the
respectability of the British social hierarchy; therefore, critics have often remarked that the
novel’s teleogical structure reinforces the class biases of Regency, England. The Classical
Bildungsroman is unique in that it rejects rebellion or radicalization as the gateway to progress.
Instead , the protagonist comes to recognize moral superiority coexisting with “social
superiority.” It is important to note that Austen’s masterpiece has suffered a wave of feminist
backlash, precisely because it was considered to complicit with patriarchy. Feminists have
argued that Pride and Prejudice should not be read as a fairy tale, because in the end it only
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inscribes the protagonist into the laws of materialism and patriarchy; however, feminists have
gone to great lengths to erase the novel’s reputation as a Classical Bildungsroman. One famous
misperception is that Elizabeth Bennett merely falls in love with an estate rather than a man;
thus, the novel’s famous love story is nothing more than an expression of her materialism.
Additionally, feminist critics also object to the idea that Elizabeth’s mortification is an
acquisition of Bildungs, since her humiliation proves the novel’s anti-feminist subplot. In
Unbecoming Women (1993), Susan Fraiman suggests that Pride and Prejudice should be read as
a female novel of anti-development. She does not deny the novel’s fairy tale qualities, since she
does not question whether Elizabeth Bennett is as happy as she appears, nor does she question
the splendor of life at the Pemberley estate, for Fraiman’s problem with the novel is that
Elizabeth must be humiliated before she can be happy, whereas Darcy, in her opinion, is exempt
from such ritualistic shaming. Fraiman goes so far to assert that Pride and Prejudice represents
female anxiety about marriage and sexuality “less as a circuling than a falling off” (63). In that
sense, Elizabeth’s humiliation only reinforces Darcy’s ultimate authority her, and confirms what
Fraiman considers his unarguable superiority in the minds of the readers, even though Fraiman
refuses to entertain the possibility that Darcy undergoes mortifications of his own. By the end of
the novel, if one accepts Fraiman’s feminist reading, Elizabeth, by the end, is merely tamed and
housebroken. Nancy Armstrong, whose landmark study Desire and Domestic Fiction (1987)
outlines the ways in which the marriage plot novel domesticates its female characters and by
extension, confines its female readership to the drawing room, if you will. Neither Fraiman nor
Armstrong deny the novel’s happy ending, but Armstrong suggests that one’s idea of happiness
is itself the byproduct of domestication. In the end, Elizabeth, a character who initially appears as
someone with unbridled energy, as one capable of great feats of “verbal aggression” and physical
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vitality, has metamorphosized into a warm glow that softly lights her husband’s estate. Both
Fraiman and Armstrong accuse Austen of softening Elizabeth’s personality, a move that appears
to bypass the generic requirements of the Classical Bildungsroman, which should lead to
harmonious development.
However, Pride and Prejudice can be wrestled away from the feminist orthodoxy, and I
would like to give voice to that debate. In the recent past, Nancy Yousef, whose book Romantic
Intimacy (2013) explores intersubjective experience and emotion in nineteenth-century poetry
and prose, has persuasively reclaimed Pride and Prejudice as an affirmative Bildungs plot,
although she never uses those generic categories. While Yousef agrees with Fraiman that the
novel humbles Elizabeth, she conceives of her humiliation as educative, because it opens
Elizabeth to the more profound experience of gratitude. Gratitude, unlike humiliation, is a
reciprocal emotion that ultimately reconfirms her connection to other people and to a larger
moral order; thus, gratitude is the emotion most suited to the relationships that undermine the
Classical Bildungsroman. Another writer who successfully dispels our sense that Austen is an
anti-feminist writer is Claudia Johnson, whose book Jane Austen: Women, Novels, and Politics
(1988) positions Austen’s representations of women within the politics of her day. Johnson
refuses to classify Austen as either a liberal or a conservative; instead, she suggests that Pride
and Prejudice represents a thought “experiment” in contrasting political ideologies. Marilyn
Butler, author of Jane Austen and the War of Ideas (1975) surveys the history of both the Jacobin
and anti-Jacobin novel, for during the 1790’s, there were two distinct styles of political novels.
On the one hand, there was the progressive writer. Mary Wollstonecraft would be a prime
example, because her novels and travel diaries explore liberal themes of liberty and happiness.
She presents her protagonists as women whose personal desire for freedom is blocked by
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oppressive social institutions. Wollstonecraft could be construed as the anti-Austen, because she
depicts marriage as form of spiritual enslavement; and thus, she writes sympathetically about the
need for extra-marital affairs. Conservative writers such as Austen took the opposite point of
view, as they emphasized the need for people to honor institutions and to restrain their passions.
Counter-Revolutionary writers tended to lampoon human passion, portraying it as foolish and
self-destructive. In their eyes, whoever follows their hearts must run the risk of becoming a
cautionary tale; hence, they wrote novels about reckless characters only to remind us to use our
reason and to accept limitations. Johnson has suggested that Pride and Prejudice is unusual in its
deployment of political themes, because the novel is about the pursuit of happiness, a liberal
idea. However, the irony is that it enacts its liberal ideology by dramatizing a series of
conservative principles. Thus, Austen’s characters achieve liberty and happiness only by
adhering to a conservative social philosophy; and thus, for Austen, liberalism opens onto
conservativism.
Claudia Johnson offers Samuel Johnson, moral philosopher and founding father of British
conservativism, as a negotiation between prevailing political polarization. Samuel Johnson was
Austen’s favorite prose writer, and his moral tracts supplied her with much of her social
philosophy, but he had the distinction of being equally popular with liberal audiences, since even
the radical Mary Wollstonecraft counted herself as one of his fans. Additionally, Samuel Johnson
wrote about happiness not in terms of one being free to pursue one’s passions (which would be
the liberal view), but in terms of how one might facilitate the happiness of those around you. For
this reason, Johnson considered rudeness to be a nearly criminal offence, since it threatened to
robb another sentient being of her private happiness. Nevertheless, in Pride and Prejudice,
happiness correlates to friendship, and friendship correlates to respecting the privacy of those
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around you. If you consider the nature of the interactions not only between Elizabeth and Darcy,
but between Jane and Elizabeth, and the Gardiners and the Darcys, then it becomes clear that
Austen rewards those who obey Johnson’s conservative code of conduct. On the flipside, there
are those rude and reckless characters who are cast to the periphery, as they are insufficiently
conservative in their treatment of others.
Claudia Johnson also cites famous counter-revolutionary philosopher Edmund Burke as
another conservative whom Austen would have admired. Burke had a disdain for expressing
ideas in generalities, a trait he associated with liberals, who tended to think in broad categories.
As Johnson understands it, Austen also shrank from thinking in prescriptive categories. In fact,
Austen’s novel translates Burke’s contempt for generalities into fictional terms, because her
characters do not conform to general types as much as perplex them. Critics often accuse Austen
of romanticizing the upper class in her portrayal of Darcy; however, Johnson argues that Darcy
and Lady Catherine De Bourg are formed from the same social matrix, yet one is a fantasy and
the other a lampoon. Elizabeth herself is equally paradoxical, since the same parents who reared
her raised Kitty and Lydia Bennett, her two reckless sisters. Austen displays an equal
ambivalence towards the efficacies of conduct books, which were both a staple in Regency
homes and integral to the education of the young Christian woman. While Lydia might have
benefited from the sermons that Mr. Collins gives, those very lessons might have robbed
Elizabeth of her natural vitality. In sum, Johnson’s analysis allows us to imagine the Classical
Bildungsroman as something other than a simply counter-Revolutionary text. I would add that
Pride and Prejudice achieves its totalizing harmony, by utilizing the idiosyncratic web of social
relationships and character contradictions that eventually produce its fairy tale ending.
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II
The Austen Novels that Almost Equal a Bildungsroman: Emma and Mansfield Park and Generic
Inconsistency
That Austen wrote only one Classical Bildungsroman in her lifetime is highly debatable, since
most of her novels all approximate the genre’s symbolic structure. Emma perhaps comes the
closest to achieving the “all-embracing synthesis” that typifies Pride and Prejudice, because by
the end of the novel, Emma’s initial immaturity and snobbery have translated into a new social
consciousness, whereby she comes to appreciate married life over her once haughty singularity.
Emma’s Bildungs plot raises questions of class privilege, as Emma’s situation resembles Darcy’s
more than it does Elizabeth’s or any of Austen’s other heroines, who except for Anne Eliot tend
to marry into higher social classes than their own. Furthermore, unlike Elizabeth or Fanny Price,
Emma does not leave Hartfield for a higher estate, as she has the privilege of remaining at her
birth place. Emma is that rare instance of a Bildungsheld who has the good fortune of being born
into good fortune and who will inherit a sustainable property; thus, unlike Elizabeth and Wilhelm
Meister who married members of the aristocracy her Bildungs plot does not necessitate that her
marrying into a higher social class. That said, Emma’s decision to remain at Hartfield with her
father, rather than moving into Mr. Knightley’s, who view the union as claustrophobic. Granted,
if this is true, and Emma and Mr. Knightly are infantilized by the end, then the ending
compromises the Classical Bildungsroman’s strict generic requirements, by restricting the
protagonist’s freedom and by failing to produce a self-sufficient, mutually beneficent
environment. Claudia Johnson defends Emma’s penultimate decision, claiming that
“eccentricity” comes under the category of totalizing harmony that the Classical Bildungsroman
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requires. Emma’s social privilege affords her the freedom to break with decorum, as
individuality and eccentricity are in themselves luxury. Nevertheless, most readers reject
Johnson’s analysis, agreeing instead to view the final situation as cramped; hence, the plot
performs a full circle, since it ends exactly where it began, at Hartfield, with Mr. Woodhouse and
Mr. Knightly in the sitting room. From a feminist perspective, Emma does not reconcile the
ambivalences of the plot, because Emma marries a man considerably older than herself, so by the
end, she still seems much younger than her husband. Granted, the May/December romance was a
staple in nineteenth-century fiction; however, Austen exaggerates Emma’s youthfulness by
placing her between two father figures, which paints a picture of prolonged adolescence. Susan
Fraiman has argued that Elizabeth Bennett is handed down from one father figure to another,
while I do not agree that Elizabeth’s situation is as unilateral as she claims, her comments make
better sense when applied to Emma. The fact that Emma will remain under the tutelage of her
husband and father suggests (and here I speculate) the possibility that she might return to her
matchmaking and fantastical ideas of her youth. Because by the end of Pride and Prejudice
Elizabeth resides at Pemberley, she is physically removed from the place of her youth; and
therefore, we assume less likely to fall back into her prideful ways. To reiterate, Emma, by
contrast, appears primed for regression, and that possibility—and the reader’s ability to articulate
that possibility—suggests that the tensions of the novel were not fully resolved by the end; that
the novel remains open-ended, and thus, what Moretti labels as the “ring of life” has not been
closed.
Mansfield Park is another example of an Austen novel that falls short of the Bildungsroman’s
strict generic requirements, and therefore, cannot be called a Classical Bildungsroman. On the
one hand, Mansfield Park, along with Emma and Sense and Sensibility, at first glance, appear to
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be straight forward marriage-plots as we follow Fanny Price from girlhood into adulthood, where
she eventually becomes wife to a landed minister. Like Pride and Prejudice, Mansfield Park
concludes with Fanny’s testimony of conjugal contentment, but on closer examination, the
durability of her domestic tranquility seems debatable. Basically, Mansfield Park achieves fairy
tale status, since Fanny and Edmund eventually establish themselves as the mistress and master
of Mansfield park, and yet even their “removal” to the parsonage at Mansfield Park sounds
ominous, especially when you compare it to Pride and Prejudice and its overall sense of plot
resolution, because of the scandals of the past, Fanny could never approach the parsonage
without feeling “some painful sensation of restraint or alarm” (409). Additionally, their
“acquisition” of the estate occurred after the death of Dr. Grant, whose wife is Mary Crawford’s
sister, thus, their move only serves as a reminder of recent loss and past disgrace. Unlike Pride
and Prejudice, a novel in which Lydia and Wickham, the characters whose elopement nearly
plunged the Bennett family into ruin, are ultimately reabsorbed into the social order, Mansfield
Park banishes its troublemakers—Mary Crawford, Henry Crawford, and Maria Rushworth—
from polite society. By exiling the disgraced characters, Mansfield Park refuses to achieve
harmonious synthesis through plot resolution, and instead, opts for a dangerous short-cut, by
choosing censorship and repression over resolution and closure.
Fanny Price is a protagonist who initially appears as the ideal Bildungsheld; however, upon
closer examination, she, unlike Elizabeth Bennett, does not undergo any fundamental changes
over the course of the novel. Fanny does not mature through mortification, instead, she maintains
the purity she always had, so by the end of the novel, Edmund has matured to her level.
However, one cannot avoid feeling that Fanny is over vigilant in protecting her personal
integrity, to such a degree that she seems more rigid than adaptive. Basically, Fanny and Edmund
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achieve their happy ending through acts of collective censorship, since the family’s shameful
past must be erased from the present reality. It is worth considering censorship as it alters the
generic requirements of Mansfield Park, in lieu of what George Levine has written about
repression in nineteen-century realism. Levine offers Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein as an example
of plotlines that unsuccessfully attempt to “repress and then destroy the monster” (25). Shelley’s
plot resembles the conclusion of Mansfield Park. Because Shelley banishes the monster from
society, denying him entry into “domestic spaces,” the repressed villain will in turn haunt the
margins of society. In turn, Frankenstein takes as its subject the return of the repressed, for after
being cast out of society, the monster soon returns to polite society to murder Frankenstein’s
young bride. Likewise, by the end of the novel, Mansfield Park only alludes to the return of the
prepressed, only the monster’s return (which in this case is Mary Crawford) is never made
explicit as it is in Shelly. Instead, Mansfield Park, with its tentative but ominous ending, reminds
us of the precariousness of Fanny’s world, a world held in place through suppression and
censorship. The argument could be made that in removing Mary Crawford from Mansfield Park,
Fanny and Edmund only grant her more power. As a reader, I remain skeptical of Edmund’s
conversion from worshipping at Mary’s alter to one who now worships at Fanny’s. By the end,
Austen can only offer the coyest of encouragements, as she reassures her readers that in time,
Edmund did honestly start to prefer Fanny’s “soft light eyes” to Mary’s “sparkling brown.”
However, the reader is right to question Austen’s tone, as she leaves us wondering how anyone
could prefer Fanny’s dullness to Mary’s dazzle, which makes us wonder whether Edmund has
forgotten Mary at all. In short, Austen’s sly sarcasm casts doubt on whether Mansfield Park is
the fairy tale that it claims to be, as Fanny and Edmund’s final happiness seems precarious. In
the concluding chapters, when Edmund’s gossipy sister complains in front of Edmund, who at
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this point has not fully nursed his broken heart, of the sheer perversity with which Mary
Crawford intervened in the affair between their sister and her brother, Edmund, as we are
instructed, grows increasingly despondent, every time he hears his sister pronounce Mary
Crawford’s name. Austen attempts to make light of the situation, by changing her notes to
sympathetic, because for Edmund this “sort of thing which he could never get entirely the better”
(398). Nevertheless, the novel leaves us questioning whether Edmund has put his pain behind
him, since Mary, even though she has been banished from Fanny’s world, continues to exert a
ghostly presence, and if his feelings remain unresolved, the repressed has the power to return to
the scene of the crime.
The other scandal that Mansfield Park attempts to censor out existence is the adulterous
affair that occurs between Henry Crawford and Maria Bertram. Unlike Wickham, Henry
Crawford must live with his own “wretchedness” as the novel offers him no gateway to
redemption. Additionally, Wickham seems perfectly neutered by the end of Pride and Prejudice,
which in turn also suggests that the central crisis has passed, which leaves the world of
Pemberley safe from further invasion. Henry Crawford, by contrast, remains feverish and
conflicted even at the very end of the novel, as even his unrest disrupts the tranquility of
Mansfield Park, as we are invited to imagine the Crawfords as censored from the estate, but their
erasure is never complete, as they still possess the power to disrupt the lives of the people who
live there. It is important to note that the novel’s gothic overtones undermine its status as a
Classical Bildungsroman, since how do Fanny and Edmund achieve totalizing harmony, if their
nemesis could return at any time to bother them?
Mansfield Park represents a different kind of engagement with realism than Pride and
Prejudice, for in that novel, Austen dramatized the whole arch of Darcy’s conversion to his new
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love, yet in Mansfield Park, that same author played coy in her refusal to reveal Edmund’s
change of heart. Austen even uses ellipsis to skip over incidents that she will not elaborate, for
she says, “I only entreat everyone to believe that exactly at the time when it was natural that it
should be so, and not a week earlier, Edmund did cease to care about Miss Crawford, and
became anxious to marry Fanny, as Fanny herself could desire” (408). Levine has suggested that
such a rhetorical technique was common to nineteen-century fiction, that is, when the narrator
speaks directly to the reader, almost acknowledging that the narrative has reached the limits of
realism, and the narrator must simply explain the situation to her. In Mansfield Park, Austen’s
reassurance that, yes, Edmund did learn to love Fanny, shortchanges the reader, and disrupts our
sense of unfolding development. Unlike Pride and Prejudice, where the characters and plotlines
grow organically out from the fictional circumstances in which they were born, Mansfield Park
appears self-conscious in its refusal to unfold a full realist narrative. In my view, Austen’s
authorial intrusion creates more ambivalency than resolution, since by the narrator’s own
admission, Edmund’s affections are not on solid ground, which raises the question, whether
Edmund married Fanny out of convenience, and not out of great love. The final chapter also
suggests that without authorial intervention, Edmund and Fanny might have remained platonic
cousins. Thus, in her refusal to explain Edmund’s conversion in explicit terms, Austen places her
Bildungsroman on shaky ground, because the novel’s problems were solved without the aid of
realism.
III
Bakhtin’s Law of Realism and the Bildungsroman Form
In the last section, I argued how Mansfield Park fell short of the generic requirements of the
Classical Bildungsroman, as the novel was not entirely faithful to realism. In this section, I will
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use Bakhtin to elaborate on the relationship between the Classical Bildungsroman and realism.
Clearly, the unlocking the complexities of the Bildungsroman form requires a commitment to
realism. In part of a longer (but fragmented) essay on Goethe and the Bildungsroman, Bakhtin
explains the interdependence between genre and narrative style. Furthermore, Bakhtin has
argued that the Bildungsroman must take place against a mobile landscape, and furthermore, that
it achieves its three-dimensionality through a strict adherence to realism. Bakhtin cites Goethe’s
work on realism and fiction in illustrating the marriage between realism and the Bildungsroman
form or what he labels as the novel of emergence. In Goethe’s view, realism must make human
history “visible” to the reader’s imagination. Secondly (and even more ambitiously), realism
should also make the causality of time, the past, present, and future, comprehensible to the
mind’s eye. By extension, Goethe’s notion of realism as human history made visible greatly
informed the architecture of Wilhelm Meister. It can not be overstated that Bildungsroman
scholarship came out of an attempt to understand the aesthetic paradigms of that novel. At its
most basic generic definition, the Bildungsroman narrates the development of one individual,
marking the passage of time in one human being between adolescence and adulthood. However,
Bakhtin rightfully identifies how Goethe’s notions of realism complicate our understanding of
the Bildungsroman. In this section, I will argue that in using realism to “see time in the spatial
whole of the world,” Bakhtin clarifies how Goethe and Austen managed to achieve that “allembracing synthesis” that distinguishes the Classical Bildungsroman from other novels of
education.
In the following passage, Bakhtin describes how Goethe’s realism sought to portray
conflicting temporalities at once. He writes:
The ability to see time, to read time, in the spatial whole of the world, and on
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the other hand, to perceive the filling of space not as an immobile background,
a given that is completed once and for all, but as an emerging whole, an event
--that is the ability to read in everything signs that show time in the its course,
beginning, with nature and ending with human custom and ideas (all the way
to abstract concepts) time reveals itself above all in nature: the movement of
the sun and stars, the crowing of the roosters, sensory and visual signs of the
time of the year. All these inseparably linked to corresponding movements
in human life, existence, and activity (labor)—the cycles of time that are marked
by degrees of intensity of labor, the growth of the trees and the livestock, the age
of people are visible signs of longer periods. (25)
One issue that this passage raises but does not specifically address is how the Bildungsroman
allows us to watch time in the lifespan of one human being. In his autobiography, Goethe
explains how his writing marks an attempt to communicate that “sense of past and present
coming together as one.” The Classical Bildungsroman, in its quest for “all-embracing synthesis”
must unite the cycles of nature with changes in human custom. In Pride and Prejudice, life at
Pemberley signifies the past interacting with a living present. By the end of the novel, the
intermingling of the present and the past will give way to a visible future, as the Pemberley estate
becomes a “visible sign” of the totalizing harmony of the genre.
In the Rise of the Novel (2000), Ian Watts has argued that eighteenth-century realists such
as Defoe and Fielding distinguished themselves from previous (and perhaps lesser) novelists by
writing fiction that connects time to space. In Watt’s mind, realism was incomplete until it
coordinated representations of time with space. Or as he suggests, “we cannot easily visualize
any particular moment of existence without setting in its spatial context as well.” Goethe’s
notion of visualizing the past and the present goes one step further than the realism of Defoe and
Richardson, for he suggests that all the interconnections of the living present should be present to
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the mind’s eye. The Bildungsroman, according to Bakhtin, should dramatize the emergence of
one person evolving against an ever-changing historical backdrop.
Before launching into an analysis of how Goethean realism undergirds Austen’s
masterpiece, I will explain how this theory of temporality appears in poetic texts. For instance,
William Wordsworth’s “Tintern Abbey” offers a straight forward illustration of how the past,
present, and future intrudes on one another in poetry. My digression into Romantic poetry is
meant to highlight the interconnections between realism, landscape, and temporality, a dynamic
that Goethe utilized to add texture to the Bildungsroman form. Wordsworth’s poem, which as the
subtitle suggests, is about his “revisiting the banks of the Wye during a tour.” We encounter the
speaker as he looks upon the natural scene that had once fascinated him as a youth. Here the
sight of those “lofty cliffs” give rise to a series of memories for his childhood. In “Tintern
Abbey,” the past converges on the present through the speaker’s revisiting of landmarks, and
through the mingling of memory and imagination, and at last, the poem culminates in an
intersubjective dialogue between the speaker and his sister, as he imagines his sister’s
impressions of the “lofty cliffs,” he reconnects to nature and, if only mentally, to his lost youth.
In the following passage, Wordsworth gives poetic expression to the speaker’s experience of an
intersecting temporalities:
The picture of the mind revives again:
While here I stand, not only with sense
Of present pleasure, but with pleasing thoughts
That is this moment there is life and food
For Future years. And so, I dare to hope,
Though changed, no doubt from what I was when first
I came among these hills, when like a roe
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I bounded o’er the mountains, by the sides
Of the deep rivers, and the lonely streams,
Whenever nature led: more like a man
Flying from something that he dreads, then one
Who sought the thing he loved.
Wordsworth layers three distinct temporalities upon another; therefore, the speaker’s “present
pleasure” gives way to “pleasing thoughts,” as he remains confident that his memory will furnish
him with the fuel for “future years.” It is worth noting that the speaker’s imagination produces
the same temporal dynamics that make history visible to the mind’s eye. Here actual memory
exerts pressure on the speaker’s reverie, as his memory of running through rivers and streams,
introduces another mode of awareness onto the text, as the speaker seems momentarily
transported to the time when he could bound over rocks and streams, “like a man flying from
something that he dreads.” Memory allows the speaker to reenter the boldness of his youth, and
yet, he retains an awareness that time has passed.
Clearly, Austen does not even attempt to penetrate nature as comprehensibly as
Wordsworth’s, as she spends more time on the picturesque than on the landscape. Granted, such
an admission runs the risk of invalidating my argument before it’s made; nevertheless, Austen
succeeds at layering temporality in such a way that reinforces the social harmony of the Classical
Bildungsroman. Unlike George Eliot, a novelist whose microscopic attention to nature seems
more akin to Romantic poetry, she emphasizes the minutia, the details that escape the naked eye,
for it is as though her writing places a magnifying glass to nature. In her novel Adam Bede, the
narrator asks the reader if she has “utterly forgotten yourself straining your eyes after the
mountain lark, or in wandering through the still lanes when the fresh-opened blossoms fill them
with a sacred silent beauty like that of fretted aisles?” It is important to note that Austen herself
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resists forgetting herself in her descriptions of river banks and plots of green grass. Austen,
instead, endeavors to articulate the balance between nature and human cultivation, thus, never
abandoning herself to reverie. For example, when Elizabeth enters Pemberley, she is awestruck
at its immense beauty, yet what she admires most is its overall expression of decorum:
Elizabeth’s mind was too full for conversation, but she saw and
admired every remarkable spot and point of view. They gradually
ascended for half a mile, and then found themselves at the top of a
considerable eminence, where the wood ceased, and the eye was
instantly caught by Pemberley house, situated on the opposite side
of a valley, into which the read with some abruptness wound. It was a
large handsome, stone building, standing well on the rising ground, and
backed by a ridge of high woody hills; and in front a stream of natural
importance was swelled into greater, but without any artificial appearance.
its banks were neither formal nor falsely adorned. Elizabeth was delighted.
she had never seen a place for which nature had done more, or where natural
beauty had been so little counteracted by an awkward taste. They were all of them
war, in their admiration; and at that moment she felt that to be mistress of Pemberley
might be something (229)
Here, Elizabeth’s eye travels across the entirety of the estate. At first, she does not see as
immediately into the life of things as the Romantic poets did, but as she surveys the mansion and
grounds, she clearly appreciates nature, yet only as it is bounded by good taste. Hence, she notes
the stream, an adornment without any “artificial appearance.” She omits any mention of anything
potentially wild in the landscape. Elizabeth’s landscape reverie only reinforces the novel’s
promise of a marriage plot, since the estate reinforces her desire to marry the owner. In the world
of the Classical Bildungsroman, even landscape poetry harkens back to domesticity and social
tradition.
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In Pride and Prejudice, we encounter past, present, and future coming together not only
in the pulsations of nature but in the overall health and vitality of the English estate, and the life
of its inhabitants. Alistair Duckworth has argued that Austen’s novels center on the estate,
because in Austen, the estate goes to the nerve center of human society, as it unites the natural
world, the historical past, and the social world under one umbrella. This might explain why
Elizabeth prefers the estate to the surrounding natural scene. Moreover, Austen embeds the estate
rather than the landscape with quickened life, which makes the estate the place where past,
present, and future are made visible to the human eye. In the following passage, Duckworth
explains the importance of the estate in Austen’s novels.
Initially, existence is enclosed and the estate into which an individual is born
provides him with a little world of harmony and peace. As he lives at the center
of his property, so he belongs to a family which is surrounded by other families and
has been “for many generations” settled in its place. He comes to consciousness
in a community that is corporate and structured in all areas. In the possession of a
public language and of common modes of behavior, in the very disposition of
buildings and landscape, such a community manifests itself its organization, it is
complete, inherited intact, and it has about it an air of consecration. It seems to be
“truth” serving as a framework of order external to the mind, society, at the beginning,
both protects and supports the individual self. (21)
Out of all Austen’s fictional societies, Pemberley clearly represents the English estate in its ideal
form, as it satisfies all the aesthetic and social desires that Elizabeth might possess. By the end of
the novel, Pemberley will organize the world of the novel, because in Pride and Prejudice,
Austen paints Pemberley as a teleological achievement. Therefore, the estate provides the novel
with a final scene, that is, at once, one of endless stability and self-sustaining harmony. In Sense
and Sensibility, Duckworth argues that the estate represents a time before the fall, since the
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Dashwoods must leave the estate. For them, the estate becomes a painful memory, a reminder of
their once glorious past; however, in Pride and Prejudice, the estate signals arrival rather than
loss. In Duckworth’s telling, the estate represents “truth” that dwells “anonymously upon the
earth,” which helps align the protagonist to her proper destiny. Furthermore, the estate allows the
protagonist merges the past with the present. When Elizabeth and Darcy assume their proper
place as the heads of Pemberley, we glimpse a vivid future emerging out of the lived present.
An estate as magnificent as Pemberley requires a fidelity to the past, and Duckworth asserts,
Pemberley has been built by generations of helping human hands. There is an incident early in
the novel that establishes Pemberley as a monument to living history. When Elizabeth is visiting
her sister at Netherfield, Miss Bingley bestows repeated compliments on Darcy for his
impressive library, to which he responds curtly, “It out to be good,” as “it has been the work of
many generations,” but then adds, “I cannot comprehend the neglect of a family library in such
days as these.” Duckworth has observed that Darcy’s response reflects his socially conservative
attitudes. That is, Darcy views himself as Pemberley’s landlord, as one responsible for its
preservation, rather than its owner, who would be at liberty to make changes. He distinguishes
himself from those men today, who live recklessly, and believe they can remake the present, and
in doing so destroy the past.
In the context of Goethe’s theory of visibility, realism, and the Bildungsroman genre, one
might say that Pemberley illustrates the beauty that occurs when the past continues to survive
into the present. It is worth considering the ways in which Darcy and Elizabeth become part of
the living present, when they encounter each other on the grounds at Pemberley. When Elizabeth
travels to Pemberley with Mr. and Mrs. Gardner, they were told the owner was out of town.
However, shortly after Elizabeth finishes her tour of the grounds, she encounters a surprise, as
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Darcy appears before her. In the following passage, Austen incorporates their physiology, the
hint of the erotic that is pervasive throughout their otherwise chaste encounter, into the
landscape, blending the human present, the ancestral past, and the natural world:
They were within twenty yards of each other and so abrupt was his appearance
that it was impossible to avoid his sight! Their eyes instantly met and the cheeks
of each other were overspread of the deepest blush. He absolutely started and for
a moment seemed immovable from surprise; but shortly, recovered himself, advancing
towards the party and spoke to Elizabeth in terms of perfect composure at least of
perfect civility. (244)
In her suggestions of the erotic (the “eyes” that “instantly met” and the blushing “cheeks”), the
narrator includes the microscopic details that we associate with writers like Eliot. In Austen, the
characters, not the flora and fauna, that pulsate with visible life. Incidentally, both Darcy and
Elizabeth grow self-conscious once they become aware of their physiology, for shortly after they
make eye contact, Elizabeth notices the gardener’s “surprise at seeing his master.” Here
Elizabeth’s social-self intrudes on her private self. In fact, the present becomes visible in two
ways, by making Elizabeth not only aware of her own erotic consciousness but also of the social
life surrounding her. Everyday life, the living present, is embodied in her interaction with the
gardener. In doing this, Austen casts the whole scene into a larger multi-dimensional landscape,
where Elizabeth and Darcy are aware of each other, but also aware of others, and consequently,
aware of themselves as participants in a larger social reality. The gardener himself represents a
living relationship to the past, for as he maintains the grounds of Pemberley, he participates in a
tradition of labor that has been performed for generations. When Elizabeth enters the portrait
gallery and confronts Darcy’s picture, she experiences the past intruding on the present, because
she sees her future husband as belonging to an ancient English family. The entirety of the
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estate—the grounds, the mansion, the portrait gallery, and the workers—all remind us of Darcy’s
obligation to maintain the work of his ancestors. As Elizabeth surveys Darcy’s interaction with
the housekeeper and groundskeepers, she acknowledges the complex web of relationships that
exist at Pemberley. The erotic component of their meeting infuses the scene with the pulsations
of a living present. As a component of realism, Pemberley becomes the perfect setting for the
Bildungsroman, once the erotic has been introduced, because it makes physiological changes
visible to the mind’s eye, and integrates the characters and plot into a fictional world that appears
to function on its own. Furthermore, their courtship produces an image of the future that is an
intermixture of both the present and the past. In other words, Elizabeth and Darcy’s Bildungs
plot takes place against a three- dimensional backdrop in which the protagonists emerge
simultaneously alongside an evolving world. Austen succeeds at synchronizing every aspect of
life at Pemberley to unfold harmoniously, thereby achieving the “all-embracing synthesis” that
distinguishes the Classical Bildungsroman.
If we apply Goethe’s theory of realism to Pride and Prejudice, Pemberley, as it embodies a
fully rendered social space, becomes the metaphor for Elizabeth and Darcy’s future stability and
happiness. By the end of a Classical Bildungsroman, social assimilation becomes the symbol of
successful personal development. The novel closes with two miniature Bildungs plots as to take
the focus off the two protagonists and draw our attention to the social community. Both Kitty
Bennett and Georgina Darcy have benefited from the health and vitality of the Pemberley estate.
In time, Kitty, as we are told, has matured into a thoughtful young woman, as she has long shed
her former wildness. While Georgina Darcy was never uncouth, she was, unlike Kitty, overly
cautious, and perhaps overly deferential to her older brother. Under Elizabeth’s tutelage,
Georgina has learned to laugh more. Pemberley has contributed to the proper development of
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these two young women, thereby, testifying to its restorative powers and its overall sense of
totalizing harmony. In the end, Kitty and Georgina emerge as visible signs of a successful social
emergence that has come to include an entire community of people.
IV
Harmonious Synthesis: The Laws of Social Reconciliation
Austen’s biggest challenge in writing Pride and Prejudice is in resolving the novel’s
social problems while avoiding heartbreak or misfortune, because it could easily have turned
melodramatic, for if Wickham had abandoned Lydia, the Bennett family could have fallen into
disgrace. Austen constructed the plot in such a way that Lydia’s reckless flirting did not hurt
either Elizabeth or her sister’s prospects, a younger sister embroiled in scandal would have made
it impossible for them to marry men of high social status. Furthermore, the Bennett family enjoys
a modest, limited income, one that would surely dissipate, if most of their daughters did not
marry well. Because Mr. Bennett has no male heir, Mr. Collins, Elizabeth’s insufferable cousin,
would inherit their property, a possibility that drive the Bennett sisters into poverty. To put it
emphatically, had Darcy not intervened, the Bennett’s situation could have been disastrous. What
makes Pride and Prejudice a Classical Bildungsroman is that it reintegrates Lydia and Wickham,
the novel’s two disgraced characters, into the social fold. In doing so, Austen downgrades their
status from cautionary tale to farce. By the end, the couple are reduced to harmless parasites.
Lydia, it states, is always petitioning Jane and Elizabeth for more money, or always asking if
Darcy might further Wickham’s career. Earlier I argued that Mansfield Park attempts to censor
the scandalous past, by banishing the adulterous characters from the world of the novel. Had
Lydia and Wickham been excluded from the social world, their transgression would haunt the
periphery of the novel, darkening its fairy tale ending. It is also worth considering what might
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have happened to the Wickhams, if they went into exile. Firstly, they would be outside the moral
order, and would therefore enjoy greater license, which would make reform, however moderate,
impossible. Austen’s decision to integrate the Wickhams enhances the Bildungsroman’s
symbolic structure, because it allows Elizabeth and Darcy, the novel’s moral center, to police her
sister and brother-in-law, so that they must remain accountable for their bad behavior. By
making Lydia and Wickham dependent on Pemberley, they are placed within a social hierarchy.
Social reconciliation is essential to the workings of the Classical Bildungsroman;
however, for social reconciliation to be possible, there must exist a set of social laws that would
permit relationships between the characters. In the end, Pride and Prejudice facilitates that the
Bennett sister all have the marriages that each sister deserves, and by extension, we assume that
the plot would encounter problems if their suiters were neither eligible nor available. If Austen’s
novel succeeds as a Classical Bildungsroman, then it must be probable that Darcy could marry
Elizabeth, that Mr. Bingley could marry Jane, and that Wickham could marry Lydia.
Considering the scandal of Lydia’s elopement and the gap in social status that separates
Elizabeth and Darcy, we could assume marriage could have been frowned on. This is not an
outlandish claim, since Darcy prevented Bingley from proposing to Jane on the grounds of their
low relations. Additionally, Lady Catherine De Bourgh disapproves of Elizabeth as a potential
niece, for she even goes so far as to accuse Elizabeth of poisoning the “shades of Pemberley,” by
sullying her aristocratic line with her disgraced relations. Lady Catherine also informs Elizabeth
that she is aware of her “younger sister’s infamous elopement,” that the marriage was a
“patched-up business” paid for by her father and uncle, since she thinks it unreasonable that
Wickham, the son of Darcy’s deceased steward, would become her nephew’s brother; however,
Lady Catherine is mistaken, because Elizabeth cannot be barred form marrying Darcy solely on
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class, because Wickham, the son of a steward, still belonged to the gentry class; hence, the late
Mr. Darcy attempted to provide Wickham with an Oxford education, and future assistance in
joining either the law or the clergy. Nor is there any law prohibiting Darcy from marrying
Elizabeth, a detail that Elizabeth mentions to his aunt, when she informs her that while her
mother may hail from trade, her father is a gentleman. To add emphasis, the reason Austen can
untangle the snares in the novel’s marriage plots is because her characters are all free to marry
one another. Raymond Williams, a critic who has written extensively on social class in the
English novel, argues that Austen’s communities are “knowable,” in the sense that her novels are
confined to small sectors of Regency society:
Yet while it is a community wholly known within the essential terms of the
novel, it is an actual community very precisely selective. Neighbors in Jane
Austen are not the people, who, in social recognition, can be visited. What she
sees across the land is a network of propertied houses and families, and
through the holes of this tightly drawn mesh most people are simply not seen,
to be face to face in this world is already to belong to a class. No other community,
in physical presence, or in any reality is by any means knowable. (166)
Williams raises an interesting question regarding the social dynamics of Austen’s
Bildungsroman, since her novels are limited to one social class, which inadvertently suggests
that the novel’s fairy tale ending, its “all-embracing synthesis,” might depend on the plot taking
place inside these “knowable communities.” In short, Austen’s novel would not be a Classical
Bildungsroman, if Darcy were forbidden to marry Elizabeth either because of her class or her
sister’s hasty marriage.
Critics tend not to describe Pride and Prejudice as a Classical Bildungsroman; however,
they do hail its stylistic perfection, since in analyzing the novel, the critic becomes aware of the
novel’s complex architecture. In Jane Austen and the Secrets of Style, D.A Miller observes how
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readers throughout the ages, ranging from himself to Marry Russel Mitford to Lord David Cecil,
have all independently compared the novel to a jewel box. Austen herself even encourages it,
when she complained that it was “too light & bright & sparkling” for her personal tastes (Miller
23-24). To extend the comparison, a Bildungsroman, efficient and compact, resembles a jewel
case. That said, the Classical Bildungsroman is proof of Austen’s “Absolute style,” although I do
not use Miller’s phrase as he does, as he argues that as a narrator Austen achieved an omniscient
voice that was above gender distinctions, and subsequently immune from those societal
restrictions that would have otherwise held her, an aging spinster, under sway. The
Bildungsroman, by contrast, requires another kind of execution of style, since, by the end, the
events all seem to fall in place as if by magic, and nothing is unresolved. To put the matter more
emphatically, Austen’s carefully constructed plotlines (all of which ultimately deliver the novel’s
scene of totalizing social assimilation) depend on the characters all existing within one
“knowable” class. Duckworth, interestingly, calls into question William’s claim that Austen’s
novels all take place in a rarified but confined social world, where different social groups are not
knowable to each other. In Duckworth’s reading of Pride and Prejudice, the novel unites three
social groups (the aristocracy, the gentry, and trade). I agree with both Williams and Duckworth,
for even though Austen does not write courtship plots that could not end in marriage, Pride and
Prejudice is ultimately about redefining kinship, so that Darcy’s notion of family comes to
include not only his in-laws, but the Gardiners as well.
The importance of creating harmonious and yet realistic relationships between the classes
in the English Bildungsroman should not be overlooked. Later in this chapter, I discuss
Persuasion as an example of a Counter- Bildungsroman, since it moves slightly outside the
knowable community of Pride and Prejudice. As a young woman, Anne Elliot, after receiving
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pressure from her family, ended her engagement with Captain Wentworth, because he was not a
member of the gentry, and therefore, not marriageable, a decision that she will come to deeply
regret. Once Austen ventures outside her closed community, the Bildungsroman form becomes
less attainable. In Adam Bede, Eliot presents us with a marriage plot that is vaguely reminiscent
of Pride and Prejudice, as the two novels both hinge on marriage and seduction, for in her
temptation and downfall, Hetty Sorrel resembles Lydia Bennett. According to Williams, Eliot,
unlike Austen, forces a “recognition of other kinds of people, other kinds of counter, other kinds
of action, on which moral emphasis must be brought to bear.” By this measure, Eliot tests the
social parameters of the Bildungsroman form, in that she risks exposing the biases upon which
the genre is built. In her novel, Arthur Donnithorne, the young squire, is not free to marry Hetty
Sorrell, the beautiful dairy maid, although they have a sexual relationship. While Samuel
Richardson felt no restrictions in dramatizing a similar relationship in Pamela, Eliot appears
more faithful to the laws of social realism. The moral of Adam Bede is that Arthur violated the
moral order, by seducing someone, for whom as the town squire, he was responsible. Here the
social inequities are not mendable. Perhaps, one reason that the Classical Bildungsroman is so
rare is that its aesthetic and social requirements become untenable as the nineteenth-century
progresses, and writers become entrenched in communities that are not knowable, social worlds
more like Eliot’s than Austen’s. Additionally, because the Classical Bildungsroman depends on
totalizing harmony and absolute social assimilation, Adam Bede, with its ambivalent ending, falls
short of the generic requirements. On the one hand, the novel’s two protagonists, Dinah Morris
and Adam Bede, have found personal happiness, while also rooting themselves in a seemingly
self-sufficient community. However, their happiness cannot be confused for totalizing harmony
as the novel’s closing chapters eerily reminds us of how Hetty’s murderous soul and Arthur’s
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tormenting religious guilt continue to haunt the otherwise happy ending. Eliot’s novel illustrates
how untenable the Classical Bildungsroman can be, which is why even Austen seemed to depart
from it in her later work.
However, the Classical Bildungsroman is not static when it comes to human relationships,
and Pride and Prejudice certainly celebrates variety in human relationships. Lukàcs has argued
that the Classical Bildungsroman establishes an “island” of friends who in turn create an ideal
society. There is no doubt that the Bildungsroman is twinborn to realism; nevertheless, Lukàcs
insists that Wilhelm Meister did not attempt to represent actual society, for he argues that the
Classical Bildungsroman also contains utopian and “escapist” elements. Goethe wrote the
Classical Bildungsroman so that he might imagine “the free development of the human
personality.” Likewise, in Pride and Prejudice, Darcy establishes an island of friends, by
aligning himself with certain members of Elizabeth’s family, his new brother-in-law Mr.
Bingley, and his new friends, the Gardiners. Lukàcs insists that an island must depict a “group of
active men acting in society” (56). While not utopian in the socialist sense, the island should
“unite” characters who perform a common action that serves a collective goal. The Classical
Bildungsroman is distinguished from other biographical novels, because it culminates in action,
and therefore, prioritizes social life over solitary development.
In Wilhelm Meister, Goethe depicts an island of friends, acting together. Towards the end
of the novel, Felix, Wilhelm’s son from an earlier relationship, accidently takes laudanum. The
incident serves as a catalyst in uniting Wilhelm with Nathalie, his future wife. In the following
passage, it becomes clear that social assimilation, the eventual goal of the Classical
Bildungsroman, is achieved through crisis, a crisis which requires a remedying action:
Natalie caused the child to be carried to a chamber, and she devoted herself
anxiously to him. The abbe had gone in search of Augustine, to learn the real
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facts of the case…. The physician had in the meantime, examined the almond
milk, and discovered that it contained a strong mixture of laudanum. The child
lay upon the bed in a pitiful state, requesting his father to give him more medicine
and not to pain him farther. Lothario had sent his attendants out and gone forth
himself to find, if possible, some trace of Augustine. Nathalie sat by Felix. (202)
In this instance, each character works towards the same end. While Natalie and Wilhelm attend
to Felix, Lothario searches for Augustine, and while the physician sorts through the discarded
bottles, the abbe joins Lothario in helping to discover “the facts of the case.” Lukàcs has argued
that the Bildungsroman should culminate in the discovery of “spontaneous freedom,” for its
protagonists should learn to respond intuitively to life’s circumstances. As Lukàcs has suggested,
Goethe’s novel redefines “fate,” not as “resignation” or blind acceptance to one’s moral destiny
but as the freedom to act in “spontaneity.” It is as if this spontaneous action sets the Bildungs
plot in motion, as if the moment makes it easier for Wilhelm to propose to Natalie, or for
Lothario to propose to Theresa; thus, the scenes of cooperation bring the Bildungsroman to its
close. It is interesting to think of their final teamwork as particular to the Classical
Bildungsroman, for it is yet another thing that Wilhelm Meister has in common with Pride and
Prejudice.
There is a similar crisis in Pride and Prejudice, when Mr. Gardiner and Mr. Darcy join
forces to save Lydia from disgrace, an alliance that also works at securing the marriage plot for
Darcy and Elizabeth. Like Wilhelm Meister, this scene has a galvanizing effect on the cast of
characters. It also marks a turning point in Darcy’s maturity. In his book Seasonable Youth,
Jerome Buckley has argued that the protagonist of the English Bildungsroman is often in search
of a father figure, that being a critical component of the Bildungsroman. While Darcy does not
seek a father figure as actively as Pip from Great Expectations, Darcy did lose his father. While
Darcy never seems to embrace Mr. Gardiner as a father figure, the older man becomes an
alternative father-in-law to him, possibly because Darcy finds his future father-in-law inept.
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Darcy’s dissatisfaction with Mr. Bennett led to his approaching Mr. Gardiner, because he did
“not judge” him “to be a person whom he could consult as” Mr. Gardiner (313). Darcy’s decision
to avoid Mr. Bennett while embracing Mr. Gardiner reflects the utopian aspects of the
Bildungsroman, because it suggests that happiness is not dependent on birth and nobility. Darcy
resembles the Goethean protagonist, because in Goethe, the educated principle is not about
avoiding mistakes rather “to allow him to quaff his error to the full” (quoted in Lukàcs 62). In
partnership with Mr. Gardiner, Darcy can choose to correct whatever wrongs he had done, that
is, not letting others know the truth about George Wickham, which in turn allowed the young
man more social liberty than he deserved. In the Classical Bildungsroman, characters are not
punished, rather they redeem themselves through action. Unlike Wilhelm Meister, where all the
characters actively work on Felix’s behalf, Pride and Prejudice’s epistolary style allows both
Mrs. Gardiner and Elizabeth, the writer and the reader of the letter, as involved in the group
dynamic, because in writing to Elizabeth, Mrs. Gardiner brings her into the fold. Unlike Wilhelm
Meister, where all the characters participate in the central action, Mrs. Gardiner and Elizabeth to
be vicarious participants. In the following passage, Mrs. Gardiner narrates the details of her
husband’s newfound partnership:
Everything being settled between them, Mr. Darcy’s next step was to make
your uncle acquainted with it, and he first called in Gracechurch Street the
evening before I came home. Burt Mr. Gardiner could not be seen; and Mr.
Darcy found, on further enquiry, that your father was still with him.…On
Saturday, he came again. Your father was one, your uncle at home, and as I
said before, they had a great deal of talk together. They met again on Sunday,
and then I saw him too……They battled it out together for a long time, which
was more than the gentleman or lady concerned in it deserved (313-14).
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This passage illustrates how “spontaneous action” galvanizes the plot in the Classical
Bildungsroman. It is notable that the Bildungsheld receives his or her education through real life.
Nobody had instructed Darcy on how he should behave towards Mr. Gardiner, yet their
interaction seems to flow from the urgency of their circumstances, as Lydia’s elopement is
almost as frightening as Felix swallowing laudanum. Like Goethe, Austen emphasizes the
collaboration that takes place between the two men.
To be sure, the Classical Bildungsroman prioritizes the life of the community over that of the
individual, since Darcy achieves Bildungs by submitting to forces greater than himself. If the
Classical Bildungsroman is a tenuous literary category, it is because there are so few novels
culminate in “spontaneous action.” In Lukàcs’ eyes, the novel of education is not a
Bildungsroman, unless it contains an island of people working together. Mansfield Park omits
scenes of cooperation and spontaneous action. In fact, these very forces become suspect in
Austen’s novel, especially when you consider the social breakdown that occurs during the
rehearsal of the theatricals, as everyone involved becomes beset by infighting and jealousy. For
instance, the rehearsal sparks a rivalry between the Bertram sisters, where the mutual desire for
Henry Crawford spawns a deadly hate. Austen even describes the sisters as being at open war
with one another, since “the sister with whom she was used to be on easy terms was now the
greatest enemy, they were alienated from each other, and Julia was not superior to the hope some
distressing end to the attentions which were still carrying on there, some punishment to Maria for
conduct so shameful towards herself” (138). The play succeeds in tearing the two sisters apart,
which is antithetical to social assimilation. Fanny’s refusal casts Mansfield Park into the role of
Counter-Bildungsroman, since she rejects cooperation and participation on principle. Claudia
Johnson is correct when she asserts that Fanny suffers from an excess of female modesty. To put
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the matter another way, her deference to Sir Thomas seems overdetermined. In Johnson’s words,
in “refusing the unseemliness of self-assertion, Fanny trusts that guardians will think for and of
her, only to discover that they are too full of their own, invariably wrongheaded plans to think
much about her at all” (103). Fanny, in Johnson’s view, is unnaturally passive; moreover, such
passivity goes against the symbolic structure of the Classical Bildungsroman, in which the
protagonist should receive her education through what Lukàcs would call “spontaneous action.”
V
The Aesthetics of Personal Development: Fitzwilliam Darcy and the Classical Bildungsroman
The Classical Bildungsroman distinguishes itself in the efficiency in which the
protagonist emotionally matures. This is especially true regarding the protagonist’s aesthetic
education. In novels of anti-development or regression, aesthetic education often takes the
protagonist away from the social mobility plot. In her book Still Life: Suspended Development in
the Victorian Novel (2016), Eliot Cohn argues that in Brontë, Eliot, and Hardy, the protagonist’s
inattentive mental states effectively unravel the larger action of the plot. In Fatal Beauty,
Douglas Mao has also argued that aesthetic engagement sabotages the Bildungsroman’s symbol
structure as it does in Oscar Wilde’s Picture of Dorian Gray and James Joyce’s Portrait of the
Artist as a Young Man. Both Cohn and Mao agree that private aesthetics often contradict the
aims of the Classical Bildungsroman. What I will argue is that in Pride and Prejudice, Darcy’s
aesthetic meditations ultimately facilitate his social assimilation, a detail which marks Austen’s
novel as a Classical Bildungsroman.
In Ideology of the Aesthetic (1990), Terry Eagleton argues that British Empiricists sought to
connect aesthetic philosophy to a larger political reality. In the work of David Hume, the Earl of
Shaftsbury, and Edmund Burke, beauty becomes ones’ private acknowledgment of a universal
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law, which is to say, their theories attempted to make the love of beauty “highly assistant to
virtue, which is itself no other than the love of order and beauty in society” (35). Eighteenthcentury aesthetic philosophy might be the perfect handmaiden to the English Bildungsroman,
because it explains the social function of the private apprehension of beauty. In this section, I
will look at Darcy through the lens of David Hume, who argues that only through the study of
our sense perceptions, we arrive at something close to a universal truth, I will argue that Austen
illustrates Darcy as he is undergoing an aesthetic and empiricist process, by which he comes to
see his life in distinctly social terms.
Critic Walter Litz has described Pride and Prejudice as a novel that “supports the fine illusion
that life itself can take on the discrimination and selectivity of art” (quoted in Burlin 155). Before
Darcy can rectify and reorder the Bennett’s universe, his worldview must evolve, and his
struggle resembles the one described by Hume in “A Standard of Taste.” Over the course of the
novel, Darcy goes from a reluctant admirer to a proud husband, a process that what Hume
believed was the inner transformation of the artist/critic. When we first meet Darcy, his mind is
impeded by prejudice. He arrives at Netherfield with Mr. Bingley and the Bingley sisters. At this
time, he seems caught up in the habits and manners of his social class. When Bingley suggests
that he dance with Elizabeth Bennett, he replies that she is “tolerable but not handsome enough
to tempt me” (13). Over the course of the novel, Darcy undergoes a significant revolution, for
when Elizabeth visits Pemberley for the second time, Darcy rather haughtily informs Miss
Bingley that even though he was initially dismissive of Elizabeth, “it is many months [he] has
considered her as one of the handsomest women of [his] acquaintance” (264). The Bildungs plot
occurs as we follow Darcy from one state of mind to another. The catalyst for change is his
evolving eye, as Darcy learns to see the world as a critic.
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As I previously mentioned, when Darcy first meets Elizabeth, he has an unfavorable
impression of his surroundings, for he only knows his immediate circle, and the Bennett’s world
still exists in a type of fog. As Hume explains it, when “objects of any kind are first presented to
the eye or imagination, the sentiment, which attends them, is obscured and confused; and the
mind is, in great measure, incapable of pronouncing concerning their merits or defects” (A
Standard of Taste #18). The critic must “acquire experience” with the object she is perusing,
thus, she can learn to distinguish its defects from its charms. Breaking out of the shackles of
prejudice requires the critic to routinely survey her subject matter, which Darcy does the second
time he sees Elizabeth:
Mr. Darcy had at first scarcely allowed her to be pretty: he had looked at her
without admiration at the ball: and when they next met, he looked at her only
to criticize. But no sooner had he made it clear to himself and his friends that she
had hardly a good feature in her face, then he began to find it rendered uncommonly
intelligent by the beautiful expression of her dark eyes. To this discovery succeeded
more others equally mortifying, though he had detected with a critical eye more than
one failure of perfect symmetry in her form; he was forced to acknowledge her figure
to be light and pleasing; and in spite of his asserting her manners were not those of the
fashionable world, he was caught by their easy playfulness. (24)
Here Darcy looks at Elizabeth from one angle, and then from another, and with each rotation, her
beauty becomes more apparent, as if the confusion that hung around his first impression has gone
away, and he can finally see. To put the matter another way, the Bildungs plot emerges as Darcy
begins to second guess his first impressions, for Pride and Prejudice would not be a Classical
Bildungsroman, if Darcy remained a snob. A pattern emerges: every time he makes a critical
assertion such as she “hardly has a good feature in her face,” then his thinking begins to backfire
on him, as she soon starts admiring “the beautiful expression” in her eyes. No sooner did he
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detect irregularities in her form, then he was forced to admit her figure.” Additionally, Hume had
defined “delicacy of taste” as when the sense “organs are so fine, as to allow nothing to escape
them; at the same time so exact as to perceive every ingredient in the composition” (“A Standard
of Taste” #16). Basically, Darcy is learning to apprehend beauty by subjugating his impressions
to new comparisons. Or put it another way, he is caught up in a dialectical process, by which
prejudice is being worked out of him. His destiny will be in learning to see through unbiased
eyes, so that he will marry that provincial young women, and fine totalizing harmony in both
private and public life.
When Elizabeth comes to visit her ailing sister at Netherfield, Darcy has already grown
indignant from the obsequious attention that Miss Bingley and Mrs. Hurst bestow upon him.
While Elizabeth is staying there, Darcy begins to lose himself in reverie. One source of anxiety
to him is that he continually worries that his attraction, if left unchecked, could grow dangerous
or excessive. For example, when he first sees her, she comes “with weary ankles, dirty stockings,
and a face glowing with the warmth of exercise,” after having spent the morning jumping over
puddles and running through fields (34). Mrs. Hurst is horrified, describing Elizabeth as looking
“almost wild,” but Darcy is more conflicted, as he feels divided between the “admiration of the
brilliance which exercise has given to her complexion, and doubt as to the occasion justifying her
coming so far alone” (34). Darcy momentarily indulges in Elizabeth’s wildness, the disarray of
her appearance, because he has an aesthetic or erotic appreciation of the messiness of her clothes,
or the flush of her skin. At this moment, Darcy’s thoughts are overcome by the lyrical; and
demonstration that contrary to what Charlotte Bronte has said of Jane Austen’s asexuality,
Austen shows herself capable of eluding anyway to that which Brontë said “throbs fast and full”
(quoted in Cohn 36). However, Darcy approaches his own sexual attraction with an aesthetic
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disinterest, as he remains suspicious of the impropriety of the trip. In a Classical Bildungsroman
such as Austen’s, the erotic serves to tighten rather than loosen the social assimilation plot, for
ultimately, such reveries are not incompatible with the Bildungsroman’s conservative social
themes.
Darcy’s disinterest has consequences within the English Bildungsroman, as it connects
Darcy’s Bildungs plot to the prevailing aesthetic theories of the eighteenth century. Terry
Eagleton has explained the role disinterest plays in Hume. For instance, he states:
Disinterestedness here means indifference not to other’s interests, but to one’s
own. The aesthetic is the enemy of bourgeois egoism: to judge aesthetically means
to bracket as far as possible, one’s own petty prejudices in the name of common
general humanity. It is in the act of taste above all, David Hume argues in his essay
“Of a Standard of Taste,” that ‘considering myself as a man in general, he must forget,
possible, my individual being and my peculiar circumstances.’ Aesthetic disinterest
involves a radical decentering of the subject, subduing its self-regard to a community of
sensibility with others. (39)
In this passage, Eagleton indirectly identifies a potential link between aesthetic perception and
Austen’s Classical Bildungsroman. As I have suggested, Austen’s novel renders romantic love in
aesthetic terms; thus, Darcy’s eye and heart evolve at the same time. In the novel’s early scenes,
we watch as Darcy succumbing his “bourgeois egoism.” Darcy’s interior development
corresponds to Humean aesthetics. While Darcy never forsakes the opinions of his class, he does
modify them, and in the meantime, begins to adopt a new appreciation for female charms that are
less studied than Miss Bingley’s.
Likewise, in Dickens’ David Copperfield (1850), the protagonist’s maturity is also measured
in terms of his growing aesthetic disinterest. Jerome Buckley compares David’s response to
Dora, his first wife, to his response to seeing his second wife, and the more reasonable of the two
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matches. When David meets Dora, he is thunderstruck: “I was swallowed up in an abyss of love
in an instant. There was no pausing on the brink; no looking down, or looking back; I was gone
headlong, before I had a sense to say a word to her” (quoted in Buckley 39). When he meets his
second wife, David responds more quizzically. David, like Darcy, retains a critical distance from
his own sense of rapture. In the following passage, David turns romantic attraction into a
Proustian reverie, in which he compares Agnes’ beauty to that of a stained-glass window. For
instance, he states:
Although her face was quite bright and happy, there was a tranquility about it,
and about her—a quiet, good calm spirit that I have never forgotten, that I shall
never forget…. I cannot call to mind where or when, in my childhood, I had seen
a stained-glass window in a church. Nor do I recollect its subject. But I know that
when I saw her turn around in the grave light of the old staircase, and wait for us,
above, I thought of that window; and I associated something of its tranquil brightness
with Agnes Wickfield ever afterwards. (quoted in Buckley 40)
Buckley argues that only after David acquires aesthetic self-restraint is the protagonist ready to
make a sensible marriage, an act that brings his Bildungsroman to a harmonious close, for
David’s maturity depends on whether he will discipline his untamed heart. To reiterate, Moretti
has argued that the Bildungsroman favors the easy-going protagonist, the one who evolves with
the changing times. In Moretti’s eyes, intensity is harmful to the protagonist, because it “compels
him to see an excess of meaning in what surrounds him, and to bind himself too thoroughly and
too quickly. Prematurely: in ways that are not those of an ‘adult’ (46). In his initial response to
Dora, David demonstrates those overdetermined reactions that lead the Bildungsheld into plots
of counter development. Had David remained in his marriage to Dora his life might read as a
cautionary tale. Darcy, unlike David and Wilhelm Meister, has no foolish love interest. Darcy,
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by contrast, seems well-suited to his role as Bildungsheld, for he never expresses any unbridled
romanticism.
Over the course of the novel, Darcy undergoes a quiet mental revolution. As a
protagonist, his will is pliable, which is appropriate since rigidity and recklessness are traits that
are associated with novels of counter-development. Martin Swales has astutely observed about
Werther, Goethe’s anti-protagonist, that the character cannot accept reality as “time and time
again…. he is forced to supplant the outside world, which is resistant to his wishing by a
surrogate world that is made in his own image” (30). In Werther’s case, the turning away must
be done over and over, until it cannot be done anymore, which is when Werther commits suicide.
J. Hillis Miller has made a similar argument about the lead characters in Emily Bronte’s
Wuthering Heights, another Bildungs plot that dramatically undermines Austenian paradigms.
The real tragedy of Catherine Earnshaw Linton is that she is unable to accept anything that
contradicts her idea of herself, a worldview she cultivated in early childhood. The problem for
both Catherine and Heathcliff’s Bildungs plots is that “[t]heir eyes are fixed backward in
retrospective fascination on some past moment of sovereign joy. Only in that moment were they
alive, really themselves…Such people are separated from themselves, and yearn with impotent
violence to regain their lost happiness” (170). Both Swales and Miller suggest that when a
protagonist becomes fixed in her idea of happiness, she becomes unadaptable to the assimilation
process that we associate with the Classical Bildungsroman. If Darcy is the perfect Bildungsheld,
it is because he avoids the usual traps of counter-development, by not falling victim to love at
first sight, by never letting his burgeoning attraction to Elizabeth become an idée fixé.
Darcy’s aesthetic discipline is part of the genre’s overall efficiency. Nearly half-way
through the novel, when he meets Elizabeth at Rosings, Darcy’s reflection gives way to action.
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While at Rosings, Darcy makes his first (and albeit tone-deaf) marriage proposal, when he asks
Elizabeth, “Could you expect me to rejoice in the inferiority of your relations? To own” (191).
Granted, Darcy continues to labor under the weight of his prejudices; however, the fact of his
proposal suggests that Darcy is growing into a man of action, since while Elizabeth was at
Netherfield, Darcy dismissed marriage as a possibility, citing her poor connections. At this point,
his attraction to her remained hypothetical. By the time, he proposes, he is willing to marry her,
despite his previous objections.
Despite his initial proposal, Pride and Prejudice would not be a Classical Bildungsroman,
unless Darcy rids himself of his previous snobbery. If Darcy were to marry Elizabeth, and then
isolate her from her family, the novel would fall short of the “all-embracing synthesis” that the
Classical Bildungsroman requires. Darcy’s Bildungs plot will only be completed, when he can
acknowledge the dignity of Elizabeth’s relations (or at least part of them). It is worth noting that
Darcy’s proposal comes after their visit with his aunt. While there, he must suffer through his
aunt’s blatant rudeness, which he finds embarrassing. Lady Catherine contrives to place
Elizabeth in one mortifying situation after another. For example, she forces Elizabeth to play the
piano, but quickly begins to admonish her for not practicing. Darcy “looked a little ashamed of
his aunt’s ill-breeding and made no answer” (172). He became annoyed when his aunt began to
talk over Elizabeth’s piano playing, after having asked her to play. Darcy attempts to correct his
aunt, by placing his chair directly in front of the piano player, “so as to command a full view of
the fair performer’s countenance” (27). Ironically, Lady Catherine proves as uncouth as Mrs.
Bennett; therefore, Darcy must acknowledge the inferiority of his own relations—a realization
that must have made proposing seem like a distinct possibility. In any case, his aunt’s rudeness
reminded him of his own humility. With each new revelation, Darcy moves one step closer to
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fulfilling the requirements of the Classical Bildungsheld, which is to usher social harmony into
the world.
By the time, he meets the Gardiners at Pemberley, his thoughts are nearly cleared of his
original prejudice. Elizabeth is taken back when Darcy asks her if “she would do him the honor
of introducing him to her friends” (248). In the following passage, Elizabeth seems acutely aware
of the irony inherent in her situation, for these two “people of fashion” are her relatives from
Cheapside:
The introduction, however, was immediately made, and as she named them
relationship to herself, she stole a sly look at him, to see how he bore it;
and it was not without the expectation of his decamping as fast as he could
from such disgraceful companions. That he was surprised by the connection
was evident: he sustained it, however, with fortitude; and so far from going
away, turned back with them, and entered conversation with Mr. Gardiner.
Elizabeth could not but be pleased, could not but triumph. It was consoling,
that he should know she had some relations for whom there was no need to
blush. She listened more attentively to all that passed between them, and
glorified in taste, or his good manners (248).
Here we see Darcy through Elizabeth’s eyes, as he greets her aunt and uncle with “fortitude.”
She fails to detect any snobbery in him. In fact, he seems quite open to friendship. The Gardiners
are there to teach Darcy a lesson, that Elizabeth has some very fine relatives. When Darcy enters
a conversation with Mr. Gardiner, he initiates the series of actions that will eventually rebuild the
Bennett’s universe, for it is their friendship that will rescue Lydia from disgrace. One could
argue that the novel’s fairy tale ending begins here.
VI
Persuasion: Anne Elliot’s Escape from Non-Development
If Pride and Prejudice consolidates the prestige and power of the landed Gentry, then
Persuasion, Austen’s last completed work, erases it. Because Persuasion expresses ambivalence
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towards the landed order, it could be construed as a Counter-Bildungsroman, because the
Classical Bildungsroman unites morality with social mobility. As we witnessed in Pride and
Prejudice, the Classical Bildungsroman makes as Moretti has said social tensions “disappear.”
Persuasion is a novel that fulfills and defies the Bildungsroman’s generic requirements. In Pride
and Prejudice, the final plot grew organically and realistically out of the circumstances and
locale of the novel. Persuasion, on the other hand, attempts to reconcile the plotlines into
totalizing harmony, but alas, Austen’s efforts are never fully realized. The plot lacks the
probability of the earlier one, and the cumulative action is not as satisfying or convincing.
Persuasion indirectly questions whether the Bildungsroman is a byproduct of realism.
Furthermore, Bakhtin defines the Bildungsroman as a novel of becoming, but how can
Persuasion fulfill that role, if its protagonist is fixated on the past. Anne Elliot, herself, goes
against the grain of the Classical Bildungsheld, as she is twenty-seven years old when the novel
begins. Her adult life has been defined by regret. Anne Elliot will undergo a second bloom, but
her flowering appears to take place against a static social landscape, which underlies the paradox
of the Bildungsroman form: that the novel in question cannot achieve full generic status unless
the protagonist’s maturity coincides with total social assimilation. Or to put it bluntly,
Persuasion dramatizes a Bildungs plot in which the social solutions do not grow out of an
organic, fully-realized social world.
In the marriage of Elizabeth and Darcy, the gentry and the aristocracy mix, with one
revitalizing the other. Pemberley gives their union a material value. By the end, their social life
seems fluid, and social settings are expansive, for in Pride and Prejudice, one associates life on
the estate with continual, unfettered movement, especially in the concluding pages, when the
Darcys, the Bennetts, the Bingleys, and the Gardiners all visit each other with considerable ease
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as they come and go from their neighboring estates. By contrast, Duckworth argues that
Persuasion represents the vanishing of the estate. Such a loss holds significant consequences for
the Classical Bildungsroman, because without landed property, Persuasion divorces itself from
social mobility and social assimilation, for how might a protagonist flower into totalizing
harmony, if historically she is at a dead end, which is what leads Anne Elliot to forsake the
gentry for the navy class, a move in social decline?
By the signs of Anne Elliot’s family life, the gentry class has grown too dysfunctional to
satisfy any reader’s utopian expectations. Compared to the fullness of life at Pemberley, the
Elliots of Kellynch-Hall seem to live lives of empty superficiality. For example, Sir Walter
Elliot, Anne’s father, obsesses over his entry in the Baronetage, an encyclopedia of the landed
aristocracy that lists names, birthdates, deaths, marriages, and residencies of the gentry class.
Quickly we learn that Sir Walter simply loves to see his name in print, and by admiring his own
entry, he can forget the burdens of overseeing his large estate, an oversight that he does not
perform particularly well. His entry appears as follows:
Walter Elliot, born March 1, 1760, married, July 15, 1784, Elizabeth,
Daughter of James Stevenson, Esq. of South Park in the country of
Gloucester; by which lady (who dies 1800). He had issue Elizabeth,
Born June 1, 1785; Anne, born August 9, 1787; a still-born son, Nov. 5
1789; Mary, born Nov. 20,1791. (3)
From the onset, Austen distills the central ethos of the Classical Bildungsroman into a few
hardened facts. The social life that Pride and Prejudice celebrated has been reduced to an entry
in a social encyclopedia. From its name, the Baronetage informs us that it only publishes the
names of the landed class. William Halperin has suggested that the body of Persuasion will
detail events that will not be included in the publication, for Anne Elliot will marry a man
beneath her station. The pettiness and the smallness of Mr. Elliot’s tastes suggest that their world
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is no longer ripe for harmonious development, for Mr. Elliot, himself, is a figure of arrested
development, as his own maturity seems cut short by his own vanity. Even though he is the
family patriarch, he resembles Austen’s reckless characters such as Lydia Bennett or Henry
Crawford, as we learn that excessive debt is forcing Sir Walter to rent Kellynch-Hall. As I
mentioned earlier, Duckworth noted how Darcy saw himself as preserving Pemberley for future
generations. By contrast, Sir Walter Elliot “abandons” his. Sir Walter irresponsibility and
perpetual adolescence has kept his two daughters subservient to him, and thus, robbed them of
their adulthood, for neither Elizabeth nor Anne are married.
The Elliot family is itself a collection of portraits in anti-development. Elizabeth Elliot,
Anne’s sister, also seems prematurely old. Unlike Anne, who seems frozen in time, for the first
half of the novel, for when we met her, she is constantly revisiting her thwarted engagement,
Elizabeth has matured into adult life at an early age, and then remained there. Having become the
Lady of Kelllynch Hall, after her mother passed away thirteen years ago, her life has remained
stagnant, for in that time, she has watched “thirteen” winters pass. Time comes and goes, but she
remains tethered to the same domestic routine. She is always following Lady Russel, an old
family friend and maternal surrogate, as she exits “drawing rooms and dining rooms in the
country” (6). The Baronetage, with its emphasis on milestone occasions (birth, marriage, and
death), fills Elizabeth with morbid shame as she still hopes to be married in a “twelve-month or
so.” The fact that both Anne and her sister are spinsters speaks to the sterility of both their family
and social life.
In Persuasion, Austen constructs a plot that arrests the symbolic structure of her
masterpiece. It is important to remember that Austen had it in her power to write an alternative
ending, as it is not inconceivable to think of Anne Elliot, newly sobered from the melancholy of
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her first love, would eventually marry her cousin (yet another) Mr. Elliot, rightful heir to her
father’s estate. Of course, such a reading would assign an entirely new personality to Mr. Elliot,
who turns out to be an incurable cad. However, Austen’s previous novels commonly feature two
love interests, with the protagonist usually choosing the suiter of the higher social class. Hence,
Wickham is the son of Darcy’s steward, and not vice versa. In my speculative reimagining,
Captain Wentworth would play Frank Churchill’s role, while Mr. Elliot would play Mr.
Knightly. In any case, Mr. Elliot would be recast as the mature romantic interest. Captain
Wentworth, in the end, could be cast aside as Mary Crawford was from Mansfield Park, as he
could also be cast as the glamorous but dangerous outsider who will not be readmitted into the
fold. Mr. Elliot would represent a path which would lead the protagonist closer to home. In
deciding to marry the more prudent choice, Anne Elliot, like Elizabeth Bennett, might experience
an epiphany, which would render Persuasion a Classical Bildungsroman, by interconnecting
social assimilation and subjective growth.
However, Austen chose not to write that novel, so we must consider Mr. Elliot for the
deceptive villain that he is. While he resembles Darcy in rank and nobility, Mr. Elliot
reemphasizes the moral bankruptcy of her social class. Throughout the novel, Anne entertains
the fantasy of marrying her cousin, for in him she spies the promise of “becoming what her
mother had been,” but soon recoils once Mr. Elliot begins to speak of himself, and then the
charm of being “Lady Elliot” all faded away, for she finds him distasteful. In Mr. Elliot, we
notice that the value system that governed Austen’s other novels has started to unravel. Here the
gentry is the offending party and the nouveau riche officer is the hero. Additionally, unlike
Austen’s other notorious suiters, Mr. Elliot’s dubiousness is known from the beginning. Even
though Miss Smith will reveal the full extent of his betrayal, he never seems less than
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treacherous, for neither Elizabeth nor Sir Walter are surprised when Mr. Elliot is unmasked.
However, the way in which they accept his amorality reinforces the cynicism of the novel, and
the tainting of the gentry class.
Before Mr. Elliot set his eyes on Anne, he briefly entertained the thought of marrying her
sister, Elizabeth. Although they were never formally engaged, Mr. Elliot determinedly flirted
with her, which raised the hope of a future marriage. In the Flirt’s Tragedy, Richard Kaye has
suggested that flirtation introduces open-endedness into the nineteenth-century marriage plot
novel, since flirtation scenarios substitute plot certainty for romantic ambiguity. Flirtation plots
tend to defer or delay narrative closure techniques. Granted, Mr. Elliot and Elizabeth’s
relationship takes place in the past, but Elizabeth’s chronic disappointment suggest that Mr.
Elliot raised her hopes only to dash them, what Kaye calls the “now you see it now you don’t”
aspect of flirtation. In the following passage, the narrator details their awkward courtship:
He was at that time a very young man, just engaged in the study of law;
and Elizabeth found him extremely agreeable, and every plan in his favor
was confirmed. He was invited to Kellynch Hall; he was talked of and expected
all the rest of the year; but he never came. The following spring, he was seen
again, in town, found equally agreeable, again encouraged, invited and expected,
and again, he did not come; and the next tidings were that he was married. Instead
of pushing his fortune in the line marked out for the heir of the house of Elliot, he
had purchased independence by uniting himself to a rich woman of inferior birth. (7)
In Elizabeth’s eyes, Mr. Elliot’s attentions had plunged her into a vicious cycle, whereby she
kept believing in him. However, Mr. Elliot is not accountable to anyone, because his broken
promises are unenforceable. Sir Walter never punishes him for raising the specter of marriage to
his spinster daughter. Kaye invokes the philosopher Bourget in describing flirtation as a series of
culinary metaphors. At the onset of an encounter, “the first allows one the ‘piquant taste of an
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innocent infidelity’ in which you ‘realize how happy you feel being a sweet, an hors d’oeuvres.’
The second stage results in rage, when one “realizes there is an actual dinner and you are not on
the menu” (35). Elizabeth spends years mourning that she was not on the menu, if you will. Mr.
Elliot’s opportunistic marriage becomes the betrayal of a life time, for as time moves forward,
she comes to feel the full force of his rejection.
Elizabeth’s messy personal history complicates the workings of the Bildungsroman. Moretti
has noted that as Austen matures, her novels continually move farther away from the Classical
Bildungsroman form. In Mansfield Park, for instance, the novel fails to totally rectify the internal
social tensions, but does gesture towards an “all-embracing synthesis,” even though Austen
suppresses the unpleasant material. Persuasion, it seems, has trouble even attempting historical
and personal emergence. By the end, Mr. Elliot and Mrs. Clay, his mistress and partner-in-crime,
are banished from the larger community; however, unlike Fanny and Edmund, neither Sir Walter
nor Elizabeth are purified by their removal, for they remain moral imbeciles, uneducated and
unimproved by what transpired. While they are mildly shaken by the news, they find shallow
comfort in their need to flatter and to be flattered. By the end, the gentry seems endlessly divided
against itself, leaving Anne to lament that she has “no relations to bestow upon Wentworth”
which “a man of sense could value” (237) Instead of resolving the characters into one utopian
social space, Persuasion ends on a lonely note, as the gentry characters appear myopic and
unadaptable.
While the gentry appear morally deficient, Anne Elliot finds solace with the navy class,
who in turn provide her with what Lukàcs’ calls an “island of bourgeois society.” Even though
the novel is mainly about counter-development, it does occasionally correspond to the
coordinates of the Bildungsroman. While Moretti insists that the Classical Bildungsroman is
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hierarchical, Lukàcs sees the social dynamics as fluid, since he argues that the genre was
intended to find new social solutions in the aftermath of the French Revolution. Despite its
themes of alienation and moral stasis, Persuasion occasionally behaves like a Classical
Bildungsroman. On the one hand, Anne Elliot and Captain Wentworth appear marooned, for as
her sister Mary laments neither have any “landed estate, no headship of a family,” (236). The
narrator further undercuts their happiness by alluding to another war; for it states, “His
profession was all that could ever make her friends wish that tenderness less; the dread of a
future war all that could dim her sunshine” (238). In Unseasonable Youth, Jed Esty has
maintained that the “nation/soul allegory” undergirds the creation of the nineteenth-century
novel of development. Whereas Pride and Prejudice takes place against a stable national
backdrop, Persuasion occurs between wars, as we are reminded that naval officers can at any
time be called back to war. By reminding us of their vulnerability, Austen pokes holes in Anne’s
newfound social freedom.
Anne Elliot’s marriage goes against the grain of the Classical Bildungsroman, because she
marries beneath her station. However, Persuasion seeks to redefine the role of manners in the
English novel, by portraying the manners of the naval officers in a superior light to the gentry
class. Both Duckworth and Johnson have asserted that the novel celebrates a looser, more
spontaneous, and more heartfelt way of being in the world than let’s say Pride and Prejudice,
which favors the conservative, formal manners of Edmund Burke and Samuel Johnson. For
instance, Duckworth has noted that after reading Darcy’s letter, her demeanor becomes more like
his, for she chastises her father for allowing Lydia to develop into such an aggressive flirt.
Together the Crofts, Captain Wentworth, and the Hartville’s all constitute what Lukacs would
call an “island” of “remarkable men who transformed these ideals into practice in their lives, and
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whose nature and mode of life were supposed to become a germ-cell of the coming order” (63).
It is their appealing, inviting manners that bind the friends together. Burke insisted that manners
were more important than laws in terms of creating peace and civility, because only manners
have the ability to “vex and soothe, corrupt or purify, exalt or debase, barbarize or refine
us….They give their whole form and color to our lives, according to their quality, they add
morals, they supply them, or totally destroy them” (quoted in Eagleton). Eagleton adds that
Burkean manners were intended to supply a formal design for our daily lives: that manners made
the surface of life aesthetically and morally pleasing. In Persuasion, Austen contrasts the
shallow, but elegant manners of Mr. Elliot with the sincerity of those in the naval class. At one
point, Anne laments that Mr. Elliot was “rational, discreet, polished—but he was not open. There
was never any burst of feeling, any warmth of indignation or delight, at the evil or good of
others” (150). In Anne’s eyes, Mr. Elliot’s manners fail to sooth social ire; in fact, they only
intensify them. By contrast, the narrator describes Mrs. Croft’s manners as “open, easy and
decided, like one who had no distrust in herself, and no doubts of what to do; without any
approach to coarseness, however, or any want of good humor” (46). As Claudia Johnson has
noted, even Louisa and Henrietta Musgrove, although uncouth, still belong to this new world, for
their manners, while not of the fashionable world, are characterized by enthusiasm and sincerity.
When Anne is emmeshed in naval life, she experiences the serendipity that we saw in Pride
and Prejudice, for Captain Hartville facilitates the reunion between Anne and Wentworth. In
Chapter Twenty-Three, Captain Hartville involves Anne in a spirited debate over women’s
fidelity, as the conversation ensues the author stresses “the unaffected, easy kindness of Captain
Hartville’s manners” (218). Captain Wentworth overhears their conversation, as Captain
Hartville argues that while men sacrifice their whole being to women, women rarely reward
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them in kind. Anne counters his claim, by suggesting that because women live their lives
sheltered from the bustle of society, never forget a lost love. Their conversation silently propels
the eavesdropping Wentworth into action, as he begins to write Anne a letter of explanation.
As I understand it, Captain Wentworth, although he is a silent participant, as he is swept up by
the spontaneity of the action. If Pride and Prejudice teaches us to inhabit expansive spaces,
Persuasion teaches us how to live in cramped ones, a move that ultimately requires “elasticity of
mind.” Additionally, Captain Hartville exists as the heart and soul of this novel, for he
constitutes the moral center. Furthermore, Duckworth has mentioned that Captain Hartville’s
lameness and cramped living quarters are proof that “however deprived the self may be response
may still be affirmative” (193). In Persuasion, coziness replaces grandeur. Anne also praises
Mrs. Smith, her poor and crippled friend, who nevertheless, appears to enjoy the small pleasures
of her life.
As we saw in Pride and Prejudice and Wilhelm Meister, the Classical Bildungsroman
culminates in the collective action of an island of friends, whose actions usually bring the
marriage plot to a successful conclusion. The crisis rarely relates directly to the marriage plot,
but usually creates an opportunity for intimacy between the two love interests. Hence, Lydia’s
elopement does not force Darcy into marrying Elizabeth, but the crisis facilitates their destiny. In
Persuasion, Louisa Musgrove’s fall serves as that galvanizing crisis. While in Lyme, Anne Elliot
and Henrietta Musgrove watch as Louisa attempts to jump from the stiles; accidently she slips,
and falls, which nearly kills her. Everybody who witnessed the accident assumes she is dead;
nevertheless, they all rush into save her. The accident momentarily allows Anne to feel useful,
thus, making her feel like less of a “nobody,” which is how she had once described herself. She
finds herself giving orders to Captain Wentworth, Captain Bentick, and Henrietta, telling them to
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rub Louisa’s temples, to give her smelling salts—orders which were all promptly obeyed. Here
we see Anne as she begins to assume a full social identity. The incident creates the opportunity
for this band of friends to engage in what Lukàcs calls “spontaneous action.” When Captain
Hartville and his wife arrive, they immediately bring Louisa into their home, and “wait for the
surgeon’s arrival” (107). To reiterate, the Hartville’s introduce the ethos of harmonious Bildungs
into the novel, for as the narrator explains: “Shocked as Captain Hartville was, he brought his
senses and nerves that could be instantly useful; and a look between him and his wife decided
what was to be done. She must be taken to the house—all must go to their house” (107). In the
end, Anne and Captain Wentworth will marry each other, but in the Classical Bildungsroman,
the penultimate marriage should be connected to a larger network of relationships. The accident
acts as catalyst, because Louisa Musgrove will eventually marry Captain Benwick, whom she
meets in her convalescence, which in turn leaves Captain Wentworth free to marry Anne.
Nevertheless, Persuasion fails to achieve the narrative efficiency that we associate with the
Classical Bildungsroman. For example, neither Elizabeth Bennett nor Felix undergo their crisis
until their novels are almost over. However, Louisa’s accident appears midway through the
novel, which makes it seem less relevant to the marriage plot. Unlike Lydia’s elopement or
Felix’s overdose, Louisa’s problems cannot be resolved in forty-eight hours, a complication that
drags out the plotlines, creating delays in the Bildungsroman form. If the accident does not fuel
the action of the plot, it is due to the novel’s vacillating open-ended structure. Nina Auerbach has
compared Persuasion to Shakespeare’s The Tempest, because its temporalities mimic those of a
“sea voyage,” in which incidents come in waves, and storms are always erupting out of nowhere,
while readers feel as though they are being tossed about an ocean. In other words, unlike Pride
and Prejudice, the narrative does not root us in time and place. However, in Persuasion, the
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narrative is subjective, as if it were formed in the recesses of Anne Elliot’s psyche. For this
reason, its impressionistic gloss obscures descriptions of duration and place. In the space of one
chapter, Anne Elliot might travel from Mary Musgrove’s home at Uppercross to Sir Walter’s
place in Bath, without the author ever announcing any change in scenery in a formal or definitive
manner. In this sense, the hazy, often indecipherable narrative goes against the realism that
Bakhtin associates with the Classical Bildungsroman. Thus, one could not say that Louisa’s
accident propels the Bildungsroman forward. Afterwards, Anne simply returns to Bath, where
she must suffer the monotonies of her father and sister. The change of scenery nearly erases the
accident from the reader’s memory.
Unlike Lydia’s elopement, the accident has even more ominous overtones, because for Anne
Elliot it acts as a wish fulfillment. At the time of the accident, the collected opinion was that
Louisa and Captain Wentworth were lovers. Before Louisa’s fall, Anne is forced to play silent
witness to their flirtations. As Anne looks at Louisa, she sees a younger version of herself, since
at age twenty-seven, Anne feels she is too old for Wentworth, even though they are the same age,
a fact that must pose a humiliating scenario for her, as she must passively endure the sight of her
ex-fiancé playing with a younger woman. After all, she still remembers Wentworth telling
Louisa and Henrietta that she was “altered beyond his recognition,” which adds to her feeling of
invisibility. In this sense, Louisa’s accident serves as a revenge fantasy, dramatizing Anne’s
unconscious desires. By falling, Louisa takes herself out of the courtship game. While the scene
is horrifying, it is still a sexual contest that pairs Louisa and Anne as rivals. The fact that Anne
secretly wishes for Louisa to fall violates the tenets of the Classical Bildungsroman. For instance,
nobody could accuse Wilhelm of secretly wishing Felix would swallow laudanum, in the hope
that it would bring him closer to Natalie. The Classical Bildungsroman demands a comradery
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from its characters. Moretti has argued that the Bildungsroman centers on chance. Likewise,
Anne Elliot’s fortune changed because of the accident, for what would have happened had
Louisa not fallen? Would she and Wentworth have become engaged? The accident prevents
Anne from ever having to face that nightmarish scenario. The question is whether the author
plays her hand too strongly, and in doing so, threatens to destroy the illusion of the Classical
Bildungsroman, because by granting the protagonist a magic wish, Austen obscures the novel’s
sense of realism, which is central to the Classical Bildungsroman.
Additionally, a novel about the fairy tale marriage of a spinster nursing old wounds violates
Bahktin’s notion of realism. Clearly, Persuasion is implausible. Are we to believe that Captain
Wentworth, a newly rich navy officer who has spent the past seven years fighting in the
Napoleonic Wars, who has even admitted to having carried distressed women on and off ships,
would have never developed romantic feelings for anyone but Anne Elliot? Not to sound overly
cynical, but it strikes one as odd that both Captain Wentworth and Anne Elliot claim to be
exactly as they were seven years ago: virginal and unencumbered. The incongruity turns the
novel into a Counter-Bildungsroman. Thus, the novel’s countervailing tendencies can be seen not
only in the indolence of Anne Elliot but also in the disproportionately happy ending. It could be
said that in insisting on both character’s total fidelity, Austen ignores the complexity of her own
characters. In Pride and Prejudice, for instance, Elizabeth outgrows her infatuation with the
immature and amoral Wickham, without denying that the attraction existed. As I previously
mentioned, the Bildungsroman often features two love interests, and in learning to distinguish
the appropriate from the inappropriate, the protagonist achieves a type of Bildungs; and yet,
Anne Elliot must forget her attraction to Mr. Elliot.
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In fact, both Anne and Captain Wentworth are attracted to other people over the course of
the novel. On the one hand, Captain Wentworth’s attraction to Louisa was visible to anyone who
was looking; and yet, after her engagement, he denies that he had any designs on the girl.
Perhaps the more interesting possibility would be that Persuasion triangularizes sexual desire, so
that Mr. Elliot’s desire for Anne sparks Captain Wentworth’s desire for her. Until Mr. Elliot
enters the novel in Chapter Twelve, Anne remained virtually invisible to Captain Wentworth;
however, when Mr. Elliot shoots Anne that “glance of brightness,” he allows Captain Wentworth
to see traces of that old Anne Elliot “again,” which in turn propels the courtship plot (100).
However, by the novel’s conclusion, Austen has wiped these interludes from the reader’s
consciousness. Because Austen fails to acknowledge the true nature of Anne Elliot’s desire, the
happy ending seems imposed.
Anne Elliot’s psyche also contributes to the novel’s sense of morbidity and counterdevelopment. From the beginning, her melancholia hinders the Bildungs plot. Both D.A Miller
and Thomas Pfau have written extensively on the psychology of Persuasion. When we meet
Anne Elliot, she is mourning the past, grieving an engagement that ended seven years ago. Pfau
makes an interesting observation when he suggests that melancholia has cast a shadow over
Anne Elliot’s vision of the future, making all future outcomes appear predetermined, as if she
could already see the bad outcomes. Likewise, Miller has commented on Anne Elliot’s global
despair, arguing that the novel’s opening chapters, and the lacerating analysis that she performs
on herself, teaches us that society can barely say a bad thing about Anne Elliot that she has not
already said of herself. Moretti has also claimed that the Bildungsroman is the only literary genre
focused on futurity, in that it chooses youth as its subject. In youth, the future matters more than
the present or the past, but what happens to the Bildungsroman when a character is fixated on the
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past? In this case, emotional trauma makes the Bildungsroman behave retroactively, since Anne
Elliot, as with most melancholic subjects, does not live in the present, whereas nobody could
accuse Elizabeth Bennett of living in the past. As Freud defined melancholia, it enacts unfinished
mourning. When grief is successful, the patient comes to accept the loss of the loved object,
thereby, bringing the grieving period to a close. When the patient is melancholic, the mourning
perpetuates itself, and cannot end. In the opening chapters, it becomes clear that Anne Elliot’s
despair has grown unmanageable. The challenge for Anne Elliot is to teach herself to adapt and
progress. It is in the pulling herself out of despair that Persuasion becomes (or at least attempts
to become) a Bildungsroman.
Bernard Williams’ Moral Luck (2012), a study of regret as a problematic emotion, has
implications for my study of the Bildungsroman, because it pinpoints Anne Elliot’s problem with
futility. As Williams sees it, regret is the desire for an event to have turned out differently; and
what he calls “agent regret” is the feeling that you alone contributed to the bad outcome. In terms
of the marriage plot, agent regret can work two different ways. Williams offers Paul Gauguin
and Anna Karenna as examples. Even though Gauguin was settled in a bourgeois existence, he
left his wife and family to pursue a career in painting. Had he not become a successful artist,
Gauguin would have most likely regretted the decision. Anna Karena also left her husband and
child for her lover Vronsky. Their affair ended badly, and thus, she came to regret her original
decision. Anne Elliot finds herself in a comparable situation, had she happily married a man
other than Captain Wentworth, she would not have regretted ending their engagement. At the
time, she assumed that she would have other options, yet in time, she came to see him as her only
chance at happiness.
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In Persuasion, the Bildungsroman structure is precarious, for if the novel is to achieve
totalizing harmony, it must resolve a set of problems that occurred seven years in the past,
whereas in Pride and Prejudice, events in the present unfold into the future; thus, the novel is not
burdened with having to revisit the past. The problem with Austen’s later novel is that its happy
ending must justify Anne Elliot’s previous behavior, as it must get her off the hook for the years
that she spent as a social outcast, so to speak. The fact that the plot must untangle this initial
trauma illustrates itself as an overburden to the Bildungsroman superstructure. Unlike Elizabeth
Bennett, whose mind changes over the course of the novel, Anne Elliot’s notions of happiness
appears fixed. For years, she saw herself as the injured party; and her melancholia grew out of
that conviction. Moreover, Anne Elliot regrets ever having listened to Lady Russell, who advised
her to break off the engagement, because the young man was beneath her standing. In short,
Persuasion is a Counter-Bildungsroman, because it works backwards, for the narrative attempts
to return Anne Elliot to her younger self. Despite her inner torment, Anne Elliot never rejects
Lady Russell. Instead, the novel dramatizes a fantasy of how Anne Elliot’s life could have turned
out. After seven years, Captain Wentworth, having made a fortune and a name for himself
fighting in the war, returns to England in search of a wife. The fact that neither party is married
heightens the implausibility. Captain Wentworth’s success represents wish fulfillment, because it
dispels whatever doubts Lady Russell might had about him. It is as if Austen poured fairy dust
onto Persuasion (by this I mean that she attempts to resolve the problems of social realism with a
fairy tale logic) which throw the Bildungsroman into incongruity. The narrative resolves the
psychic crisis that had paralyzed the protagonist seven years ago by returning her to her original
love object. Nowhere is there any sense that time has passed; nobody even alludes to what was
lost.
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Traditionally, the Bildungsroman captures the passage of youth into adulthood. As Bakhtin
has suggested, it is the novel about the sense of becoming. It is as though we bear witness to the
unfolding of the adult destiny. In that sense, Persuasion, with its reliance on melancholia and
wish fulfillment, processes temporality and causality differently than the Classical
Bildungsroman. In Persuasion, we must accept that the protagonist’s life was interrupted for
seven years, but afterwards, she reenters the social world without handicap or loss. In her essay,
“Fairy-born and Human-bred,” Karen E Rowe argues that in Jane Eyre, Charlotte Brontë merges
the Bildungsroman with the fairy tale. I would add that Persuasion reenacts the legend of
Sleeping Beauty, since the protagonist falls asleep (metaphorically speaking) for seven years,
only to be wakened by the promise of marriage. Persuasion raises another question about genre:
can the coordinates of the Bildungsroman, as they are defined by Moretti, Lukacs, and Bakhtin,
survive in a fairy tale, a literary mode that by its own definition defies the tenets of literary
realism? Persuasion could be construed as a hybrid Bildungsroman form, in that it combines
aspects of the Classical Bildungsroman, the fairy tale, and the novel of regression.
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Chapter Two

Late Romantic Autobiographical Prose: De Quincey’s Confessions as Bildungsroman in
Extremis
I
Thomas De Quincey’s autobiographical prose can be read as a Counter-Bildungsroman,
as his experimental autobiography can be read as a parody of the generic paradigms that we
associate with Classical Bildungsroman of Austen and Goethe. De Quincey, for one, represents
the apotheosis of Fitzwilliam Darcy, whose aesthetic education lay the ground work for his
social emergence in Austen’s masterpiece. In De Quincey, heightened aesthetic experience veers
into social degeneration, counteracting rather than enhancing the Bildungs plot. De Quincey
wrote three autobiographical prose work that when taken together account for one long form
autobiography. They include Confessions of an English Opium Eater (1821), Suspira de
Profundis (1845), and The English Mail Coach (1849). If the prose work reads like a
Bildungsroman, they read like a fragmented, episodic one. Biographer Grevel Lindop has
suggested that Confessions presents snapshots that illustrate “only those experiences which
seemed to him crucially formative,” such as his rebellious youth in which he ran away from
boarding school, and had a chaste love affair with a young streetwalker named Ann, his initial
experimentation with opium use, and the nightmarish addiction that followed, the cottage at
Grasmere that he shared with his wife Margaret, whose presence was omitted from the
autobiography, an odd day when a Malay appeared at his door, and finally the opium dreams
themselves. (249)
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De Quincey’s opium dreams come close to satirizing the “all-embracing synthesis” that
typifies the cumulative logic of the Classical Bildungsroman. By the conclusion of Pride and
Prejudice, every character has found his or her place either in the center or on the periphery of
the Pemberley universe. Likewise, every character De Quincey encounters reappears in
hallucinogenic form in his opium dreams. In the Classical Bildungsroman, the “all embracing
synthesis” resolves whatever bad blood accrued between characters. In De Quincey, nothing is
resolved; the negativity is only compounded. Hence, the final cumulative scene becomes one of
claustrophobia. De Quincey also satirizes the moral optimism of the Classical Bildungsroman
when he claims that opium rather than self-reliance, social mobility, or providence is the true
source of Bildungs and the center around which his tale revolves.
When anyone writes about the Bildungsroman as an evolving generic tradition, they must
remember that even the most iconic representations were never intended to be a Bildungsroman
per se. De Quincey’s work reflects this, for there is no evidence that he consciously tried to
replicate the novel of education. In fact, De Quincey wrote a biographical sketch of Goethe. The
essay focused on Goethe’s early life in Frankfort, Germany; however, he made a passing
reference to Wilhelm Meister towards the end, in which he criticized it as a work “at open war”
with poor morality but poor taste as well (173). He also found its philosophical meaning obscure
and believed that the novel’s German characters and setting were too regional for an English
audience. Suffice it to say, the joy of reading one of the world’s only Bildungsromane was lost
on De Quincey. It is noteworthy that De Quincey praised Sorrows of Young Werther as Goethe’s
underrated masterpiece, although it still suffered from the awkwardness that plagued Wilhelm
Meister. De Quincey’s choice is an interesting one, because Werther is Goethe’s novel of
regressive or failed development. De Quincey’s autobiographical works resemble Goethe’s
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Werther in terms of plot. Both De Quincey and Werther are young well-educated men, with
artistic or intellectual ambitions, who hail from the upper classes, who decide to abandon
respectable society and either move to the country or the city. Werther’s tragedy is that he falls in
love with a young woman, who happens to be engaged to another man. His imagination cannot
reconcile the disappointment, for his mind, which was first euphoric, plunges into suicidal
depression, a depression from which he cannot escape. Like De Quincey, Werther rejects
society, and like De Quincey, Werther retreats into a solipsistic universe (De Quincey’s
solipsism is the result of opium, Werther’s the result of what would now be considered manic
depression). Either way, both men reject the social world for a private world, thus, overthrowing
the social requirements of the Classical Bildungsroman. To speak speculatively, when De
Quincey praised Werther as Goethe’s superior work, he could be construed as praising the novel
of failed development over the novel of harmonious development. Perhaps, he recognized that
Werther inverted Wilhelm Meister’s symbolic structure, so instead of maturity and assimilation,
the protagonist recoils into destruction and alienation. To reiterate, the Bildungsroman is rarely
an applied form. Nobody knows the reason why only Goethe and Austen were able to master the
Bildungsroman form; we only know that they both admired the works of Fielding, but the
ubiquity of the Bildungsroman form in English literature suggests that the genre might exercise
an unconscious pull over authors. Nevertheless, no single source can definitively explain how the
Bildungsroman form transmutes itself from author to author, especially since Austen was most
likely not a reader of Goethe. If Confessions works as a Counter-Bildungsroman, it is because it
parodies the Classical Bildungsroman form. In first place, De Quincey becomes an addict, an
addict has neither agency nor autonomy. In other words, he has failed to be the Bildungsroman’s
humanist subject. Secondly, De Quincey forsakes the social world, which inverts the generic
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formula of cumulative harmonious development. Thirdly, De Quincey satirizes the grandeur of
the Classical Bildungsroman, by dedicating his Confessions to divine opium, thus, mimicking the
sense of providence that novels such as Pride and Prejudice and Wilhelm Meister reflect.
One challenge to reading De Quincey as a Bildungsroman is deciphering patterns of
counter development in his eccentric, highly elaborate prose style, a highly sensational style that
appealed to readers of Blackwell’s and Tait’s, two magazines in which he was a contributor. De
Quincey’s autobiographical prose works all tell a truncated, nonlinear life story. Although all
detail different aspects of De Quincey’s life and each work has its own distinct mood, there is no
narrative progression in any traditional sense. He disregards chronology, choosing instead to
progress his story through a technique he calls “involutes.” In Suspiria de Profundis, De Quincey
defines “involutes” as the act of proposing simultaneously two contrary states of being. He
recalls the beautiful summer day after his sister Elizabeth died, when he was a small child. Her
corpse was still in her room. Ever since, he associates clear summer days with the “sterility” of
the grave. At first, the two seem unrelated, but De Quincey explains the way in which they
connect in his mind. Therefore, whenever he experiences a beautiful summer day, he thinks of
death. Throughout his prose work, he uses “involutes” to express the complex realities of lived
experience. In the following passage, De Quincey defines his technique for describing events
through antagonistic descriptions:
The summer we see, the grave we haunt with our thoughts; the glory is
around us, the darkness is within us. And the two coming into collision
each exalts the other into stronger relief. But in my case, there was even a subtler
reason why the summer had this intense power of vivifying the spectacle or
thoughts of death. And, recollecting it, often I have been struck with the
important truth—and that far more than our deepest thoughts and feelings
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pass to us through perplexed combinations of concrete objects, pass to
us as involutes (if I may coin that word) in compound experiences
incapable of being disentangled, then ever reaching us directly and
in their own abstract shapes. (104)
For De Quincey, absolute truth does not arrive from close analysis of our psychology, nor does
it arrive from careful study of our environments. De Quincey disregards the realism that
nineteenth century novelists relied on for inspiration, for he prefers to capture the
autobiographical power of an event by focusing on disjunctive images. Thus, an external object
comes to symbolize the emotional sublimity he wishes to describe. Often, the symbol usurps the
missing person in De Quincey’s synthesizing imagination. An example of this can be found in
Confessions, after he loses Ann, his childhood love, on the London streets. De Quincey’s heart
breaks once he realizes that she is missing, as she has been swallowed up by the urban sprawl.
The London streets tell the story of his lost love. Because London is so overpopulated, and
because acquaintances, once lost, are unlikely to reunite amidst the hustle and bustle of city life,
De Quincey sees Oxford street, the place where he and Anne would frequent, as a symbol for not
only what was lost but how she was lost. De Quincey even wonders if Ann was transported to a
London brothel or if she was murdered. He has as much trouble living with the unknown as he
does with the possibility that her life ended tragically. When he describes this incident in his
Confessions, he weaves together narratives of the past and present. At first, he describes the
scene as one from his adolescence, but then he speaks as the adult narrator who visits Oxford
Street, even after many years have passed, as a way of mourning the memory of his friend who
was taken from him too soon. As he says, “Yet some feelings, though not deeper or more
passionate, are more tender than other: and often, when I walk at this time in Oxford Street by
dreamy lamplight, and hear those airs played on a barrel-organ which years ago solaced me and
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My dear companion…. I shed tears, and muse with myself at the mysterious dispensation which
So suddenly and so critically separated us fore ever” (23). In De Quincey’s imagination, Oxford
Street retains the memory of Ann. De Quincey’s heartbreak upon losing her was immense;
however, in retelling the event, he does not emphasize the grief. He chooses “tender” feelings
over “more passionate” ones. By using “involutes,” De Quincey expands his autobiographical
power beyond what he was thinking or feeling at the time. His narrative technique allows him to
incorporate abstraction into his autobiography. As an aside, the patterns of De Quincey’s
counter development, which is what he shares with other protagonists in novels of regression,
emerge through his complex narrative style. Additionally, De Quincey’s conjoined antagonisms
only grow more labyrinthine once he describes his opium dreams; nevertheless, even before he
ingests his first drop of laudanum, his narrative style is nonlinear and associative. Opium only
heightens his use of narrative disruption.
II
De Quincey and the Aesthetics of the Bildungsroman Genre
De Quincey’s own literary theory might provide a useful lens through which to understand
not only the aesthetics of the Bildungsroman form, but also how his autobiographical prose
might interact with that theory as well. In “The Literature of Knowledge and the Literature of
Power,” De Quincey wrote about literature having two modes: in his mind, literature was either,
the literature of power, or the literature of knowledge. The literature of knowledge had discursive
power, but the literature of power transmuted energy to the reader, in ways that were
transformative. The Bildungsroman could be classified as having literary power. As I argued
about Pride and Prejudice, in the Classical Bildungsroman, everything moves outward in
concentric circles, thus, by the end, it forms a perfect circle. Likewise, De Quincey has argued
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that literature of power should radiate energy as the sun radiates light, for what is the sun “if it
were a mere blank orb of fire that did not multiply its spenders though millions of rays refracted
and reflected, or if its glory were not endlessly caught, splintered, and thrown back by
atmospheric repercussions.” What De Quincey describes is how literature transmutes its energy
though its readers who in turn reflect their energy back to its source. In my view, De Quincey’s
language evokes the aesthetic totality that typically characterizes the Classical Bildungsroman, as
nothing is ever outside of it, as its concluding scenes should unite the entire novel together.
Additionally, the Classical Bildungsroman centers on the concept of providence, as it testifies to
the existence of some higher ordering power. De Quincey’s autobiographical prose is also
infused with a sense of sublimity and grandeur, but the result is more nightmarish than
harmonious. Yet, I would argue that De Quincey still engages with a conceptual form that acts as
a parody of the Classical Bildungsroman, even though he appears to overturn many of its generic
requirements. Firstly, De Quincey makes opium the source of harmoniousness in his life, thus,
giving us the impression that the text reflects the larger glories of the drug. However, whatever
totalizing harmony he experiences does not last long. Shortly after he proclaims that opium is the
gateway to the divine, his life becomes a living nightmare. In De Quincey, harmoniousness
recoils on itself, creating discord, which contradicts the aesthetic principles of the Classical
Bildungsroman. It is important to note that even if opium fails to replace the living God, it still
furnishes his narrative with a grandeur, for his descriptions of the pleasures and pains of that
drug inject sublimity into the text, lifting it out of the mundane.
The Classical Bildungsroman, as I understand it, is a triumph of realism and logic. If the
novel is to coalesce into perfect concentric circles, the logic of the plot must be perfectly
executed. J Hillis Miller makes the hypothetical connection between the Classical
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Bildungsroman and De Quincey’s literary theory abundantly clear, since he has argued that for
De Quincey power means rigorous logic. Literature radiates power only by radiating logic, for
“logic fills a certain volume of mental space with an elaborate self-sustaining architecture for an
‘artifice of logic,’ is an “arch that supports itself” (50). The Classical Bildungsroman stands as an
“artifice of logic,” and by contrast, the Confessions tries to parody or undermine that artifice. In
his autobiographical prose, De Quincey dares to imagine a Bildungs plot as it succumbs to alien
forces. Reading his addiction narratives is to witness a conventional literary tradition fall victim
to a type of demonic possession. De Quincey’s autobiographical prose replaces the normative
subject, with a manic opium eater who also happens to be a literary genius. The Confessions
pushes the logic of the Bildungsroman to supernatural extremes. Here, the precocious child not
only proves too rebellious for polite society, which eventually casts him into misfortune,
transforming his coming of age story into a cautionary tale. In De Quincey, the rebellious young
man graduates to a world that does not conform to harmonious totality but that also seems
unbound by Kantian laws of time and space.
De Quincey’s theory of literary power corresponds nicely to my understanding of the
Classical Bildungsroman, as it is a vehicle for generating aesthetic power and organizing logic.
De Quincey offers a powerful reading of Shakespeare’s Macbeth in Knocking at the Gates in
Macbeth. For instance, he describes what happens to the quotidian when the royal couple
commits their first murder:
Here, as I have said, the retiring of the human heart, and the entrance of the fiendish
heart was to be expressed and made sensible. They are transfigured: Lady Macbeth
is “unsexed.” Macbeth has forgot that he was born from a woman; * both agree to
conform to the image of devils; and the world of devils is suddenly revealed. But
how shall this be conveyed and made palpable? In order that a new world
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may step it, this world must for a time disappear. The murderers, and the murder
must be insulated—cut off by an immeasurable gulf from the ordinary tide and
succession of human affairs—locked up and sequestered in some deep recess;
we must be made sensible that the world of ordinary life is suddenly arrested—laid
asleep—tranced—racked into a dread armistice: time must be annihilated, relation
to things without abolished, and all must pass self-withdrawn into a deep syncope
and suspension of earthly passion. Hence it is that when the deed is done---when
the work of darkness is perfect, the world of darkness passes away like a pageantry
in the clouds: the knocking at the gate is heard; and it makes audibly that the reaction
has commenced: the human has made its reflex upon the fiendish: the pulses of life
beginning to bead again: and the re-establishment of the goings—on of the world in
which we live, first makes us profoundly sensible of the awful parenthesis that has
suspended them. (84-5)
Granted, De Quincey describes Shakespeare’s most explicitly evil scene, but the passage also
raises our awareness as to how his autobiographical prose might distort the logic of the Classical
Bildungsroman, for as Macbeth commits the murder, the normal course of human affairs is
arrested, thereby suggesting that murder cannot coexist with the quotidian. When the evil deed is
over, the drumbeats of ordinary time begin to beat again. The human world awakes from its
slumber, ignorant of the “awful parenthesis” that now surrounds them. When we hear the
knocking at the gates, we know that normal activities are resumed.
The Classical Bildungsroman deals primarily with the “pulses of life” that drive the human
world. For instance, Pride and Prejudice reflects the liveliness of time. De Quincey’s analysis
raises the question of how time works in novels of counter development, since his narrative style
allows him to incorporate the present into the past in ways that are distinct from most nineteenth
century realist novels. His distinct style allows him to juxtapose normal time with different
constellations of time. Often, he writes in flashbacks and digressions, which circumvent realistic
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literary time. De Quincey’s Confessions suggest that counter development, the overturning of the
Bildungsroman’s generic requirements, occurs by disrupting the chronological order. Because he
writes in “involutes” and indulges in countless digressions, De Quincey’s story does not capture
the exact moment in which the child became a man, for in De Quincey, human development, by
contrast, appears fragmented and even chaotic. Even though De Quincey always records his life
in a digressive, nonlinear, and at times surreal style, his childhood memories usually reflect the
“pulsations” of normal time. However, when De Quincey begins to detail both the pleasures and
pains of his opium use, he must exit reality to describe them. It is arguable that whenever De
Quincey describes his addiction, he experiences that “armistice” from reality that the Macbeth’s
experienced on the night of the murder. Opium use forces suspensions in normal time, which
takes us far outside the parameters of the conventional Bildungs plot. Like Macbeth, the onset of
the opium dreams signifies that a new menacing reality has usurped everyday temporality. It is as
though, when he is ensconced in an opium dream, normality is temporarily asleep. De Quincey
turns his autobiography into a Counter-Bildungsroman, by suspending clock time, if you will,
and by allowing a wholly unnatural reality to be born in its place. De Quincey does not invert the
Classical Bildungsroman by denying providence. Instead, he reinvents its grandeur and its sense
of all-encompassing synthesis, by making opium the center around which his coming of age
story revolves.
III
De Quincey and Rousseau: Autobiography and Counter Development
De Quincey wrote autobiographies or what is also known as confessional literature; he
did not write novels. One reason that De Quincey has been largely ignored by scholars of the
Bildungsroman is that genre study is usually concerned with fiction. While autobiography and
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the Bildungsroman differ in some important ways, they are both narrative that deals with
biography. They grapple with the same fundamental mysteries: how does the human personality
develop, what social injustices prevent human beings from flourishing, what conditions allow for
success, and what constitutes and sustains religious faith? It is important to note that De Quincey
saw himself as part of larger literary tradition, as a follower of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, whose
Confessions (1770) became the definitive confession to be written in the secular age. Originally,
confessional literature was religious, a genre pioneered by Saint Augustine, whose Confessions
analyzed the sins of his younger self. Augustine wrote his Confessions as though he were
speaking directly to God. The reader who reads these meditations does so as an eavesdropper, as
Augustine never addresses her. He explains the false consciousness that led him to commit a
series of childish and meaningless sins. Furthermore, religious confession differs from secular
confession in that it offers its speaker the promise of absolution. By confessing one’s sins, the
speaker can be released from the shame of the past. In other words, religious confession is
transformative, since it can liberate its subject. By contrast, secular confession takes place in a
world without God, for the divine has disappeared, and its disappearance marks the advent of a
cultural movement that transforms the workings of autobiography. Rousseau and De Quincey
were both writing autobiography for nonbelievers; therefore, their prose was not intended to be
long prayers to God. Instead, they addressed the reader directly. In addition, they could no longer
achieve absolution from the confessing process, so they sought their reader’s forgiveness.
Neither Rousseau nor De Quincey could ever know if their confessions were acceptable to their
readers, for neither could ever know the absolute security that Saint Augustine had once
experienced. Because they wrote in the absence of moral authority, Rousseau and De Quincey
became vulnerable to wayward or counter development. What religious confession shares with
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the Classical Bildungsroman is that they both reflect hermeneutically sealed systems. Saint
Augustine writes about his former self from the perspective of one who would one day become a
convert to Christianity, and who, therefore, will come to see the world as teleogical. Without
being religious, the Classical Bildungsroman confirms one’s belief in a higher order, even if that
higher order is nothing more than good karma and good luck.
When compared to religious confession, Rousseau and De Quincey’s confessions seemed
mired in experiences of skepticism and betrayal. Stanley Cavell defines skepticism as “the
attempt to convert the human condition, the condition of humanity, into an intellectual difficulty,
a riddle.” Rousseau’s flight from conformity first began when his mother died in childbirth, and
then again, when he was nine years old, his father inappropriately pulled his sword on a
townsman, who promptly banished him from their small town in Geneva. After each experience,
Rousseau came to feel himself more of an outsider. Having been orphaned, Rousseau always
felt that he entered the world with an overwhelming sense of betrayal. Throughout his childhood,
adolescence, and young adulthood, Rousseau continually worried that his whole existence might
be wiped away, as he never felt himself on solid ground. As an adult, Rousseau lives with the
fear that he will survive his identity, that he will be ostracized from polite society forever.
Unfortunately, his persecution complex becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy, for throughout his
life, he has never met a loyal friend, for whatever harmony Rousseau experiences only occurs
within his imagination. From a very early age, Rousseau escapes into reverie. Like De Quincey,
Rousseau retreats from his hellish social world into blissful reverie. Rousseau’s sad fate performs
a critique on both religious confession and the Classical Bildungsroman. The fact that Rousseau
can only find happiness in his daydreams parodies the religious conversion of Saint Augustine,
who discovered that by surrendering himself to an Almighty God, he could inhabit a real
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spiritual home. Likewise, Rousseau discovers that he too must forfeit the social world and
instead devote himself to cultivating his own interiority; however, Rousseau’s reveries are
merely pleasurable, since he gains neither wisdom nor faith from them. What Rousseau is saying
is that the grand conversions of Saint Augustine’s time are impossible today; now one must
entertain oneself with fancy or fantasy. To reiterate, Rousseau constantly stresses the
treacherousness of polite society. Under circumstances as fraught with skeptical implications as
his, honest relationships and straight forward dealings are not possible. Rousseau’s Confessions
paint a picture of a society besieged by hostility, for there is nobody that he meets with whom he
could build an island of friends as Elizabeth Bennett and Fitzwilliam Darcy do at the end of
Pride and Prejudice.
Rousseau’s skepticism appeared to have influenced on the nineteenth-century French
Bildungsroman, which as a literary category sought to undermine the Classical Bildungsroman
form. De Quincey was writing during the 1820’s and the 1830’s—a time when Stendhal’s Red
and the Black, a novel of regression, was gaining popularity in Europe. Both Stendhal and
Balzac were writing Bildungsromane that inverted generic conventions. Stendhal’s young hero,
Julian Sorrel feels he is born into a world that is past its prime, for he faces the challenge of
either renouncing his revolutionary spirit and accepting the terms of the restoration or be
destroyed along with Napoleon. Sorrel chooses the later, and by extension proving that
reconciliation is not possible in post-revolutionary France. Moretti has argued that after the
French Revolution, “individual formation” became “treacherous” (77). Characters such as Sorrell
encounter skeptical universes, which tend to be hostile to serendipitous outcomes. Moretti has
labeled this the “waterloo paradox,” because while circumstances prevent the protagonist from
succeeding, the unhappy ending still does not destroy the protagonist’s underlying idealism.
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Thus, even though Sorrell is executed, his idea of Napoleon survives. Here Moretti explains how
the “waterloo paradox” allows the Counter-Bildungsroman to form:
The waterloo paradox is thus solved in the only way: not by disentangling
it, but by fixing it in a double course of existence. The unhappy ending lets
continue believing in the professed principles of legitimacy, since no “higher”
values have been offered in their stead: they can be ‘kept alive’—the story’s
unchangeable ‘reality’ shows that they cannot be realized, as the threat of
destiny hangs over them, and one does not argue with destiny: it does away
with the very idea of our acceptance of reality/pleasure principle of doxa
and could have lived in quite a different and much bolder way—at a certain
point—an ‘external, hard, gross, unpleasant,’ reality had not forced its ‘that’s’
‘life’ upon us. (127).
In their autobiographies, both Rousseau and De Quincey encounter the “waterloo paradox,” for
they both testify to a “hard, gross, unpleasant,” reality that has been “forced” upon him. In fact,
Rousseau seems to predict the European novel of counter development, because his Confessions
dramatize the impossibility of reconciling private aspirations to public reality. In Austen, society
educates the protagonist. Hence, Elizabeth Bennett gains propriety from her interactions with
Darcy; and in Persuasion, human society pulls Anne Elliot out of her melancholy, essentially
healing her, yet neither Rousseau nor De Quincey benefits from their interactions with society. In
fact, one could say the world miseducates them, as they will both blame their addictions or their
pathologies on their poor upbringings. As a child, Rousseau was spanked by his mistress. The
beatings were supposed to discipline him, as the violence was supposed to stop his misbehaving.
Instead, Rousseau found the spankings pleasurable, as he wanted nothing more than to be
spanked again. Consequently, as an adult, he longed for domineering mistresses. At an early age,
Rousseau believes that he started going against the grain, that he started to reject traditional
masculinity and instead started to explore more liminal states of desire.
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Alan Thither author of Revels in Madness: Insanity in Medicine and Literature (1999)
considers Rousseau as a prototype of historical pathology, an affliction that Rousseau and De
Quincey certainly share. Thither suggests that Rousseau’s education is a lesson in alienation, an
alienation of which Rousseau is proud. According to Thither, Rousseau’s problem is that he
“deduces from the drama of his singularity the most extreme conclusions, finding that he alone,
in the time of fall and deviance, has undergone the unique development that differentiates him
from all others. His unique development allows him at one to understand history and to be
persecuted for it” (145). What separates Rousseau and De Quincey from the protagonist in a
Classical Bildungsroman is this sense of being tied to their own singularity. If the Classical
Bildungsroman offers a utopian vision of humanity, it is because it interprets human destiny in
communal terms. Like Rousseau, De Quincey suffers from an overdeveloped sense of his own
isolated singularity. As a child, De Quincey ran away from Manchester Grammar school,
because he found his headmaster insufferably incompetent. He was a child prodigy, for at
thirteen, he could write fluent Greek, and at sixteen, he could “converse” in Greek with
admirable ease. In his eyes, someone as brilliant as he was could not be educated by a simpleton.
He believed his brilliant separated him from others. However, De Quincey’s life unravels once
his arrogance gives way to abjection. He left Manchester because he had an exaggerated view of
his own worth; furthermore, by running away, De Quincey must endure the trials and tribulations
of homelessness. He finds himself hungry, with no place to call home. Arguably, De Quincey
has too great an idea of himself to let himself fall prey to the quotidian, that hobgoblin of small
minds. Like Rousseau, De Quincey scorns society until society scorns him in return. When the
two coincide, the patterns of the Counter-Bildungsroman emerge.
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IV
Narrative Strategies: Confessional versus Fictional
From a narrative perspective, the confessional differs from the Bildungsroman in terms of
authorial voice. As critic Edmund Baxter has suggested, fiction takes place in a “self-enclosed
structure.” When reading fiction, especially nineteenth-century realist novels, readers tend to
read novels as if they were true. They suspend their disbelief and agree to accept the fictional
world of the novel as though it were real. Of course, the nineteenth-century novel is not without
unreliable narrators, but when we read Pride and Prejudice, do we spend much time doubting
the veracity of the narrator? In autobiography, the relationship between the speaker and the
reader is always being evaluated. The confession is a literary genre devoted not to story telling
but rather to truth telling. The reader’s experience always hinges on the reliability of the speaker.
In autobiography, the speaker addresses the reader directly. In other words, narrative disruption
is central to the genre, because the author routinely interrupts the narration to intrude on the
reader’s experience. The speaker speaks directly to the reader, because only through
retrospection can he or she discover the significance of past events. Through hind sight, the
speaker discovers meanings that were obscure to his or her younger self. In autobiography, the
reader senses that the speaker is still alive, whereas in fiction, the reader does not necessarily feel
the author as a living voice. The speaker in a Confession must remain alive until the story ends,
whereas the protagonist can die at the end of a novel. An illustration of this is Goethe’s Sorrows
of Young Werther, where Werther, the protagonist, keeps a diary detailing his inner most
thoughts. At the end of the novel, he commits suicide. Even though Werther unburdens himself
in the same emotive style confessors do, Goethe’s novel is not an autobiography. If it were,
Werther would have to live to write his life story.
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Autobiography splits its speaking subject in two in ways in which fiction does not, because
the speaking subject is always separate from his or her younger self. In Suspira de Profundis, De
Quincey describes how autobiography connects the past to the present. Furthermore,
autobiography derives its literary power from the ability to distance the former self from the self
who speaks his story:
It is privileged as a proper communication for a stranger’s ear; because,
though relating to a man’s proper self, it is a self so far removed from
his present self to wound no feelings of delicacy or just reserve. It is
privileged also as a proper subject for sympathy of the narrator. An
sympathizes with himself in childhood because he is the same, and
because (being the same) yet he is not the same. He acknowledges the
deep, mysterious identity between himself, as adult and as infant, for the
ground of his sympathy; and yet, with this general agreement, and
necessity of agreement, he feels the difference between his two selves
as the main quickeners of his sympathy (92)
The purpose of autobiography, according to De Quincey, is to rely on past experiences as a way
of identifying an even greater enigma, which is the distance between the present and past self. In
religious confession, Saint Augustine speaks of himself as a young thief, stealing pears from a
neighbor’s garden. Even though Augustine can outline the spiritual malaise that caused him to
steal, he still cannot entirely account for the person he is today. To put the matter another way,
there remains something mysterious about the conversion experience, or to borrow De Quincey’s
language, through the act of confessing, Augustine must confront the mysteries of his identity.
To repeat, secular confession occurs in a vacuum of moral authority, which is why it cannot
achieve absolution, for neither Rousseau nor De Quincey seem to be at moral attention. Their
narratives are hermeneutically unstable, as they are always evading a real confession, and instead
are busy making excuses for themselves. They are less interested in unveiling the absolute truth
about themselves as they are in evading responsibility. Both J.M Coetzee and Paul de Man have
accused Rousseau of doing as much, as they argue that Rousseau’s truth telling usually serves to
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cast himself in a better light, or to justify his past misgivings to his readers rather than to atone or
repent. In secular confession, there is no requirement that one accepts radical responsibility for
their sins. In Book II of Rousseau’s Confessions, the speaker confesses to an event that has
caused him unending grief. He once stole a ribbon, a ribbon that was meant as a present to a
young servant girl, whom he was very much in love. Sadly, the mistress accused the young
servant girl of stealing the ribbon that Rousseau had stolen. Rousseau chose the cowardly way
out, as he let the mistress fire the girl. What bothered Rousseau was that it was unlikely that a
poor servant girl, who was just dismissed, would find employment other than prostitution. She
would have been doomed. At this point in the autobiography, Coetzee accuses Rousseau of
circumventing the truth, by choosing instead to endlessly revise the original story. From a
narrative point of view, Rousseau’s mistake is to turn his autobiography into one of many
fictions that the narrator feels free to invent about himself. Coetzee argues that Rousseau
relinquishes his claim to truth telling. Therefore, secular confession provides the confessor with
the opportunity to obfuscate the truth of an event. De Quincey falls into the same trap. For
example, in The English Mail Coach, De Quincey is given the opportunity to prevent a collision
with another driver; however, that heroic action would require him to place his hand between the
driver’s legs, which violated gentlemanly protocol. Here he makes an excuse for why he could
not be of more assistance: “You reader, think that it would have been in your power to do so.
And I quarrel not with your estimation of yourself. But from the way the coachman’s hand was
viced between his upper and lower thigh, this was impossible” (2). Because heroism would have
violated decorum, De Quincey bears no responsibility for that accident. Granted, De Quincey is
more satirical than Rousseau, and his work invites more speculation on how it is to be read. The
contrast between religious confession and secular confession is striking. Like the Classical
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Bildungsroman, religious confession is teleogical. In both, the speaker or protagonist transforms
into a new exalted identity. Their personality is authentically achieved. In secular confession as
well as in the Counter- Bildungsroman, the speaker or the protagonist continually turns away
from the truth, rejecting self-improvement at every new turn. In this way, Rousseau and De
Quincey participate in the same stasis that typifies the late Victorian novel of counter
development.
Another way of reading De Quincey is to consider the impact his digressions might have
on the Bildungsroman structure, for they almost prevent our comprehension of the genre at all.
Autobiographical interruption obscures not only temporality and chronology but also the social
mobility plot, which they cast into the background. If we read for the plot, Confessions reads like
a failed Bildungs plot. By concentrating on biographical facts, we can trace the outlines of the
Bildungsroman genre. The details that are often lost beneath his psychedelic and architecturally
majestic reveries. Additionally, De Quincey’s confessional voice often minimizes any
resemblance to a Bildungsroman. Lindop has argued that De Quincey intentionally mimics
Rousseau’s scandalous, overly candid style. It is as though De Quincey wants his reader to feel
she has heard a shocking intimacy. Such explicitness is the by-product of confessional writing,
for it allows the writer to “break through that delicate and honorable reserve, which for the most
part, restrains us from the public exposure of our own errors and infirmities” (1). By focusing on
the plot in isolation, we can read the social mobility plot that transforms De Quincey from a
young English gentleman to a social pariah. The simple story is that a severe toothache and
chronic stomach pains led him to experiment with laudanum. Hence, his stomach pains have a
social origin, for he was underfed as a teenage runaway. To put the matter differently, had De
Quincey stayed at Manchester grammar school, he might not have developed his stomach
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condition, which made him to try the drug in the first place. Arguably, his belief in his own
singularity, his own genius, led him to reject normality. Boredom motivates him to run away, as
he wants to escape his “blockhead” tutor (7). His tragedy, as he sees it, is to be “far beyond” the
reach of his tutor. He cannot withstand a moment’s oppression, even for something as valuable
as an education. He writes to his guardian for financial assistance, who says no. Afterwards, he
solicits a woman of high rank for help. She sends him a modest ten guineas, enough for him to
leave school, but not enough to feed and shelter him for the coming months.
Even though I am arguing that De Quincey conforms to a pattern of novelistic counter
development that we encounter in Wilde and Brontë, we must contextualize him within
Romantic poetry, as William Wordsworth’s autobiographical poem The Prelude impacted him
more than any novelist. Wordsworth’s epic autobiographical poem attempts to explain the
obscure workings of his mind, describing how one person eventually arrives at authentic selfknowledge. For instance, he writes:
There is a dark
Invisible workmanship that reconciles
Discordant elements and makes them move
In one society. Ah me! That all
The terrors, all the early miseries
Regrets, vexations, lassitude, that all.
The thoughts and feelings which have been infus’d
Into my mind, should ever have made up
The calm existence that is mine when
I am worthy of myself. (I 351-361)
Interestingly, Jerome Buckley has suggested that The Prelude constitutes the first English
Bildungsroman. It is as though the Bildungsroman traces the “invisible workmanship that
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reconciles” the once divided personality into a narratable whole. Like Wordsworth’s
autobiographical poem, De Quincey’s Confessions revisits the private vexations that will
transform this English school boy into the opium eater. By the time Wordsworth reaches
adulthood, his youthful aggression coalesces into equanimity. Wordsworth’s “calm existence”
offers a philosophical version of the harmonious totality associated with the Classical
Bildungsroman. De Quincey, however, never reaches that plateau, instead, he grows into the
traumatized, fragmented self that we encounter in novels of regressive development. De
Quincey’s autobiography forsakes Wordsworthian self-growth for self-experimentation. His
spiritual discovery is ironic, as he announces himself to be the only worshipper at the church of
opium, where he compromises the “alpha and the omega.” When De Quincey provides us the
“invisible workmanship” of his mind, he narrates the journey of his own counter development.
Although he may try to emulate Wordsworth, he breaks from his hero, in that he chooses to
follow the false god of opium, rather than attempt to become “worthy” of himself.
Nobody doubts that the veracity of the Prelude; however, one can easily question the
reliability of De Quincey’s narrative voice. One question that I ask is whether an opium addict
can deliver a faithful story about himself, because addiction threatens the authenticity of the self,
and thus, the addict can only produce a corrupted narrative. Both critics Curtis Perry and Joel
Faflak have written about psychosomatic causes of De Quincey’s generic instability. For
instance, in “Piranesi’s Prison: Thomas De Quincey and the Failure of Autobiography,” Perry
suggests that De Quincey exceeds the generic boundaries of confessional literature. In other
terms, De Quincey’s addiction ultimately distorts his reality to the degree that no literary genre
can entirely contain it. Granted, Rousseau’s narrative was circular and self-defeating, and he
routinely undermined his own credibility. Nevertheless, Rousseau’s narrative was not as
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threatened as De Quincey’s is. In the following passage, Perry explains how addiction
continually alters De Quincey’s mental landscape, adding new meaning but at the same time
obliterating any connection to old ideas, thus always evading narrative closure:
The Confessions, then, begins by presenting itself as a controlled, cautionary
complete with a moral to sum up the actions presented. It is worth noting here
that we can read this statement as something of a misleading signpost, for
in a sense of De Quincey’s autobiography never really comes to an end.
through the Confessions ends with De Quincey giving up his opium habit,
he was never in fact free of his addiction. Nor was the autobiographical
project here ever finished; the sort of closure promised here is arguably
the goal of De Quincey’s project, but it is never achieved. The
autobiographical project has the structure of the addiction. (811)
Perry eludes to the endless multiplication of thoughts that De Quincey experiences as his dreams
turn into nightmares. In those, De Quincey forces his reader to confront endless layers of
unknowability, for one may think they follow the story line, but soon find oneself lost. In Perry’s
mind, De Quincey’s difficult and often dense style suggests the impossibility of representing an
addiction. The problem is that the addict is under the false belief that he has volition, when
volition is what he has lost. Perry argues that opium mires De Quincey’s text in obscurity,
disrupting the sense of narrative closure, a fact that also poses a threat to the Bildungs plot,
because it depends on a strong, cumulative ending. Ideally, the Classical Bildungsroman should
end in personal ascension and social assimilation. De Quincey’s prose on the other hand suspend
narrative closure, thus, making it difficult for the reader to reach a conclusion.
An illustration of how endlessness is inserted into De Quincey’s text, and subsequently,
delays readerly comprehension appears when De Quincey describes “Piranesi’s staircase,” an
idea that was transmuted to him through Samuel Taylor Coleridge, who claims the Piranesi
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haunted his private opium dreams. As De Quincey explains it, he sees the artist in a dream, who
is “creeping along the sides of the walls, you perceived a staircase, and upon it, groping his ways
upwards, was Piranesi himself: follow the stairs a little further, and you perceive it come to a
sudden abrupt termination, without any balustrade, and allowing no step onwards to him who
had reached the extremity, except in the depths below” (71). In Perry’s view, De Quincey
transforms Piranesi’s staircase into a metaphor of the futility of writing an autobiography, for
just as the staircase appears to ascend upwards, it, then, terminates without warning. De
Quincey’s prose accomplishes the same thing, as it appears linear one moment and illogical or
confusing the next. Ideally, autobiography provides the “master key” that places the parts of De
Quincey’s text in what Perry calls an “orderly relationship.” The problem is that its generic
boundaries are never stable, for De Quincey’s dream sequences threaten to envelop the logic of
the genre entirely. Hence, Perry argues that in De Quincey autobiography becomes “the ordering
principle for an extra conscious agency” (812-3). Opium, to put the matter another way,
threatens to exceed autobiography’s conceptual framework, which asks the question, is De
Quincey presenting us with an “internally coherent story” or is his psyche “imposing” its own
drug addled reality upon us (813)?
In Romantic Psychoanalysis (2008), Joel Faflak expands and enlarges on what Perry is
saying, in that he argues that De Quincey’s pathologies threaten to destabilize the text’s generic
categories. As he suggests, De Quincey’s writing reflects his psychosomatic condition, since
opium addiction creates a physical state that in turn controls the author’s mental state; however,
opium produces mental states that are neither rational nor human. What Faflak asks is whether
De Quincey, the author, is in the driver’s seat when he writes his prose? Is De Quincey in control
of what his psyche produces or is the opium in control? Faflak argues that De Quincey represents
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a controversy in psychoanalytic thought, for on the one hand, he exceeds the boundaries of
psychanalysis, and yet, on the other, he could be construed as performing pre-Freudian
psychoanalysis? To quote Faflak, the question is “that De Quincey’s experience of his
unconscious in Confessions suspends reason to expose his narrative to its interminability
necessitates in his writing a kind of generic revolution in which philosophy and narrative
challenge the limiting epistemologies of established generic distinction” (157). Both Faflak and
Perry ask whether any narrative that attempts to speak inside an addiction can claim to tell the
truth, as Perry implies that addiction narratives depict the “conscious self” as “pictured as a small
passive thing tossed about by the power of an imagination driven by some ordering agency
beyond conscious control” (820).
An example of this psychic breakdown appears in The English Mail-Coach when the
image of the crocodile emerges out of De Quincey’s memories of Fanny of Bath, a flirtation that
lasted seven years, and in that time, he congratulates himself on pacing his attentions, so he
neither appeared as a cad nor squandered her interest. In his opium hallucination, this crocodile,
who first originated as Fanny’s grandfather, an older man who did indeed bear a faint
resemblance to a crocodile, passes “rapidly” into a sphynx, then passes from a sphynx into a
dragon, then from a dragon into a scorpion (200). De Quincey’s dreamscapes force the reader to
look through an imaginary kaleidoscope, for he moves though a rotating series of visual
associations; we watch as the follow one another. Arguably, as we move farther into the dream it
becomes clear that the opium, not the man, is the one in control, because the imagery appears to
be generating itself in ways that seem abnormal. I agree with both Perry and Faflak, for it
appears the opium has the supreme agency over the text. De Quincey belies this point when he
compares his beleaguered imagination to a something undergoing an alien invasion, for he says,
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“How again, if not one alien nature, but tow, but three, but four, but five, are introduced within
what once he thought the inviolable sanctuary of himself” (201). What does it mean to say that a
narrative violates the “inviolable sanctuary” of the narrative I? In the Confessions, De Quincey
quotes Terrance, the Roman poet, “Humani nihil a se alienum putat: or, in English words, he
deems nothing that is human alien to him. The quotation can be taken ironically, because even
though De Quincey might not view anything human to be alien to him per se, which reinforces
his idea of himself as a street philosopher, a perpetual catholic; however, opium is not human,
thus, it could be construed as alien to the human self. His autobiography dramatizes a set of
inoculations, in which one alien nature is supplanted by another alien nature, and then, another
alien nature, until there is no loner a trace of the original. Such inoculations cast doubt on the
authenticity of addiction narratives, since the addict is driven by an “extraconsious’ force.
Ideally, autobiography should reflect the autonomy of the speaker; yet, in his struggles with his
compounded “alien nature,” De Quincey dramatizes a psychosomatic reality that undermines the
philosophical assumptions of both autobiography and the Bildungsroman forms.

V
The Bildungsroman, Agency, and Providence in De Quincey’s Autobiography

J. Hillis Miller argues that novels such as Bleak House, novels that attempt to reconcile
private desire and public good, operate under a providential framework. Does the Classical
Bildungsroman unfold as though there were part of a divine plan? Surely, Darcy and Elizabeth’s
surprise meeting at Pemberley must be more than coincidence or good timing. While Austen
never mentions divine interference, we are free to marvel at the serendipity of it all. According to
Hillis Miller, what makes Bleak House so exceptional is that it depicts two separate universes in
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one novel. On the one hand, Ester’s life conforms to the upwardly mobile patterns of the
Classical Bildungsroman, while all the minor characters dissipate in a way that suggests the
disappearance of God from people’s lives. To put the argument in a different way, Bleak House
can be read as both a Classical Bildungsroman and a Counter Bildungsroman.
Earlier, I suggested that secular confession testifies to the difficulties of living in a world
vacated by God. Before I return to my discussion of De Quincey and the Counter
Bildungsroman, I want to consider the theological aspects of the Bildungsroman form. One
reason that the term Bildungsroman is so evasive is that it stems from the German word
Bildungs, a word for formation that has no single translation in English. In Formative Fictions,
Tobias Boes traces the etymology of the word Bildungs, contextualizing it within Bildungsroman
scholarship. In the Medieval Era, the word referred to a spiritual unfolding, but in the eighteenth
century, the word changed its meaning (but only slightly), as the word came to mean a soul who
was actively seeking a proper form. Boes argues that over time, the word Bildungs became
associated with earthly manifestations of good, shedding its mystical connotations. My argument
is that the “all-embracing synthesis” that we associate with the Classical Bildungsroman
represents providence-in-action. To be sure, the Classical Bildungsroman converts spiritual
forces into concrete human terms, and thereby, providence comes to animate the plot and the
moral life of the protagonist. Hillis Miller refers to Ester as an example of how the providential
functions in the Bildungsroman: that “the world organizes itself around such characters as
orderly, stable, and clarified as an integrated circle of which they are center” (210). Or as
Jarndyce suggests of Ester and her new husband, “all the happiness of her life seems to shine like
a light from one central figure” (quoted in Miller 210). Clearly, the Classical Bildungsroman
imparts providential order into the domestic sphere. The protagonist in a Classical
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Bildungsroman often excels at this, as Darcy has a gift for imparting order into his social sphere,
and Ester is always tidying whatever mess she encounters.
If the Classical Bildungsroman represents a providence on earth, it represents an askew
version, since it deviates from the patter of humankind’s first fall. Unlike Adam and Eve, the
protagonist does not fall from grace, but rather evolves into a scene of totalizing harmony. It is
important to note that neither Austen or Goethe’s masterpieces contain scenes of real hardship.
In both cases, the protagonists emerge from late adolescence almost painlessly. In Bleak House,
Dickens comes closer to following the story of the fall, for Ester must be reborn after her illness.
The pattern resembles that of the Prodigal Son, in that God is present, then absent, and then
present again. De Quincey’s understanding of the divine changes throughout his lifetime. As a
child, De Quincey believed in a divine order; he sensed an eternal presence that brooded a
“dovelike” calm over the universe (37). However, at the time of his sister’s death, he fears that
God has withdrawn his protection from him, for afterwards, his life grows incoherent, and his
social life catastrophic. As an adult, he turns opium into his God source, a decision that will
surely subject him to a lifetime of psychosis and dysfunction. What happens to De Quincey is
that the spiritual crisis he suffers after his sister’s death tears him in two, as he is never able to
return to that time before the fall, to that perpetual calm of his childhood. In the following
passage, De Quincey confronts his sister’s corpse. She died of hydrocephalus, excessive water in
the brain:
From the gorgeous I turned around to the corpse. There lay the sweet childish figure,
there the angel face: and, as people usually fancy, it was said in the face that no
features had suffered any change. Had they not? The forehead indeed, the serene
and noble forehead……I stood for a moment; awe, not fear, fell upon me, and whilst
I stood, a solemn wind began to blow—the most mournful that ear ever heard. Mournful!
that is saying nothing. It was a wind that swept the fields of mortality for a hundred
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centuries. Many times, sense, upon a summer day, when the sun is about the
hottest, I have remarked the same wind arising about the hottest, I have remarked
the same wind arising and uttering the same hollow, solemn Memnonian, * but
saintly swell: it is in this world the one sole audible symbol of eternity. And three
times in my life I have happened to hear the same sound in the same circumstance,
vis. When standing between and open window and a dead body on a summer day. (105)
Here De Quincey communicates his emotional pain through involutes. The sound of that wind
will haunt him for the rest of his adult life, while, at the same time, it will also become a symbol
of transcendent beauty and unbearable pain. His sister’s death sparked De Quincey’s lifelong
fascination with the afterlife. According to Hillis Miller, De Quincey was preoccupied with what
happens after we open “the gates of death,” that is, what happens the moment right before and
right after a person dies. De Quincey imagined the deceased undergoing a process, by which he
or she passes through “ultimate solitude” before he or she reaches the beyond. In the brief space
of time between death and everlasting life, Hillis Miller argues that a soul pauses before he or
she enters the “lost paradise of childhood” (79). As an aside, De Quincey’s daughter claims that
upon his death, De Quincey screamed for his long-lost sister.
De Quincey’s encounter with his sister’s corpse represents a liminal moment, in that he
hears her soul fly out the window, for Elizabeth was not yet dead, when he entered. Her features
were not altered, which leads him to believe that her physical body had not yet decayed. The
sound that De Quincey hears becomes the “sole symbol” of eternity, as it is the silence, the
absolute silence that follows death. When De Quincey recognizes the “dove like calm” that
hovers over the universe, he recognizes the providential order. It is important to note that in the
Classical Bildungsroman, providence reveals itself at the end. In De Quincey, this is reversed. At
first, he senses a divine order, but it disappears as he grows older. Without providence, true
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happiness is inaccessible, which is the sad fate for the protagonist of the Counter Bildungsroman
or for the speaker in a secular confession.
Once again, De Quincey’s universe is inverted, since as a child, he inhabited an English
paradise, where he would play with his angelic sisters, at the same time, avoiding the bullying of
his older brother. Arguably, De Quincey experienced some of that “all-embracing synthesis”
which we associate with the Classical Bildungsroman, as his social world would appear to unfold
rather harmoniously. Furthermore, in the Classical Bildungsroman, divine agency shapes even
the most mundane aspects of life, as it facilitates marriages, bestows prosperity, manages estates,
promotes careers, and solidifies friendships. In short, the Classical Bildungsroman implies an
earthly manifestation of spiritual good. De Quincey, however, only experiences concrete
happiness when he was a child, for he describes his sister as the “one eternal thought of my
heart—that girl was the sweetest thing, I, in my short life had known—that a girl was who
crowned the earth with beauty, and had opened to my thirst fountains of pure celestial love from
which I was to drink more” (111). As he matures, De Quincey will find no spiritual substitute for
his sister. Divinity will be rejected for opium, which provides him with a parody of his once
celestial love.
De Quincey’s fall into skepticism begins at his sister’s funeral. From this moment
onward, he feels betrayed by the insincerity and the stupidity of the people around him. It
becomes obvious that De Quincey is retreating into his own isolating singularity, in which he
perceives himself as one apart from the social world. Arguably, his counter development begins
as early as his sister’s funeral. In the following passage, De Quincey revisits the ignominy of his
sister’s funeral:
I was put into a carriage with some gentlemen whom I did not know,
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they were kind to me; but naturally they talked of things disconnected
to the occasion, and their conversation was a torment. At the church, I
was told to hold a white handkerchief to my eyes. Empty hypocrisy!
what need had he of masques or mockeries, whose heart died within him
at every word that was uttered? During the part of the service which
passed within the church, I made an effort to attend, but I sank continually
into my own solitary darkness, and I heard little consciously, except some
fugitive strains from the sublime chapter of Saint Paul, * which in England
is always read at burials. When I heard those dreadful words…such was the
recoil of my feelings, that I could even have shrieked out protesting— “oh
no, no!” if I had not been restrained by the publicity of the occasion. (109)
The funereal marks De Quincey’s lifelong spiral into skepticism. It is remarkable how little
sympathy he feels for his fellow mourners, even though most of them ought to be his family. It is
as though their signs of grief offend him. Nor does he take any umbrage at the ritual of the mass,
because he dismisses it as nothing but a recital of empty gestures, which is why he scoffs at the
idea of holding a white handkerchief to his face. Once again, De Quincey seems paralyzed by his
sense of his own singularity. For instance, when he hears the chapter from Saint Paul, he is
reminded of William Wordsworth, who had commented on that passage. Upon hearing those
words that Wordsworth once mentioned, De Quincey recoiled in outrage, because he believed
Wordsworth to be misguided in his understanding of his interpretation of the scripture. It is
important to note that nothing interrupts his solitude, his sense that only he alone understands the
significance of the day’s events. In short, he experiences the world as disjointed. He feels that he
alone understands the gravity, the tragedy of his sister’s death, and everybody else are merely
pretenders, tone deaf to the needs of the one grieving person. Elizabeth’s death introduces
skepticism and alienation into De Quincey’s young world. His sister comes to represent a lost
childhood paradise, a world that will only be accessible to him in death.
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After his sister’s death, De Quincey no longer experiences any synchronicity in his life,
nor any prolonged periods of good fortune. Without ever being explicitly religious, the Classical
Bildungsroman implies a divine order. The Counter-Bildungsroman marks the disappearance of
providence from the earthly world. In a world bereft of God, De Quincey’s life comes to feel as
one long fall down a flight of stairs, hitting his head on each step as he tumbles downward.
Throughout his childhood and adolescence, De Quincey rejects the status quo, because he
disdains adult authority. Like Rousseau, De Quincey feels that he is a singular being, who must
radically reject the society he was born into. Ironically, such arrogance primes him for a life of
abjection.
De Quincey’s autobiographical prose do not unfold chronologically. While Suspira de
Profundis depicts scenes from his childhood, and adulthood, Confessions illustrates scenes from
both his childhood, adolescence, and adulthood. The facts of his life come down to us in
fragments and involutes. When he runs away from Manchester Grammar school, an escape that
is nearly thwarted when a servant accidently drops his trunk of books on the ground, which
threatened to awake the headmaster, De Quincey escapes to the English countryside, making his
way to Northern Wales. On these journeys, he experiences the world as either friendly or hostile.
The first family he meets is a Bishop’s family, whom De Quincey considers vulgar upstarts, who
carry themselves with “an austere and repulsive air,” whose “pride” was on “the surface of their
manners” (12). Although De Quincey never met the Bishop, the landlady warns him of his
unsavory houseguest. De Quincey believes that the Bishop’s snobbery has become the secondhand smoke that his domestics breathe, as he is especially scathing towards Betty, the servant,
who pushes him out of the door, after accusing him of being an Irish swindler.
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Although most of his social intercourse ends in betrayal and rejection, he does enjoy a small
respite of harmonious sociability. As he travels through a small rural village near Wales, he
befriends a family, whose generosity and sweetness made “an impression upon” his “heart” (14).
For a brief interlude, De Quincey formed what Lukàcs would call an “island” with these people.
According to Lukàcs, a Bildungsroman culminates in a group of characters working together
towards a common goal. De Quincey achieves this by writing letters for the family members. He
wrote highly persuasive love letters and business letters for the family; however, his sense of
belonging is short-lived. This tiny incident reminds us that harmoniousness could have existed, if
unfortunate circumstances had not conspired against the young man. This one positive
experience contrasts with his numerous lonely and soloistic encounters.
It is noteworthy that De Quincey refuses to accept the privileged life his parents sought to
provide for him. To put it bluntly, his escape backfires as his attempt to flee what he considered
to be his infantilizing education quickly led to a perpetual adolescence. In the English Opium
Eater, biographer Robert Morrison insists that homelessness nearly cost De Quincey his health.
Running away from school guaranteed that he would not receive regular meals. While not
starving, hunger was beginning to compromise him. Morrison insists that De Quincey subsisted
on “one guinea a week.” De Quincey himself says he survived on “blackberries, hips, haws” and
what little charity he received (quoted in Morrison 71). Later in life, De Quincey would develop
excruciating stomach pains, a condition that opium was meant to counteract. His health problems
set the stage for his addiction and even regression. In short, De Quincey’s counter development
begins with this one act of teenage rebellion. By contrast, the Classical Bildungsroman
crystalizes the merger between the divine and material worlds. De Quincey’s autobiography, in
contrast, illustrates the material world existing without providence.
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Once again, De Quincey’s spirituality alters the trajectory of his Bildungsroman.
Throughout his adolescence, he grows increasingly overwhelmed by feelings of betrayal. His
acute sense of his own singularity cuts his world into two parts, for there is his inner reality
(where ultimate truth resides, or so he believes) and there is outer reality, which is a world of
hypocrites and fools and can never conform to the protagonist’s highly rarified interiority.
Additionally, as this gap grows larger, De Quincey will be forced into the position of the pariah.
The trajectory of his spiritual development connotes counter development. As I mentioned
earlier, in the days after his sister’s death, he briefly sees the world conforming to a divine
pattern, but as his emotions turn from awe to grief, the vision shrinks, thus, by the time of her
funereal, he is bitter and disgruntled. De Quincey’s understanding of the divine keeps changing
throughout his autobiographical works, especially when opium becomes the divine agent. The
implications for regressive development are clear: as a young child, he once worshiped God as a
silent eternal presence, but as an adult, opium becomes his false idol. If a Classical
Bildungsroman reveals a providential order, what impact might opium worship have on the
genre? De Quincey flips Saint Augustine’s conversion narrative, for De Quincey is religious as
child and blasphemous as an adult. Hillis Miller has emphasized the ways in which opium
furnishes De Quincey with a beguiling spiritual experience. In that, it initially mimics the
transcendence, the “dovelike calm” that De Quincey experienced at Elizabeth’s deathbed. Years
later, when De Quincey first experienced opium, after that immortal druggist “evanesced” into
the air, the opium-eater famously declares:
But I took; --and in an hour, oh! Heavens! What a revulsion! * what an upheaving,
from its lowest depths, of the inner spirit! What an apocalypse of the world within
me! That my pains had vanished was now a trifle in my eyes: --this negative effect
was swallowed up in the immensity of these positive effects which had opened
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before me—in the abyss of divine enjoyment thus suddenly revealed. (39)
Clearly, Hillis Miller is correct when he connects De Quincey’s emotive language with the
apocalyptic grandeur of early Christian writings. Like religious conversion, opium holds “the
power to stir a man to his depths, and to put him in immediate possession of every last corner of
his own mental space” (33). De Quincey’s first experience is volatile, because it furnishes him
with sublime violence, but unfortunately, the sublimity will wear off, leaving him with the
hellish pains of heavy opium use. The moral is obvious: opium is a false god, because it provides
nothing more than a moment’s ecstasy and respite from the pains of being alive.
In the Classical Bildungsroman, providence is ultimately reflected in the quotidian. De
Quincey inverts this paradigm, by heralding opium as a gateway for divine revelation. For
instance, De Quincey enjoyed frequenting the streets of London, after ingesting large quantities
of the celestial drug. For instance, he enjoyed the opportunity to mingle with the working poor.
To be sure De Quincey never realized that he was exploiting them, by turning their Friday night
celebrations into a tourist attraction. His excursions mark one of the few moments when De
Quincey does not feel alienated from the social world. From a certain angle, these trips give him
a taste of the totalizing harmony that one encounters in the Classical Bildungsroman. While his
harmony is fleeting, the drug allows him (at least momentarily) to imagine overwhelming
synthesis between the public and private spheres. In Confessions, De Quincey recounts
wandering the streets, listening to the language of the children, eavesdrop on them and their
working-class parents hustle each other for goods and services. He would listen to the cacophony
of voices as though it were one long melody, with discordant notes occasionally floating in the
air. What he mainly heard were voices united in expressions of “patience, hope, and tranquility”
(47). He observes that the “poor are more philosophical than the rich” as they display a “cheerful
submission to what they consider as irremediable evils” (47). When he knew he would not be
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rude, De Quincey enjoyed joining in their discussions, as he would often advise them on what to
purchase. What these excursions ultimately taught him was that opium “can overrule all feelings
into the master key” (47). In other words, opium provides the glue that harmoniously binds
personal sensation to public reality, artificially creating the synthesis that comes at the end of the
Classical Bildungsroman, for in this case, opium rearranged unpleasant subject matter into one
harmonious melody. Here, opium creates the connectedness that undergirds a benevolent, selfsufficient society.
If the Classical Bildungsroman brings the protagonist into earthly contact with the divine,
the Counter Bildungsroman estranges one from the other. In De Quincey, opium masquerades as
the agent of providence, but proves unreliable, because it creates an illusion of heaven only to
become a hell. Basically, the Classical Bildungsroman, with its happy ending, endows the
protagonist with psychic agency, but the Counter-Bildungsroman, with its unhappy ending, takes
it away, because the Counter-Bildungsroman, to paraphrase Hillis Miller, often takes place in a
world abandoned by God. Once again, novelists rarely interpret it as such. Instead the
nineteenth-century novel dramatizes it as a world where serendipity is impossible, a world where
chance meetings do not take place, a world where worst fears are realized. Even a writer as
experimental and iconoclastic as De Quincey connects an “all-embracing synthesis” to faith in a
divine order. When De Quincey experiences tranquility, repose, and ecstasy, he approximates the
world of the Classical Bildungsroman. That said, the quality of his spiritual experience suffers
once he encounters the pains of heavy opium use. The problem is clear: De Quincey commits the
sin of idolatry in worshiping at the church of opium. In theological terms, he mistakes opium as a
God source, and then pays the ultimate price when his false god betrays him, which only
estranges him further from the true God. Providence sustains the Classical Bildungsroman, but
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opium cannot sustain De Quincey’s Bildungs plot. When he is in the throes of ecstasy, De
Quincey declares opium as an “apocalypse within me.” This is ironic, because his nightmares
will prove apocalyptic, only in a hellish way. His nightmares are where his opium use recoils on
itself, because they are so elaborate that De Quincey likens them to palimpsests appearing in his
mind. The palimpsest becomes the kaleidoscope through which De Quincey’s drug-addled mind
transforms his memories into nightmares, which ultimately defy the logic of realistic
representation, for in the end, they exist as awesome spectacles that cannot be explained in
ordinary prose. Here, De Quincey compares his opium vision to Christ’s majestically
resurrection:
The was but a secondary phenomenon; the deeper in the resurrection itself,
and the possibility of resurrection for what had so long slept in the dust. A
pall, deep as oblivion, had been thrown by life over every trace of these
experiences; and yet suddenly, at a silent command, at the signal of a
blazing rocket sent up from the brain, the pall draws up, and the whole
depths of the theater are exposed. Now this mystery is liable to no doubt;
for it is repeated, and ten thousand times repeated by opium, for those who
who are its martyrs? (145)
The opium turns past experiences into a mental experience of resurrection, the experience of the
dead rising in mass numbers from their graves and instantaneously reconnecting to the living. De
Quincey emphasizes that process as happening repeatedly in his dreams. In the “Pleasures of
Opium,” he celebrates the joy and the ecstasy of opium use. Those experiences still resemble the
resurrection in that they feel like an “upheaving,” from the “lowest depths” (39). However, as
De Quincey’s narrative continues, the palimpsests grow more difficult to endure. In the
following passage, De Quincey flips the perspective, illustrating how these opium nightmares
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might appear to one watching from the outside. The dreams, he claims, paralyze the body of the
dreamer, making every endeavor feel Herculean as a task:
The opium-eater loses none of his moral sensibilities, or aspirations: he
wishes and longs, as earnestly as ever, to realize what he believes possible
feels to be exacted by duty: but his intellectual apprehension of what is
possible infinitely outruns his power, not of execution only, but even
of power to attempt. He lights under the weight of incubus and nightmare;
he lies in sight of all that he would fain perform, just as a man forcibly
confined to his bed by the moral languor or a relaxing disease, who is
compelled to witness injury or outrage offered to some object of his
tenderest love: --he curses the spells which chain him down from
motion: --he would lay down his life if he might but get up and walk;
but he is powerless as an infant and cannot even attempt to rise. (67)
When De Quincey speaks of “intellectual apprehensive” that far exceeds his mental power, he
refers to those moments when the “depths” of his mental theater is exposed to him. The opium
dreamer must passively endure as the palimpsests flood his brain, which all originate in the
deepest recesses of his psyche. Witnessing these nightly resurrections overpower the opium
dreamer, leaving him feeling helpless. Unlike his ecstatic dreams, the collision, the sense of
being chained down, of being forced to watch the torturing of a loved one, leaves him without
psychic strength. Clearly, opium exhausts De Quincey’s mental powers, for as long as he is
dreaming, he cannot awake from the constant collisions to which he must bear witness.
De Quincey’s nightmares invert the spiritual structure of the Classical Bildungsroman, as
Hillis Miller has said of Bleak House, an “immanent deity” sustains the action and plotlines
(210). Providence exists at the center of the novel, which explains why the main characters seem
“organized” around good fortune. De Quincey reverses this logic, because opium, and its ensuing
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spiritual crisis that opium dreams invoke, becomes the center around which his life devolves. De
Quincey’s addiction narrative sours the course of personal destiny, for by the time he reaches
adulthood, his inner resources have been depleted. In the following passage, De Quincey muses
over his failed professional life. At this moment, De Quincey lets his reader share in his disgrace,
if you will. It becomes obvious that his torturous nightmares have torn his waking life into two.
His life becomes nothing more than one unfinished book on Spinoza. In the following passage,
De Quincey opines over the material wreckage that his adult life has become:
I shrunk from them with a sense of powerlessness and infantine feebleness
that gave me anguish the greater from remembering the time when I grappled
to my own hourly delight; and for this further reason, because I devoted the
labor of my whole life, and had dedicated my intellect, blossoms, and fruits,
to the slow and elaborate toil of constructing one single work of Spinoza’s;
De emendation humani intellectus* This was now lying locked up, as by frost
like any Spanish bridge or aqueduct, begun upon too great a scale for the
resources of the architect, and instead, of serving me as a monument of
wishes at least, and aspirations, and a life of labor dedicated to the exaltation
of human nature in that way which God had befitted to promote so great an
object, it was likely to stand a memorial to my children of hopes defeated,
of battled efforts, of materials uselessly accumulated, of foundations laid
that were never to support a superstructure, --of the grief and the ruin of
the architect. (64)
What we see here is that the powerlessness De Quincey experiences in dreams has manifested
itself in his daily life; thus, he avoids writing his book with a sense of “infantile feebleness.” This
entire passage demonstrates De Quincey’s failure to translate the precociousness of youth into
his adult life. He identifies analytic study as his proper vocation, yet he cannot bear them. In his
sidestepping of adult responsibilities, he resembles the protagonists of the Counter
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Bildungsroman. A prime example is Hardy’s Jude Fawley, from Jude the Obscure, who tried to
become a minister, after trying but failing to become a scholar. Jude tragically dies before his
thirtieth birthday. I am not the first critic to notice that Jude dies at the very age when Jesus
Christ began teaching; therefore, Hardy was emphasizing that Jude really misses his chance at
destiny. Likewise, De Quincey’s destiny seems equally bereft of good fortune. Both he and Jude
end their narratives as monuments to thwarted dreams and wasted ambition. De Quincey even
calls himself a symbol to his children of “hope’s defeated.” It is important to note that in the
Classical Bildungsroman, the protagonist should be preparing for parenthood. De Quincey, by
contrast, reveals himself to be a ghostly absent father, a position that lampoons the positive
destinies of Fitzwilliam Darcy or Wilhelm Meister. If the Classical Bildungsroman is
characterized by this sense of double emergence, then De Quincey parodies that paradigm, by
likening himself to one who is paralyzed, unable to move.
To return to this question of psychic agency in the Classical Bildungsroman, I would
argue that the key characteristic of a Counter-Bildungsroman is that the protagonist experiences
a vacuum of psychic agency. In De Quincey’s autobiographical prose, he alternates between two
psychic states: reverie and nightmare. For instance, he writes “The Preliminary Confessions” are
written as long reveries, where De Quincey’s memories progress through associations, where one
idea sets off another, and the reader does not know where the narrative will end, and yet, the
prose is infused with a sense of playfulness, as though composing them required no will at all.
De Quincey’s mind moves through narrative material through a web of invisible logic. His
sentences wander down a changing yet still coherent path. Hillis Miller has argued that his “style
is an exact mirror of his mental space and of his means of dealing with that space” (48).
Additionally, when De Quincey’s prose read like a reverie, he is inhabiting the imaginary
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structure of the Classical Bildungsroman; however, when it reads like a nightmare, he inverts
that generic paradigm. In the Poetics of Reverie: Childhood, Language, and the Cosmos (1971),
Gaston Bachelard outlines defining characteristics of reverie. Reverie, according to him,
constitutes a new opening into the world, whereby the daydreamer sees the real world, but with a
transfiguring gaze. To put the matter more emphatically, the daydreamer has agency in her
dreams. Reverie is distinct from madness in that it allows imagination to coexist with reason.
Bachelard goes so far to say that reverie enhances our “reality function,” because it “bears
witness to a normal, useful irreality function, which keeps the human psyche on the fringe of all
the brutality of a hostile and foreign non-self” (13). Reverie can be incorporated into the
Bildungs process, as reverie can occur without separating one from everyday life.
Once “The Pains of Opium” is complete, De Quincey’s retreat from reality is nearly
complete, because the dreamscapes, particularly the nightmares, create voids of psychic agency
within him. In Inventing the Addict (2008), Susan Zeigler argues that addiction narratives
undermine the prevailing logic of manifest destiny, as it illustrates “a white male subject[t]”
assuming the position of the slave, choosing enslavement over liberty” (55). By contrast, Lukàcs
argues that the Bildungsroman encourages “the free development of the human passions—under
proper guidance, which does no violence to them—must lead to a harmonious personality and to
harmonious co-operation between free-men” (Goethe 63). Rather than acting in “spontaneous
freedom,” the addict becomes a slave to an appetite. If the Bildungsroman measures social
harmony, then De Quincey’s nightmares represent the self’s refusal to move forward.
Additionally, we must remember that a nightmare is by nature an anti-social experience. To put
the matter bluntly, De Quincey performs a manifest destiny in reverse when he retreats into his
opium fueled nightmares, as the action of his Bildungs plot is now confined to the recesses of his
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psyche. What Lukàcs called the Bildungsroman’s island of people are now just composites of
memories. To put it bluntly, he no longer has a material reality to call his own.
Bachelard makes an interesting point, when he says, that unlike reverie, nightmares represent
a “dream without a dreamer” (22). The reason for this is that the night dreamer lacks psychic
agency, therefore, unable to assert herself at all. In “The Pains of Opium,” De Quincey describes
the suicidal despair and overwhelming feelings of powerlessness that accompanies his dreams. In
the following passage, De Quincey describes himself descending into the depths of the earth,
without any sense that he could climb his way out. Here he acknowledges that his addiction has
come at a great psychic cost:
For this, and all other changes in my dreams, were accompanied by deep-seated
anxiety and gloomy melancholy, such as are wholly incommunicable by words.
I seemed every night to descend, not metaphorically, but literally to descend, into
chasms, and sunless abysses, depths below depths, from which it seemed hopeless
that I could ever re-ascend. Nor did I, by waking, feel that I had re-ascended. This
do not dwell upon; because the state of gloom which attended these gorgeous spectacles
amounting at last to utter darkness, as of some suicidal despair, cannot be approached
by words (68).
The irony of the passage is clear: De Quincey who as a child once sensed an eternity that was
transcendent and calm, now, as an adult, experiences eternity as infernal. Opium has betrayed its
disciple, in that, elaborate sensual dreams have transformed into intolerable nightmares.
For De Quincey, these dreams enact an intellectual death, as his imaginative experience
becomes what Geoffrey Hartman would call “apocaptic,” that is, when the mind discovers that it
is “bereft” of nature and must survive without nature (229). In dreams, De Quincey encounters
the alien substance that has hijacked his imagination. It is akin to that moment in The Prelude
when Wordsworth declares that a “soulless image” has “usurped upon a living thought” (VI 525-
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526). Furthermore, in Book V, Wordsworth undergoes a similar experience, when he has a
dream in which flood waters are about to drown him, and he suddenly realizes that his guide (the
Arab) has abandoned him. He stands surrounded by “illimitable waste/With the fleet water of a
drowning world” (135-136). The moment he feels threatened by total engulfment, he awakes in
stark terror. Unlike Wordsworth, who had the privilege of not taking opium, De Quincey cannot
escape psychic confrontation. Instead, he must suffer the torture of total engulfment. In short,
Wordsworth is only threatened by the possibility of the infinite, whereas De Quincey is
submerged into it.
Ultimately, the opium dream produces a “suicidal despondency” that exceeds language,
exceeds any effort to communicate it at all. De Quincey’s opium dreams exaggerate the destiny
of the protagonist in a Counter-Bildungsroman, a deviation of the Bildungsroman form that
dramatizes personal destiny encountering the harshness of reality. The Counter-Bildungsroman,
therefore, includes protagonists with psychic abnormalities, characters whose agitated psyches
and tortured souls can find no home in the Classical Bildungsroman. De Quincey’s
autobiographical prose are rarely considered among studies of the nineteenth-century novel of
counter development. It is a worthwhile critical exercise to consider how De Quincey’s
conceptual Bildungs plot resembles later Victorian novels that depict regressive development.
According to Athena Vrettos, author of Somatic Fictions (1995), Bronte’s Villette expands
“traditional” novelistic categories such as the Bildungsroman or the marriage plot novel, by
taking a mentally unstable (at times hallucinating) protagonist as its subject. Lucy resembles the
opium eater in that she is tormented by painful hallucinations, or what we might call waking
nightmares. In her writings about Samuel Coleridge’s Notebooks, Rei Terada asserts that
Coleridge distinguished two types of visionary experiences: Spectra and Spectres. Spectra is the
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same as reverie, as it describes any imaginative experience that is pleasurable, in which the
daydreamer retains her psychic agency. Spectres, on the other hand, refers to nightmarish visions
in which the dreamer feels devoid of any agency. Brontë faces a daunting literary task: convert
Lucy’s episodic madness (which includes episodes of hallucination and extreme disorientation)
into the Bildungs plot. If Lucy is to acquire the requisite Bildungs, she must pull herself out of
madness. Vrettos’ point is that Lucy’s episodic derangement adds an extra-dimension to the
Victorian Bildungsroman. Like De Quincey, Lucy has recurring nightmares that she is drowning.
She feels the “icy pressure on [her] lungs” (38). Similarly, De Quincey has dreams where he is
submerged into oceans “paved with innumerable human faces” (74). In both cases, they
experience engulfment as though they were being pulled down as if by undertow. They feel a
total loss of agency.
During the chapter entitled “The Long Vacation,” Lucy struggles to maintain her sanity
over the long summer vacation, as she must spend the summer alone at the school where she
teaches. Moreover, Lucy nearly goes mad from having to spend months in total isolation, in
which she begins to have confrontations with so-called Spectres. Soon, the sight of the empty
beds began to morph in front of her, as “the ghastly white beds were turning into spectres—the
coronal of each became a death’s head, huge and sun-bleached—dead dreams of an elder world
and mightier race lay frozen in their wide gaping eye—holes” (183). In her manic vision, the
beds become mummies. Like De Quincey’s opium dreams, Lucy’s spectres conjure a terrifying
past, as though each “ghastly” vision conjures another more terrifying vision, and each vision
threatens to unearth a remote and barbaric history. De Quincey dreams about the orient, where
“mythological tortures, impressed” upon him, and under which, he was buried beneath “tropical
heat and vertical sunlight,” until he was further trapped under the whole of Egyptian civilization,
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where he was “hooted at, grinned at” by all oriental gods (73). John Barrel has observed that De
Quincey was inclined to view the East as a source of global contagion. In his dreams, De
Quincey bemoaned that he would spend eternities under the active persecution of Brama and
Vishnu: “Thousands of years I lived and was buried in stone coffins, with mummies and
sphinxes, in narrow chambers at the heart of eternal pyramids…..I was kissed with cancerous
kisses, by crocodiles and was laid, confounded with unutterable abortions, amongst reeds and
Nilotic mud” (74). In addition, Barrel argues that the orient represents that “very power, that
process of endless multiplication” (19) Both Lucy and De Quincey become trapped under the
sheer ancientness of history, a history that refuses to be consigned to the past. In both cases, the
past conspires to make the dreamer feel as powerless as an infant. It is worth considering that the
Classical Bildungsroman stresses the here and now. This is important, since the past holds De
Quincey and Lucy as hostages, refusing to let them enter the present. They must fight against a
past that refuses to become the past, a temporal dynamic that is antithetical to the Classical
Bildungsroman.
VI
Psychic Agency and The English Mail-Coach

In The English Mail-Coach, De Quincey rewrites the paradigms of the Bildungs plot. In
that, it charts the psyche’s movement from active to passive, from social and assertive to solitary
and helpless. In The English Mail-Coach, De Quincey’s oriental images break up the illusion of
a coherent selfhood. Jed Esty has argued that the Classical Bildungsroman should be read as a
“Soul-Nation allegory” (15). In Pride and Prejudice, it becomes obvious that over the course of
the novel, Fitzwilliam Darcy comes to embody the power and prestige of Regency, England, for
only in the heart of the British empire could his Bildungs plot occur. Esty has asserted that by the
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twentieth century, writers such as Virginia Woolf and James Joyce sought to imagine the
Bildungsroman as it occurs on the outskirts of empire. Post-colonial Ireland, for instance, fails to
provide Stephen Dedalus the proper launching ground for his Bildungsroman. The English MailCoach could be construed as a precursor to the post-colonial Bildungsroman, because De
Quincey imagines a Bildungs plot that not is not confound by what Esty has called the
Soul/Nation allegory. In his autobiographical prose, De Quincey’s British self must confront the
subterranean orient, as he must grapple with its “incurable barbarism.” De Quincey’s fear of the
East has implications for his Bildungs plot, as it at once exaggerates his psychological paralysis
while also linking his mental instability to the vulnerability of imperial Britain.
The English Mail Coach revisits scenes from his late adolescence. At the time, it was
stylish for privileged men of “young Oxford” to ride on the outside of the Mail-Coach, where
previous generations had always traveled on the inside. Perhaps, the most famous scene comes
when De Quincey fails to prevent a collision with an oncoming carriage, an accident that must
surely end in death. De Quincey offers a rather fussy explanation for his helplessness, for he
insists that “from the way in which the coachman’s hand was viced between his upper and lower
thing” (220). In other words, decorum prevents De Quincey from acting heroically. At first, the
passage sounds comedic, but Barrell explains how De Quincey’s neurotic orientalism infuses it
with new meaning, as De Quincey often used the same trope (that of an oncoming carriage and
the passenger being forced to take the reins) in his political tracts. It bears repeating that De
Quincey considered the orient as site of contagion, an infantile culture that threatened British
civilization, since the culture was so barbaric that reform would not be possible. In an article that
he wrote for Blackwoods, De Quincey compares England to the driver of the chariot and China
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to the on-coming traffic, for if England is “not to be crushed by the wheels of the tiger-hearted
despot, you must leap into the chariot and seize the reins yourself” (quoted in Barrell 154).
It is interesting that The English Mail-Coach dramatizes the complete evacuation of
psychic agency that De Quincey has once idealized. In this sense, the text reads like an
overturning of the Soul/Nation Allegory, as it narrates the process by which both De Quincey
and England lose psychic agency. The story is simple: De Quincey is in the passenger seat, while
the driver is asleep. He assumes the other driver will act, but undergoes an even greater shock,
when he realizes that he (and only he) is the one in charge: “Upon the other party rests the active
responsibility, but upon us—and woe is me! That us my single self—rests the active
responsibility of warning” (221-2). In this incident, De Quincey undergoes a nightmarish loss of
agency. Once he realizes a collision is immanent, he reviews the protocols of warning. In his
panicked state, he cannot recall which party would be responsible for making what sound and to
whom. He uses pronouns to express the terrifying singularity he feels, in that he stops referring
to himself as “us” and instead refers to himself in the singular, “me.” The linguistic switch
suggests that while he was a social being, he now finds himself isolated and alone.
The English Mail-Coach dramatizes the demise from social to singularity in many ways.
When the autobiography begins, De Quincey considers himself as part of young Oxford, an elite
group. In his eyes, riding the Mail Coach makes him part of something greater than himself. It is
not an overreading to say that the postal carriage filled him with awe. He goes so far as to
compare his riding it to being part of a mighty “orchestra.” (183) De Quincey envisions the
English postal carrier as a grand organizing system that orders “thousands” of disparate
unharmonious parts. Under the touch of “one supreme baton of a great leader,” it transformed its
many components, all in “danger of discord,” into that “perfection of harmony like that of heart,
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veins, arteries, in a healthy animal organization” (183). First, the “baton” plays the part that
opium will play, that is, organizing disparate experience with one harmonizing “master key.”
Therefore, this is an aesthetic experience that opium will replace. Secondly, the emphasis on
harmony reminds us of harmonious totality of the Classical Bildungsroman. The postal carriage
becomes one of the small parodies of harmoniousness that De Quincey includes in his
autobiographical works.
Considering that much of De Quincey’s oeuvre is dedicated to narrations of subjective
nightmares, it is interesting that in The English Mail Coach, he presents sociability, sanity, and
physical health as one. If we remember how tormenting his dreamscapes become, we appreciate
the pleasure he derives from being part of such a mighty mail coach. Here, De Quincey refers to
himself in the plural, a sign that he has escaped the punishing singularity that plagues him
throughout his life. De Quincey finds immense joy in being part of Young Oxford, part of a
collective experience, for to be among them was to know personal harmony. In the eyes of
Young Oxford, the postal carriage invokes the majesty of the English upper class. For instance,
De Quincey recounts an incident when the mail-coach came upon one from Birmingham, which
happened to be driving at a dangerous speed. Compared to the perfection of their coach, the
Birmingham coach appears “a tawdry thing.” When De Quincey sees the unfortunate wreck, he
feels vicarious pride at his connection to Young Oxford. He states:
Once I remember being on the box of Holyhead mail…when a
tawdry thing from Birmingham, some Tallyhoo or Highflier, all flaunting
with green and gold, came up alongside of us. What a contrast to our royal
simplicity of form and color is this Plebian wretch! The single ornament on our
ground of chocolate color was the mighty shield of the imperial arms, but
emblazoned in proportions as modest as a signet-ring bears to as seal of office. (191)
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While the repetition of “us” and “our” sounds heavy-handed, De Quincey clearly feels no
embarrassment in flaunting his proximity to the “seal of office.” Here, the aesthetic dignity of the
mail coach, the brilliance of young Oxford, and De Quincey’s personal glory are all intertwined,
as he conceives of the postal carriage as a victory of taste, which is also a victory for the English
upper class.
Unlike the collision scene that he will experience, these two carriages come dangerously
close to colliding, but in the end, an accident is avoided. It is not an overstatement to suggest that
the passage praises the beauty of barriers, borders, or lines of demarcation, every boundary that
De Quincey’s nightmares will transgress. In addition, De Quincey begins by establishing the
superiority of their mail-coach, as he contrasts its elegance with the Birmingham monstrosity,
which flaunts its tacky “green and gold” colors (191). Nevertheless, the Birmingham coach still
does not infect the Holyhead mail but instead stands as its loathsome opposite. One might
conclude that, despite De Quincey’s snobbish anxiety, the integrity of the English mail-coach is
maintained, for it is as though the Holyhead emerges even more radiant, after its brush with its
aggressive rival. Unlike the imagery in De Quincey’s opium dreams, the mail-coach escapes
unmolested. It is interesting that this concept of unity is destroyed during De Quincey’s flirtation
with Fanny of Bath. When their chaste affair begins, De Quincey still reflects the glittering social
prestige that accompanies those who belong to Young Oxford. He delights less in Fanny, the
young woman, than he does his own intelligence, as his calculations are what allow him to
sustain a harmless flirtation for seven years, without ever behaving like a cad. Their affair is
straight forward: Fanny lived along his route, and therefore he could only interact with her for a
few minutes at a time. Had he not been confined to the Bath and Bristol postal route, he worries
“heaven knows what might have come of it” (197). The implication is that the mail carriage
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restrained him from possibly ruining the poor girl. Either that, or the mail-coach thankfully
prevented him from making a “foolish” declaration of love which in the end would have
“misled” her, and prematurely destroyed his future (197). The reason that De Quincey derives so
much pleasure from the English mail-coach is because it emphasizes polarities. The postal
carriage organizes his flirtation with Fanny into discrete units, units that allow him to treat her
with the proper amount of restraint and affection. His affiliation with the carriage fills him a
psychic agency that energizes his daily life and reorders his world around a benevolent center, a
dynamic that is reminiscent of the symbolic structure of the Classical Bildungsroman.
When De Quincey’s narrative begins to collapse, the Bildungsroman undergoes a reversal.
Whenever an object or person (whether it be person, government agency, object, animal,
historical era, or plant life) loses internal integrity---or ceases to exist as a polarity—De
Quincey’s psyche shuts down. He begins to describe a series of images that infect one another in
an endless series of multiplications. When polarities begin to merge, his narrative loses any sense
of psychic agency. His nightmares are always the places where he experiences the most radical
loss of power. In The English Mail-Coach, his crocodile nightmare mutates out of the image of
Fanny. At first, there is Fanny, but then Fanny’s grandfather appears, who always resembled a
human crocodile. In De Quincey’s opium visions, the grandfather morphs into a crocodile, but
then the crocodile passes quickly into a sphinx, then “rapidly” into a dragon, and then even more
rapidly int a scorpion (200). His mind moves through associations so fast that eventually the
associations (and not the dreamer) appear to be generating the imagery. Granted, De Quincey is
describing his nightmares, so the imagery originates in his unconscious, which is an unknowable
but not external source of information, but what I am suggesting is that the dream sequences
have the appearance of acting independently. This returns to the arguments of Perry and Faflak,
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who suggested that opium had infected De Quincey’s mind with alien substances, and therefore,
delegitimized his autobiographical mission. Nevertheless, De Quincey’s imagination appears to
be a site of endless corruption, for he says, “How again, if not one alien nature, but two, but
three, but four, but five, are introduced within what once he thought the inviolable sanctuary of
himself?” (201) As with The Confessions, The English Mail-Coach narrates a process by which
De Quincey drags his younger self out of the sanctuary of youth, out of social mobility, and
finally out of sanity. De Quincey’s autobiographical prose invert the symbolic structure of the
Classical Bildungsroman, replacing harmoniousness with an all-embracing nightmarish totality.
If Fitzwilliam Darcy represents the apex of British Empire, then De Quincey represents its nadir:
the point at which English autonomy is invaded and subsequently destroyed by a foreign agent.
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Chapter Three
Henry James and Oscar Wilde: The Aesthetic Bildungsroman
I
James and Wilde: Competing Responses to Aestheticism
This chapter explores the influence aestheticism has on the symbolic structure of the novels
of Henry James and Oscar Wilde. In James and Wilde, characters experiment with aestheticism
as a mode of thought, a move that influences their decisions. In this section, I compare the two
author’s relationships to the aestheticism movement, paying close attention to how their attitudes
reveal themselves in their fiction. Afterwards, I will explain how aestheticism sought to redefine
aesthetic experience in the wake of romanticism. In his Conclusion to his study of the
Renaissance, Walter Pater urged his followers to enjoy every passing sensation, encouraging
them to maintain their ecstatic delight, their flame like passion. Pater’s writing taught a
generation of people to notice beauty at the molecular level, which is why aestheticism emphases
the minutia of visual experience. Both Dorian Gray and Isabel Archer adopt this mode of seeing,
a decision which has costly ramifications within their Bildungs plot, because it leads them to
worship beauty as a false idol, which in turn leads them to disavow the status quo.
Although both James and Wilde use aestheticism to destabilize traditional Bildungs plots,
they held differing views about it as a cultural movement. In public at least, Wilde embraced it,
but James shunned it. James resistance to aestheticism deserves further attention, as his
skepticism certainly reverberates through A Portrait of a Lady. Additionally, James distrusted
those who openly practiced it, not only the famous aesthetes such as Wilde and Pater but also
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their disciples. James’s dislike of Wilde is an open secret, as he once referred to him as a
“fatuous fool, a tenth-rate cad, an unclean beast” (Combs, 186). James’ contempt for Wilde often
strikes people as overdetermined. It may have been at attempt on James’ part to distance himself
from Wilde’s homosexuality. Or, James may have harbored jealousy at Wilde’s theatrical
success, after his own playwriting career became a public embarrassment. Basically, James
rejected Wilde for his flamboyancy and those in the aestheticism movement that mimicked that
flamboyancy. James was right to question the overall sense of the aestheticism movement,
because the movement itself spawned much absurdity. As I will demonstrate, aesthetes often
became the subject of satire, for in their desire to pursue beautiful sensations, aesthetes became
voracious consumers of whatever they believe to be art and were unthinking chasers of trends.
Critics of aestheticism often accused aesthetes of being mimics, mindless followers of whatever
was trendy.
The follies associated with aestheticism are often associated with misinterpretation of literary
texts. Aesthetes were painfully clumsy readers. Richard Ellman argues that aestheticism elevated
two texts to the level of manifestos, which were Pater’s Studies in the History of the Renaissance
(1877) and Huysmans’s A Rebours (1884). In Huysmans’s novel, Des Esseintes, the protagonist
and French nobleman, finds himself in singular position, for he as Ellman says has no “normal
tastes,” and therefore cannot (and will not) assimilate into the status quo. The novel establishes a
new kind of character, for Des Esseintes emerges as the perpetual experimenter, “one who keeps
changing his drink, who moves from one inordinate esoteric fancy to another” (3). Ellman
argues that the problem with aestheticism was that their defining texts were “read with more
solemnity than [they were] written” (4). Huysmans’s novel became a sensation among highly
impressionable people, many of whom sought to mimic Des Esseintes’ daily habits. For instance,
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Des Esseintes was famous for wearing an artificial carnation, an accessory that was then
mimicked by stylish young men in London, who would routinely flock to “Burlington Arcade,”
where the florist sold dyed green carnations that were made to look like the ones worn by Des
Esseintes. By elevating Des Esseintes eccentricities, which were meant to be satirical, to trends,
aesthetes showed themselves incapable of recognizing parody. Even though Wilde celebrated
aestheticism and allowed himself to be turned into its public face, he, nevertheless, often had
misgivings about the morality of the movement. According to Ellman, Wilde once told W.B
Yeats that he “never travels without” Pater’s book, referring to it “as the very flower of
decadence; the last trumpet should have sounded the moment it was written.” In “The Decay of
Lying,” Wilde has Vivian, his lead character, mock the “most obvious and vulgarest” way in
which young, stylish men performed their aestheticism, and in doing so, manage to misinterpret
the meaning of whatever it is they are imitating. Vivian skewers young aesthetes for the need to
dress up in costume and recreate scenes from popular novels such as those who go raping and
pillaging London’s poor after reading “Jack Sheppard,” England’s most notorious criminal.
While this may sound tangential, Wilde was skeptical of aestheticism when it fell into clumsy
hands. That aesthetes often became the stuff of satire is important to my discussion because mild
parody reappears in both Portrait of a Lady and Dorian Gray, for I will argue that both Dorian
and Isabel fall prey to the vanities that were by-products of the aestheticism movement. In these
texts, aestheticism leads to counter-development. Hence, Osmand’s narcissism is the result of his
aestheticism. When Isabel acquires her husband’s aestheticism, she also acquires his vanity, a
detail that alienates her from her cousin Ralph. In other words, aestheticism is the precondition
for both Dorian and Isabel’s fall from grace.
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It is important to note that James’ rejection of aestheticism extended even further than his
distaste for Wilde and other forms of flamboyancy, for James also disavowed Pater, who was
nothing like Wilde. Freeman tells an interesting anecdote. In 1879, when James was writing the
first edition of Portrait of a Lady, everybody was living in Pater’s shadow, as his Studies in the
History of the Renaissance was at the height of its popularity. In a letter to his brother William
James, the author described seeing Pater’s book in a store window but decided not to buy it as it
contained “several things I know noting about.” As Freedman rightly asks, doesn’t the letter
leave us scratching our heads as to why James would dismiss his relationship not only to
aestheticism but to Florentine Architecture, a subject James surely knew more than well, when
you consider that much of Portrait is set there (133). James appears to want nothing to do with
aestheticism as he steers clear of both Wilde and Pater.
Furthermore, the fact that aestheticism fostered so much trendiness renders it important to
my study, because the Bildungsroman is after all, a novel about psychological and social
development, and aestheticism is a social movement that has psychological consequences.
Aestheticism produces moral ambivalence in both Wilde and James’ Bildungs plots, as
aestheticism can lead characters in one of three directions: it can yield moral sublimity, it can
turn to self-parody, or it can cause the death of one’s soul. As I will argue later in the chapter,
both Isabel and Dorian pass through each of the three phases. Dorian becomes evil, while Isabel
marries an evil man. It is noteworthy that evil cannot be reconciled within the Bildungsroman
form, as moral depravity destabilizes the Classical Bildungsroman’s symbolic structure. To put
the matter another way, the Classical Bildungsroman demands a tidy ending, which can be
problematic, especially when characters or plotlines grow so morally complicated that their
stories resist closure. Clearly, neither Wilde nor James were interested in recreating a novel like
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Pride and Prejudice, but by including malevolent characters such as Dorian and Osmand into
their coming of age novels, they complicate the Classical Bildungsroman’s symbolic structure.
For instance, James alludes to incestuous overtones in Osmand’s relationship to his daughter,
which is not something that can be erased from the reader’s memory.
However, in this chapter, I also try to imagine how aestheticism might redeem the
Bildungsroman, as it might create opportunities for the protagonist to act in ways that are
morally auspicious. In my view, both Wilde and James flirt with the possibility of spiritual
reconciliation. It is through aesthetic reverie that Isabel comes to reject Osmand, and to
recognize her cousin as a “lamp in the darkness” (453). Portrait of a Lady resurrects the themes
of the Classical Bildungsroman when Isabel regains her autonomy and stops thinking of herself
as an appendage to her husband. Likewise, at the end of Dorian Gray, Dorian is finally liberated
from his debased self, as Wilde allows the portrait of Dorian, if not the man himself, to return to
his exquisite youth. It would be impossible for either novel to replicate the “all-embracing
synthesis” that we associate with Austen and Goethe; however, aestheticism allows for these
thwarted Bildungs plots to invoke the spirit of the classical Bildungsroman, even if the moment
is fleeting.
II
Modes of Aesthetic Experience
In this section, I will consider the ways in which aestheticism defined aesthetic experience
for late Victorians, and how it departed from the aesthetic theories of Romanticism. Aesthetic
perception is an interpretive act; it is one of those imaginary connections that bind us to reality.
As both Freeman and Chai have suggested, aestheticism has its roots in visual culture. The
proponents of aestheticism sought to distance themselves from Romanticism, by rejecting
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sublimity and choosing instead to explore the aesthetic wonder of minutia. Freedman argues that
John Keats pioneered the aesthetic theory that underscored the aestheticism movement.
Additionally, Lionel Trilling has suggested that Keats understood poetry as the accumulation of
pleasure, as though poetry turns pleasure into capital. Hence, Keats’ poetry “was advanced by
the increasing possibility of possessing the means or signs of pleasure” (quoted in Phau 319). To
reiterate, poetry was a commodity that would accumulate pleasure in a given person. Keats also
sought to develop a language for translating visual art into poetry. In “Ode to a Grecian Urn,”
Keats indirectly suggests that painting is in fact superior to poetry, because it communicates
those “unheard melodies” that are the special gift of the visual arts. In his attempt to convert the
frenzy of two lovers poised for an embrace into the perpetual stillness of their painted image,
Keats becomes the forefather of late century aestheticism, a movement that sought to translate
the affect of the visual arts into poetry.
W.J.T Mitchell is one critic to dramatize painting and poetry fighting for artistic primacy.
In a language that now seems antiquated and chauvinist, Mitchell assigns gender roles to both
painting and poetry, imagining them as engaging in a dialectic struggle, where masculine vigor
comes to dominate over feminine passivity:
Paintings, like women, are ideally silent, beautiful creatures designed for the
gratification of the eye, in contrast to the sublime eloquence proper to the manly
art of poetry. Paintings are confined to the narrow sphere of external display of their
bodies and of the space which they ornament, while poems are free to range over an
infinite realm of potential action and expression of time, discourse, and history.
(quoted in Freedman 22)
Mitchell sees poetry as superior as it posses “sublime eloquence,” whereas as Keats suggests the
opposite, since “Ode to a Grecian Urn” praises that stillness which visual art “confined to a
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narrow sphere.” Rossetti, for one, represents a late-nineteenth century poet who builds upon
Keats. In his poem For a Venetian Pastoral by Giorgione, which was based on Giorgione’s
poem Fete Champetre, in which the speaker praises the painter for his ability to see movement in
quietness. The poem begins with the image of a dejected women. In the first stanza, Rossetti asks
that we (the readers) remain silent, because any voice might cause the woman to weep. In other
words, the poet preserves the stillness of the moment. On a first reading, Rosetti reinforces
Mitchell’s categories, for the woman is frozen, beautiful, but static. Freedman argues that the
poem “works by detaching silence from the visual, spatial, freemale realm” and succeeds to
place it “in the verbal, temporal, masculine order of language” (23). Following Keats, the poem
presents us with a placid but potentially combustible image, where the woman’s calm exterior
might erupt at any second. If such an explosion were to take place, then by Mitchell’s estimation,
the “sublime” “masculine” art of poetry would have triumphed over the painting’s passive
female beauty. By mentioning the aesthetic preoccupations of figures such as Keats, Mitchell,
and Rossetti, I am illustrating the aesthetic theories that were in vogue at the time that James and
Wilde were writing. Advocates of aestheticism privileged hybrid aesthetic sensations such as the
ones depicted in Keats and Rossetti, where one highly codified aesthetic experience is translated
into another.
The interest in the visual imagination has implications for the aesthetic Bildungsroman,
because it reflects the quality of aesthetic experiences which their protagonists would have
desired. Chai has argued, for instance, that aestheticism gave Jamesian protagonists an awareness
of what the “actual substance of human existence could impart to an author a fresh awareness of
life’s plastic possibilities, its capacity for aesthetic form” (159). As I stated earlier, Huysmans’
novel was aestheticism’s other great manifesto, as Des Esseintes’ aesthetic experiences mirror
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the types of sensations in which Rossetti and Keats were exploring. For example, Huysmans’
protagonist is constantly losing himself in visual reverie. If De Quincey, a child of Romanticism,
sought to uncover the sublimities of his hallucinations, then Des Esseintes, an aesthete living at
the fin de siècle, chose instead to focus on the minute splendor of color and light, as he devotes
himself to mastering the art of jewelry and interior design. Late century aestheticism differs from
Romanticism in its interest in the decorative. Chai argues that aestheticism represents the search
for form in aesthetic sensation. Charles Baudelaire’s poetry, for instance, is praised as it
“dissolves the external world into impressionistic motifs, producing an initial chaos. Beneath the
chaos, however, a formative impulse progressively manifests itself in the arrangement of the
motifs” (i). To reiterate, aestheticism searches for the “formative impulse” in our perception.
To be sure, aestheticism does not represent a sharp break with Romanticism as both
movements enlarged upon Frederick Schiller, a German philosopher whose book On the
Education of Man established the philosophy of aesthetic experience for generations of Romantic
readers. Basically, Schiller introduced the idea behind Keats’ “negative capability” without
labeling it as such, since he insisted that the critic must hold contrary impressions without reason
intruding. Moreover, he argues that teleological thinking shuts down aesthetic experience, and
thus prevents full apprehension of the object in question. In the following passage, Schiller
explains how a sculpture, an inanimate object, acquires a life force:
A block of marble, although it is and remains lifeless, can nevertheless become
living shape through the architect and sculptor; a human being, although he lives
and has shape, is far from being on that account a living shape, if it is lifeless, mere
abstraction; so long as we only feel his life, it is shapeless, mere impression. Only
as the form of something lives in our sensation, and its life takes form in our
understanding, it is living shape, and this will everywhere be the case where we judge
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it to be beautiful (77).
According to Schiller, someone or something is beautiful, only when the perceiving subject
recognizes life inside of it. In other words, the apprehension of beauty marks the transmission of
vital energy from one source to another. Aestheticism confined this theory to an even smaller
space, as both Pater and Huysmans became increasingly aware of the aesthetic power of the
miniscule, an interest that led them away from the Romantic sublime.
Des Esseintes’ impressions, for one, record tiny changes in color and light, capturing
perceptions that verge on being merely decorative, yet aesthetes felt no shame in embracing
purely ornamental subject matter. In the following passage, Des Esseintes attempts to bejewel his
tortoise, and in doing so, reveals a newfound fascination with what lies on the surface.
Furthermore, Huysmans’ language captures the lure of describing visual embellishment as his
protagonist is hypnotized by the constellations of shimmering light:
The tortoise was the consequence of a whim of Des Esseintes’, which antedated
his departure from Paris. One day, while gazing at a shimmering Oriental carpet
and following the sheen of the silvery lights darting about on the woven wooden
threads, plummy purple and golden yellow in color, he had thought: it would be
a good idea to place upon the carpet something that moves, and is dark enough in
hue to set off the brilliance of these tones…..He had bought it; then, once it was let
loose on the carpet, he had sat down in front of it and watched it for a long time,
screwing up its eyes. Unquestionably silvery lights now barely even gleamed,
deferring to the chill tones of unpolished zinc that edged the hard-dull carapace. (36)
In this passage, Des Esseintes appears less concerned with the overall apprehension of beauty
(beauty as Schiller defines it) as he is in retracing his visual impressions wherever they may lead.
Hence, he gazes at a “shimmering Oriental carpet” following the “sheen of silvery lights,” and
then focuses on the “plummy purple and the golden yellow” along the floor. The tortoise adds
movement to the still life, satisfying Des Esseintes’ desire to watch these patterns come to life.
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As Freedman has noted, late-century aesthetes such as Huysmans run the risk of
“fetishizing” their own work, by focusing too exclusively on visual effects (24). While Des
Esseintes is certainly spellbound, his reverie never goes beyond the surface. That is, his gaze
neither transcends his immediate surroundings nor gestures towards any epiphanies. Herein lies
the difference between late-century aestheticism and Romanticism. M.H Abrams has described
the Romantic sublime as a spiral, “one of simple self-unity,” which has fallen into multiplicity,
fragmentation, and opposition, but in its divided state contains an inherent dialectic which
presses on toward a higher unity which will incorporate the intervening multiplicity and resolve
all conflicts” (209). De Quincey’s aesthetic imagination, for instance, deteriorates into
fragmentation, a fragmentation which paradoxically signals a cumulative “advance.” Hence, his
opium visions express his subjectivity through antagonisms, nevertheless, they work to recreate
the spiritual grandeur that he experienced as a child, particularly his response to his sister’s
death. By contrast, Des Esseintes’ visions do not culminate into any grand synthesizing of
information; instead, he entertains himself by tracing the jewel tone colors and dazzling splashes
of light that reflects on his oriental carpet.
To reiterate, late-century aestheticism distinguished itself from Romanticism by focusing on
the decorative, the purely visual. A.C Swinburn’s “The Lake of Gaul” attempts to distinguish
late-century aestheticism from Romanticism. Swinburn’s poem opens with descriptions of the
sun, air, and mountain: “The sun is lord and God, sublime serene/And sovereign on the
mountains: earth and air.” As Freeman has noted, the poem begins in Wordsworthian sublimity,
but quickly retreats into pure impressionism. In the second stanza, the poet narrows his focus to
the minutia of ordinary visual phenomena, speaking a language that resembles Des Esseintes’
description of the tortoise. The poem states: “Flowers dense and keen as midnight stars
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aflame/And living things of light like flames in flower/That glance and flash as though no hand
might take/Lightnings whose life outshone their stormlit hour.” Freeman has rightly observed
that this poem presents a “kaleidoscope” of color and light. By attending only to the minutia of
visual perceptions, Swinburne “undermines” Romantic sublimity and in turn establishes a new
aestheticism, by shifting his attention away from the lofty mountain peak and towards the
flowers growing from the ground (33).
Another important aspect to the poetics advocated by late nineteenth century poets was
multi-sensory perception. Writers such as Huysmans, Pater, and Swinburn were not only
interested in minute visual sensations but were also attempting to define beauty as it harmonized
discordant, contradictory sensations. Synesthesia became an important concept to the movement,
because beauty, it was thought, presented many rival sensations to the observer. As Pater
explained the concept, art “no longer strikes the intellect alone; nor the form, the eye or the ear
only; but form and matter, in their union or identity, present one single effect to the ‘imaginative
reason,’ that complex faculty for which every thought and feeling is twinborn with its sensible
analogue or symbol” (quoted in Chai 85). What Pater labels as the “imaginative reason” is the
synthesizing function that converts multidimensional perceptions into a unified symbolic
language. Late-century aestheticism championed music as the artform most suited to tying
together dispersive strands of material. In the following passage, Pater argues that music is
superior to all other art forms because of its synthesizing properties:
It is the art of music which most completely realizes this artistic ideal, this
perfect identification of matter and form. In its consummate moments, the end
is not distinct from the means, the form from the matter, the subject form the
expression; they inhere in and completely saturate each other; and to it, therefore,
to the condition of its perfect moments, all the arts may be supposed constantly to
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tend and aspire. In music, then, rather than in poetry, is to be found the true type or
measure of perfected art. Therefore, although each part has its incommunicable element,
its untranslatable order of impressions, its unique mode of reaching the “imaginative
reason,’ yet the arts may be represented as continually struggling after the law or
principle of music, to a condition which music alone continually realizes; and one of the
chief functions of aesthetic criticism, in dealing with the products of the art, new or old,
is to estimate the degree to which each of those parts approaches, in this sense to musical
law. (quoted in Chai 85)
This passage distinguishes music as the ultimate aesthetic form. It is important to understanding
how aestheticism functions in the novel of education for a few reasons. It reminds us that music
serves as the model for what Keats and Rosetti were attempting in poetry that is the translation of
the “incommunicable element” of one art form into another. Additionally, Pater suggests that
“aesthetic criticism” primarily tests “the degree in which” musicality is present in any one art
form.
Likewise, in the novels of Wilde and James, beauty is often described using the language of
synesthesia. In the Ambassadors (1903), for instance, James’ characters are absorbed in
aestheticism, as they routinely prioritize multi-sensory experiences of beauty. In the flowing
passage, Strether interprets Parisian street life against the backdrop of a beautiful spring day as a
multisensory reverie:
It was the evening hour, but daylight was long now and Paris more than ever
penetrating. The scent of flowers was in the streets, he had the whiffs of violets
perpetually in his nose; and he had attached himself to sounds and suggestions,
vibrations of the air, human and dramatic, he imagined, as they were not in
other places, that came out for him more and more as the mild afternoons
deepened—a far off hum, a sharp near click on the asphalt, a voice calling,
replying, somewhere and as full of tone as an actor’s in a play. (246)
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It is important to note that for Strether, musicality organizes all rival sensations, for even though
he takes pleasure in the sights, sounds, and smells that fill the air, it is that sense of harmony that
weaves everything into an aesthetically coherent whole. Strether organizes the landscape
according to “musical law,” as the “vibrations of the air” accompany the “far off hum” of human
sounds, which are punctuated by the “sharp near click on the asphalt.” Here Strether seeks to
sustain his reverie for as long as possible. By rendering impressions as multi-sensory experience,
he seeks to capture the totality of aesthetic delight.
Because aesthetes seek to identify every ingredient that goes into satisfying aesthetic
experience, they become overly sensitive to anything that jars them out of aesthetic reverie. In
both Portrait of a Lady and The Picture of Dorian Gray, the aesthete characters see the world
through overly rarified lenses, as they engage in the kind of multisensory aesthetic experiments
that occupied Strether’s thoughts. In other words, their aestheticism has ramifications for the
Bildungsroman, because in their eyes, Bildungs becomes interchangeable with beauty. Lord
Henry and Basil, for instance, admire Dorian’s beauty as Strether admires a spring day in Paris.
Dorian, in turn, must bear the burden of having to mature under that gaze. Isabel faces a similar
burden as she is forced to mature under the aesthetic gaze of both her husband and cousin.
Throughout the two novels, James and Wilde describe aesthetic experience in terms of
synesthesia. Furthermore, both James and Wilde describe aesthetic experience as though they
were looking at it through a microscope. Ultimately, both Dorian and Isabel will learn to exist
under such merciless scrutiny. What makes the aesthetic Bildungsroman different from Austen
or Goethe is that the characters must acquire Bildungs without ever seeming unbecoming.
In Dorian Gray, for instance, Wilde communicates visual beauty through multi-sensory
descriptions as the novel opens with a description of Basil Hallward’s London studio, where the
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overall scene serves as an homage to the splendors of orientalism and cosmopolitanism, two
mainstays of late-Victorian tastes. The studio harmonizes the surrounding sights, sounds, and
smells, at once, exuding the “rich odour of roses,” and the soft musical notes of a soft “summer
wind.” The implication is that the entire novel with unfold against this backdrop of aesthetic
sophistication. For instance, the novel states:
From the corner of the divan of Persian saddlebags on which he was lying, smoking,
as was his custom, innumerable cigarettes, Lord Henry Wotton could just catch the
gleam of the honey-sweet and honey-colored blossoms of a laburnum, whose tremulous
branches seemed hardly able to bear the burden of a beauty so flamelike as theirs; and
now and then the fantastic shadow of birds in flight flitted across the long tussore-silk
curtains that were stretched in front of the huge window, producing a kind of painters
Tokyo who, through the medium of an art that is necessarily immobile, shouldering
their way through the long unmown grass, or circling with monotonous insistence
round the dusty gilt horns of the straggling woodbine, seemed to make the stillness
more oppressive. The dim roar of London was like the bourbon note of a distant organ.
Dorian will come of age in this hyper-rarified environment. As with the laburnum trees, Dorian
will “hardly” be “able to bear the burden of a beauty” so astonishing as his. Moreover, Wilde
communicates the beauty of the scene through synesthesia. One trope of aestheticism was that
the marriage between matter and form must follow musical law. Hence, the “dim roar of
London” sounds like a note from a “distant organ.” Wilde also echoes Keats in his depiction of
the birds, as he translates the achievements of the visual art into a distinctly literary language. To
reiterate, Keats sought to translate the movement that could only be communicated through
stillness into his poetry. Likewise, Wilde communicates the “swiftness and motion” of birds in
flight by describing the immobility of the “tussore-silk curtains” onto which they are painted.
Wilde invokes synesthesia once again, when he presents the murmuring of the bees, whose
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monotony only makes the “stillness” seem more “oppressive.” In Wilde’s aesthetic universe,
silence communicates itself through sound and stillness communicates itself through movement.
Aestheticism as rarified as Wilde and James introduces a different set of variables into the
Bildungsroman form. Human development becomes an aesthetic venture. In Fatal Beauty,
Douglas Mao details the influence aesthetic environments played in juvenile development in late
Victorian literature. Oscar Wilde believed that aesthetic environments dictated the moral destiny
of children. If you expose your child to ugliness, then you will have a morally bankrupt child, but
if you expose your child to beauty, then your child will blossom into an emotionally intelligent
adult, for Wilde even goes so far to claim that the wrong wallpaper could corrupt souls. Mao
adds that aestheticism, with its minute attention to complicated sense perception, makes one
more susceptible to environmental influence. Late-century aestheticism also expanded on the
aesthetic philosophy of George Elliot, who, as Karen Chase explains it, started to imagine human
development as the culmination of aesthetic experiences, since Elliot placed “[a]ll the emphasis
falls upon the trivial character of corrosive influence…the small, the subtle, the gradual—these
are the cause of moral change” (quoted in Mao 95). In James and Wilde, the challenge of
achieving social mobility and personal growth is compounded by the compunction to maintain
one’s ecstatic relationship to beauty and life, for maintain an arura of perfection proves deadly to
the Bildungs plot.
Aestheticism, with its emphasis on physiology, encouraged people to perceive the atoms
and molecules that underlie aesthetic experience. Such aesthetic interests also corresponded to a
renewed interest in the aesthetics of everyday life. As soon as Dorian Gray begins, Wilde forces
his reader to participate in the logic of late-century aestheticism. By extension, the reader is
taught to overvalue the protagonist’s beauty. In the following passage, Mao explains how
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aestheticism teaches us to judge the success of Dorian’s Bildungs plot according to how well he
maintains his appearance. Because aestheticism encourages us to worship beauty, it often equates
beauty with goodness and ugliness with badness. Mao suggests that Dorian’s counterdevelopment is registered aesthetically, meaning that Dorian’s portrait bears the scars of the
protagonist’s misspent youth:
Wilde leaves open the possibility that Dorian’s real tragedy inheres in a failure to
see that he has leaned something new or at least retains some compacity to improve;
it could be that the chance for growth has not irrecoverably shifted from the once
changeful world of social life to the surface of the portrait. And yet the very done
of the magic canvas arguably makes for the most forceful assaults on the assumption
that experience is a teacher. If the Dorian in the picture has neither consciousness nor
agency, it (or he) is capable only of registering the marks of the other Dorian’s sins, not
of learning from them—which is to say that in this case experience manages
to be formative without being instructive. (94)
In an aesthetic Bildungsroman, the protagonist’s degeneration becomes legible in the changes to
the protagonist’s appearance. In my view, Mao offers a provocative rereading of Wilde’s
Bildungsroman in which the portrait could provide Dorian with a dynamic learning space where
he could learn from his own experience without having to accrue the battle scars. Mao’s more
obvious point is that the inanimateness of the painting reminds us that experience is not always a
teacher, for in this case, the portrait just accumulates marks.
Mao’s working metaphor for aesthetic counter-development applies to Portrait of a Lady as
well. As with Dorian, Isabel is undone by degrees, an alteration that initially registers as a loss of
physical beauty. Over time, Isabel’s destiny begins to alter, thus, the novel alludes to her destiny,
before it is even established. Like Lord Henry and Basil who worship Dorian as though he were
a pagan god, Ralph also overvalues Isabel’s beauty. From the beginning, he mistakes her
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personal beauty as a sign of hidden genius. Ralph’s interest in her future could be construed a
desire to preserve her youthfulness preternaturally. In granting her half of the inheritance that
was owed to him, Ralph believes his fortune will set her free to “fulfill the requirements of her
imagination,” but he is also attempting to control her environment, because a generous
inheritance would presumably safeguard her from the toil of life. After a two-year absence, in
which Isabel has become Mrs. Osmand, Ralph looks at his cousin and takes her worn appearance
as proof of an unhappy marriage. Isabel is no longer the spirited young women who once
captivated Ralph, as her mannerisms now appear overly practiced, as if she had fallen under
some stultifying influence. Additionally, in conversation, Isabel’s behavior appears to have lost
her characteristic spontaneity, for as Ralph observes, she “had fallen into exaggerations—she
who used to care so much for the pure truth; and whereas of old she had a great delight in goodhumored argument….of old she was curious, now she was indifferent, and yet in spite of her
indifference, her activity was greater than ever” (412). Ralph reads the marks that signify
Isabel’s decline. Interestingly, Isabel seems as oblivious to the changes in her surface appearance
as Dorian was to the marks on the painting. Neither protagonist shows any inclination to read the
markings that experience has made visible.
Both Dorian Gray and Portrait of a Lady take place in fictional environments that reinforce
the aesthetic worldview. Again, aesthetic influence is important to the late-nineteenth-century
Bildungsroman because it determines how the human personality will develop. Furthermore, late
Victorians believed that aesthetic influence was absorbed through the atmosphere. Mao has
suggested that as pre-Freudians, late-Victorians were aware that human beings were always
processing information. The human personality is less formed from the milestone occasions in
life than the unconscious influences that to which we are ignorant. Mao also adds that hypnosis,
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a popular subject among late-Victorians, reminds us that often the most powerful influences are
unrecognized. In 1893 French philosopher Paul Souriau published La Suggestion dans l’art, a
study that sought to compare aesthetic receptivity to the hypnotic state, arguing that human
beings are essentially chameleons and, have a “natural tendency” to make ourselves like the
objects of our contemplation” (quoted in Mao 56). In other words, aestheticism opens the novel
of education to different modes of becoming, where the emphasis is less on major events (such
as marriage and vocation) and more on subtle, diffusive influences.
III
Aesthetic-Counter Development in Picture of Dorian Gray
Pater developed aestheticism as a model for his followers to study their own impressions.
Clearly, impressionism creates altered mental states that cause fictional protagonists to seek
indolent activity, and thus, in their distraction, wander away from traditional vocation or
courtship plots. Aestheticism also transmits itself unconsciously from one character to another.
In this section, I will explore how Lord Henry’s refined aestheticism produces a corresponding
self-consciousness in Dorian, which sets him on the road to anti-development. As I mentioned
earlier, aestheticism lays traps inside the Bildungsroman. Both Dorian and Isabel must bear the
misfortune of being born beautiful. In earlier times, beauty was often a boon for the protagonist,
making one more marriageable, but Dorian and Isabel are put in the impossible position of
having aesthetes for admirers. Human beauty under aestheticism can easily grow neurotic, as it
becomes difficult for either Isabel or Dorian to avoid disappointing their fussy admirers. It
becomes clear that life under the aesthete’s scrutinizing gaze makes the acquisition of Bildungs
nearly impossible. Lord Henry’s aestheticism arguably primes Dorian for a life of narcissism and
crime. Firstly, Lord Henry’s fickle admiration place Dorian on shaky etymological ground.
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Through Lord Henry’s musings, Dorian gains a deeper knowledge of not only his own beauty
but of beauty in general, but despite these tutorials, Dorian grows increasingly insecure about his
own allure. In the end, Dorian finds himself caught in a self-defeating circle, for if Lord Henry
finds Dorian pleasing, then Dorian becomes aware that he is pleasing, and thus, feels an
obligation to be pleasing in the future. Dorian’s Bildungs plot, then, becomes a punishing virtual
reality. With Lord Henry’s rarified gaze upon him, Dorian must not only mature, but must
perform his maturity beautifully. By dramatizing the pressures of being beautiful, Wilde
reinforces the elusiveness and ultimate unattainability of human beauty.
James and Wilde both ascribe to a Paterian definition of human beauty, which is, that beauty
is the cumulative impact of many harmonizing parts. Aesthetes understood human beauty as a
triumph of synesthesia in which one’s voice, one’s gait, and one’s face all came together under
musical law, without ever hitting the wrong key. In his novel The Ambassadors, James takes us
inside Strether’s imagination as he worships at the church of human beauty. Strether possess the
same transfiguring, rarified gaze as Lord Henry. As Strether records his admiring impression of
Madam de Vionette, his friend whom he initially mistakes for an anonymous worshipper at
Notre Dame, we sense his awe at anyone who can sustain his aesthetic admiration. At first,
Strether applauds the woman for the nuanced placement of her head upon her elegant pair of
shoulders. He then looses himself in the kaleidoscope of color and light that issues out of the
stain glass windows, bathing the woman in colors that contrasted with her black attire. It is as
though the woman plays upon Strether like a musical score. Her folded hands lent a quiet “note”
to the overall scene, for he credited her beauty as a triumph of personal taste less than good
genes; hence, the “charming discretion of her small compact head,” as though the prettiness of
her head was an artistic choice. Just as Des Esseintes’ hallucinated at the shimmering colors on
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his jeweled tortoise, Strether loses himself in reverie as he looks at Madame de Vionnett’ s
clothing receives the reflections of the stained glass. It is important to note that aesthetes such as
Strether and Lord Henry worship beauty as disinterested observers. By meditating on the
splendor of seeing Madame de Vionnett at the Nave, Strether can enter an intersubjective reverie,
where he can contemplate the higher meaning of life’s mysteries. In Dorian Gray and Portrait of
a Lady, Wilde and James complicate this scenario, for what would happen if Madam de Vionnett
were to feel the weight of Strether’s admiring glance, for what might knowledge of his idolatry
do the idolized?
In this section, I will argue that Wilde succeeds in imparting Lord Henry’s snobbish disdain
onto the reader, so that she may understand the aesthetic subculture that led to Dorian’s antidevelopment. Wilde, initially, presents Dorian as a symbol of unrivaled male beauty. Such
beauty, one would think, should be beyond reproach, especially in an era as image-conscious as
late-Victorian, England, but this is not the case, since Wilde occasionally portrays Dorian as
awkward or foolish, for I would like to suggest that whenever Dorian behaves in a clumsy
fashion, he violates the aesthetic standards of his day. The effect is twofold: we bear witness to
the mercilessness of aestheticism, as it sets impossible standards for human beings to follow.
Secondly, it casts an unflattering light on Dorian, who for all his physical grace, lacks the
intellectual acumen to absorb aestheticism.
From the beginning, Dorian appears to be at the mercy of Lord Henry’s fickle tastes. For
example, Dorian only begins to assess his own beauty, once he has heard Lord Henry’s diatribe
on youth and beauty. In the world of Wildean aestheticism, counter-development occurs
whenever one starts to appear unattractive. Consider the sad case of Sibyl Vane, Dorian’s
doomed fiancé and former actress. Upon seeing her perform the starring role in Shakespeare’s
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Romeo and Juliet, Lord Henry admits she is pretty, although she plays Juliet like a “wooden
doll” (82). Lord Henry explains that because she fails to captivate the imagination, she is merely
attractive. (By contrast, Madam de Vionnett successfully penetrated Strether’s imagination, thus,
succeeds at being beautiful.) As Sybil delivers an awkward, cringeworthy rendition of Juliet, we
see physical beauty as it shrinks to mere prettiness. Her mistake is appearing tone-deaf to those
larger aesthetic laws. Before her dreaded performance, Sybil had served as Dorian’s muse. To
put the matter in Paterian terms, for however brief a spell, her beauty inspired Dorian to discover
other unheard melodies; hence, he described her voice as sounding like a “flute or hautbois,” and
her eyes resembled “violets,” while her lips were as red as “rose pedals” (50). To put the matter
another way, when they were first in love, Sybil satisfied Dorian’s complex tastes. However,
when Dorian takes his two aesthete companions along to see her perform, the reader witnesses
Dorian transform from ardent lover to fussy aesthete.
It could be said that Sibyl’s Bildungs plot withers and dies under Dorian’s aestheticism,
for after the play, he berates her. As Ellman has suggested, Sibyl had the audacity to break the
aesthete’s most sacred law; that is, she took it upon herself to behave “entirely artlessly in the
world” (316). It is as though Dorian remains frozen in her failed performance, as he cannot move
forward with their relationship. Suffice it to say, he breaks their engagement because she has
shattered his illusion of her. As Lord Henry once confided in Dorian, the secret to being young is
“to never have an emotion that is unbecoming,” thus, Sibyl loses her youthful perfection, after
her awkward performance. Heartbroken, she commits suicide, after Dorian cruelly accuses her of
murdering the romance of his life. Sybil’s story serves as a miniature Bildungs plot, and one
marred by a misunderstood aestheticism. At first, the trajectory of her life points upward,
because her talent and beauty offer her a chance at social mobility. She comes from humble
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origins, as her mother and brother are decidedly working class; however, she soon becomes
engaged to a man known only to her as her “Prince Charming,” and were they to marry, Sibyl’s
destiny would be comparable to Mirah from Eliot’s Daniel Deronda, another beautiful performer
who marries a mysterious gentleman with aristocratic lineage. Sadly, Sibyl’s life ends tragically,
as she poisons herself, and dies alone on a dirty backstage floor. Arguably, she becomes suicidal,
once she internalizes Dorian’s rigid aestheticism, as he accuses her of being a “third rate actress
with a pretty face” (84). Sibyl sobs and pleads with Dorian to stop breaking her heart, but he
responds by telling her to stop the melodramatic display. To Dorian, Sybil’s overly emotional
plea hits a jarring note, thus, at this moment, her physical beauty fails to correspond to what
Pater would call the invisible “musical law[s]” that govern the universe. The reader clearly
sympathizes with Sibyl Vane, for Dorian’s cruelty quickly becomes abusive, allowing one to
witness the extent of his heartlessness. As desperately as Sibyl begs for Dorian’s forgiveness, he
cannot empathize with her. The implication of the scene is that aestheticism is immoral, because
it has no language to distinguish good from evil, because it only records and evaluates the beauty
of impressions. When impressions cease to be beautiful, the aesthete recoils, and rejects
whomever or whatever he was admiring.
Because it associates human beauty with artistry and cultivation, aestheticism complicates
our notion of attractiveness. Wilde’s novel presents us with two types of attractiveness. First,
there is youthful beauty which is exemplified by both Sybil and Dorian. Secondly, there is the
more nuanced beauty of Lord Henry, a man made more attractive by his mastery of Paterian
aestheticism. Dorian quickly becomes enamored with the older man’s elegant magnetism. Lord
Henry is a social creature, unlike Dorian, he never has an awkward moment. His jokes are
always witty; his observations are (from an aesthetic standpoint) profound, but always delivered
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as though they were a mere part of casual dinner conversation. His voice is melodious, his
movements graceful. In short, he wears his elegance like a second skin. In creating the perfect
aesthete, Wilde supplies us with an alternative to Dorian, whose emotional outbursts often clash
with our aesthetic expectations of an aesthete. That Dorian worships Lord Henry only reinforces
the older man’s seductive power, which grants him a hermeneutic authority. In the passage
below, Dorian begins to admire Lord Henry, and as his idolatry grows, he sees him in
increasingly multi-sensory ways:
He could not help liking the tall, graceful man who was standing by
him. His romantic olive-colored skin and worn expression interested him.
there was something in his low languid voice that was absolutely fascinating.
his cool, white, flowerlike hands, even, had a curious charm. They moved as he
spoke, like music and seemed to have a language of their own. (23)
The sound of Lord Henry’s “low languid voice” hypnotizes Dorian, who describes the man’s
movements as exerting a “curious charm.” It is as though Lord Henry speaks, “like music,” a
language of its “own.” Additionally, Dorian learns that desire itself can be deconstructed, and
analyzed like a musical composition. In recognizing that synesthesia is at the root of his
infatuation, Dorian experiences his first initiation into aestheticism. However, Dorian has trouble
retaining control over his impressions. In the following passage, Dorian’s desire for Lord Henry
quickly sours as he loses himself in excessive emotion and needless self-doubt:
But he felt afraid of him, and ashamed of being afraid. Why had it been left
for a stranger to reveal him to himself? Had he known Basil Hallward for months
but the friendship between them had never altered him. Suddenly there had come
across his life who seemed to have disclosed to him life’s mystery, and yet,
what was there to be afraid of? He was not a schoolboy or a girl? (23)
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Here Wilde offers a glimpse into Dorian’s insecure mind. His fear is odd, considering he is an
adult, and are we to believe he is shrinking from his own desire? His paranoia seems at odds with
the aims of aestheticism, for the intensity of his fear disrupts the flow of his words, and his
eloquence gets derailed by an excess of feeling. On the one hand, his volatility threatens his
physical beauty. Aestheticism dictates that one’s emotions should produce a corresponding
physical grace. In the eyes of an aesthete, ugly emotions create ugly selves. Because Dorian
lacks emotional restraint, his beauty is tarnished. If Dorian appears unbecoming, if only
momentarily, then we can see Wilde’s novel as an aesthetic Counter-Bildungsroman.
Wilde’s novel plays on many competing levels of irony. For instance, when Dorian wishes
that he could trade places with the painting the reader does not yet know that she is in a
supernatural world, where such wishes come true. At first, Dorian’s wish makes him appear
foolish. Once again, Dorian’s overdetermined behavior usually comes on the heels of one of
Lord Henry’s tutorials, for Dorian routinely transforms the older man’s aphorisms (the moments
when he sounds most like Wilde) into full blown paranoid obsessions. Dorian’s problem is that
he cannot process anything Lord Henry has taught him. Granted, Lord Henry’s motivations are
dubious, as he seems to derive mischievous pleasure in toying with his young friend, playing
with his mind, and bringing him to hysterics. Dorian’s desire to become the portrait follows Lord
Henry’s diatribe against fading youth. After praising Dorian’s beauty, he slyly reminds him that
he will soon grow “hollow-cheeked and dull-eyed” (24). Moments later Dorian makes his fateful
wish that the painting would grow old, while he would stay eternally young. It becomes clear
that his response is one of panic. It is as though Dorian struggles to escape the mental image of
his own physical body decaying, which is the exact picture Lord Henry planted in his mind. As
Dorian stares at Basil’s beautiful rendering, he feels as though the painting were mocking him,
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because the reminder of his own beauty simply predicts the ugliness that will befall him. Basil
and Lord Henry, with their lofty ideas about art and life, prove equally fatal to Dorian. For
example, Basil paints a portrait so beautiful that even Dorian, its subject, comes to envy it, while
Lord Henry, with his taunts of old age, terrorizes his young friend, backing him into a corner,
until he retaliates, declaring that he hates anything “whose beauty does not die.” The scene is an
example of failed discipleship, as Lord Henry fails to elevate his pupil to a higher aesthetic and
philosophic ground. Instead, his tutelage backfires spectacularly, ultimately exposing Dorian, his
pupil, as foolish and melodramatic.
The scene is not bereft of comedy, because Dorian’s rage (“the hot tears welled into his
eyes; he tore his hand away, and flinging himself on the divan, he buried his face in the cushions,
as though he were praying”) even takes Lord Henry and Basil by surprise (28). Basil, rather
sardonically, offers to destroy the painting, the source of the pain. As the painter approaches his
masterpiece with a “a palette knife,” Dorian violently intervenes:
With a stifled sob the lad leaped from the couch and rushing over to Hallward,
tore the knife out of his hand and flung it to the end of the studio. “Don’t Basil
Don’t” he cried. It would be murder. (28)
Basil, then, proceeds to blame Lord Henry for the spectacle, and Lord Henry replies, that is the
“real Dorian—that is all” (28). Their bemused indifference alienates the reader from the scene of
Dorian’s anger. Once again, Lord Henry and Basil, as aesthetes, pose an aesthetic alternative to
Dorian’s immense physical beauty, for their restrained behavior provides sharp relief to his
exaggerated emotions. Wilde asks us to inhabit a world where conversational wit and personal
grace are as alluring (if not more so) than a perfect physique or a chiseled face. Dorian’s
unbecoming affect reinforces Lord Henry’s pronouncement that he does not like “scenes except
on the stage” (28). Whenever Dorian appears in an unflattering light, his affect alienates him not
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only from the other characters but from the reader as well. He becomes an aesthete’s cautionary
tale, because by saturating his reader with aestheticism, Wilde manipulates the reader’s
sensibilities, manufacturing our sense of aesthetic disappointment.
To clarify the matter, Dorian’s desire to trade places with the portrait also qualifies as a
parody of aestheticism, and its followers’ preference for artificiality, because in envying an
inanimate painting, Dorian confuses the real with the unreal, as he mistakes the living for the
dead. Hence, he argues that destroying the painting would be murder. On the most basic level,
his assertion suggests that art approximates real life, that the artist is the giver of life. While such
a claim would support the tenets of Paterian aestheticism, with its sanctifying of aesthetic
experience, it falls short of explaining the full irony of the scene, because it ignores the depths of
Dorian’s stupidity, since Dorian was initially jealous of the painting, then declared that he would
save its life, another instance of Dorian mistaking the non-living for the living. Soon after,
Dorian offers a revised explanation, stating that he envies the painting for its stasis, since it is the
painting that will never age. If contemporary readers foolishly admired Des Esseintes for
preferring fake flowers that were made to look like real flowers, because they admired the irony
of the choice, then what is the proper response to one’s sobbing like a schoolboy, because he
envies the fixed beauty of his own portrait? Des Esseintes preferred the artificial to the real
because he despised nature. Hence, he frequented certain prostitutes because their robust
aestheticism reminded him of locomotives, and in turn he admires locomotives whose shiny
body parts resemble real women. In their pursuit of the artificial, both Dorian and Des Esseintes
also suggest a correlation between aestheticism and arrested development.
By fetishizing artificiality, Dorian and Des Esseintes, two parodies of the aestheticism
movement, enter a moral gray zone. Des Esseintes lives a morally decadent life. He enjoys
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corrupting the souls of young people and turning them into criminals as though it were sport.
Dorian’s degeneration goes one step further, in that he becomes a serial killer. Basil is one of his
early murder victims. After he stabs his artist friend, Dorian stops to admire the sight of the dead
body: “He could not help seeing the dead thing. How still it was! How horribly white the long
hands looked! It was like a dreadful wax image” (151). It is interesting that Dorian admires
Basil’s long hands, because he once admired Lord Henry for his long graceful hands, describing
them as “flowerlike” (27). Clearly, Dorian sees dead matter as having aesthetic properties. Here
Dorian displays the aesthete’s tendency for non-normative tastes, as he prefers the inanimate to
the animate, a decision which seems to mimic the eccentric of Des Esseintes. Nevertheless,
Wilde suggests that murder is an outgrowth of Dorian’s naïve aestheticism. Ultimately, Dorian
commits suicide, but his death has a supernatural twist, since Dorian stabs the painting (the
inanimate representation of himself) but by doing so, kills himself. Thus, even Dorian’s death
confuses the living and the dead.
If the Classical Bildungsroman always ends in marriage, the Counter-Bildungsroman often
ends in death. For example, the protagonist in Hardy’s Jude the Obscure (1895) dies before he is
thirty years old. In the Counter-Bildungsroman, the protagonist’s death signals failed social
integration. In this sense, Dorian’s final scene also represents a dead end, for as he looks upon
his now deformed portrait, he feels the walls close in on him, and from that vantage point, death
seems to be his only option. In a Classical Bildungsroman, the protagonist’s life should evolve
upwards, culminating in a harmonious merger between the personal and the private. Years of
decadent living has backed Dorian into a corner from which he cannot escape. When his body is
eventually discovered, it is “withered” and “wrinkled” beyond recognition (210). And yet, the
novel offers us a strange moment of redemption, for even though Dorian’s degeneration is total,
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his beauty is ultimately restored. When the police enter the crime scene, nobody could identify
the hideous body on the floor, the servants only recognized the picture of their master hanging on
the wall, the painting showed him in his full youth and “exquisite” beauty. In the end, Wilde
restored Dorian to his former self, as an attempt to bestow Christian notions of redemption and
resurrection onto what is otherwise a novel of regression.
Wilde’s final gesture invokes the work of Gregory Castle and his reading of the modernist
Bildungsroman. While Castle agrees with Moretti that the Classical Bildungsroman represents
harmonious integration of self and world; however, he argues that in the nineteenth-century, the
Bildungsroman unraveled, as the characters became too fixated on social mobility, and to their
own peril, stopped searching for spiritual Bildungs, which was mainly associated with the
German Enlightenment. Castle defends the modernist Bildungsroman as the rightful inheritor of
its German origins, since modernists restored spiritual Bildungs to the Bildungsroman form.
Furthermore, Castle suggests that English translators err whenever they use terms such as “selfdevelopment” and “self-formation,” as they “do not capture the emphasis on aesthetic education
and spiritualized inner culture, or the harmony of one’s intellectual, moral, spiritual, and artistic
faculties, or on achieving a dialectic harmony of self and society, or personal desire and social
responsibility” (7). If the modernists succeed in rebuilding the German Bildungsroman, they do
so, by first destroying the social mobility plot, while at the same time, resurrecting the possibility
of spiritual transcendence in the narrative. Castle argues that in Portrait of an Artist as a Young
Man, Stephon’s chances at social mobility are continually thwarted and yet, his Bildungs plot is
not entirely ruined, because the spirit of transforming hope remains, which is where Joyce, a
modernist, differs from Hardy, whose characters frequently end their lives in total disillusion and
destruction. By the conclusion of Wilde’s novel, Dorian has exhausted every possibility for
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social improvement. In his case, the physical ugliness that he sees in his portrait does accurately
reflect the state of his soul. However, even though the trajectory of Dorian’s life symbolizes
failed development, the novel still ends on a transcendent note. Hence, Wilde serves as a
precursor to modernist writers, in that his Bildungsroman remains faithful to the spiritual core of
the genre, even though the generic requirements have failed. It is in the image of the resurrected
portrait where Wilde aligns aesthetics with morality, thus reinforcing Moretti’s central claim
about the Classical Bildungsroman, that it is a genre where “moral superiority” and “social
superiority” are one and the same. Until this last scene, art and morality are divorced from each
other. At first, Basil’s painting tempts Dorian into a deal with the devil, for he offers his soul for
the immortal beauty that he had envied in his portrait. But in the final scene, Basil’s art aligns the
novel with a transcendent power, thereby signaling that the art, the artist, and the subject are
somehow redeemed. By the end, Wilde has restored the artist to his proper place. Therefore, the
novel’s surprising spiritual twist suggests a return to the spirit of harmonious integration, which
is to gesture towards the closure of the Classical Bildungsroman.
IV
Portrait of a Lady: James’ Novel of Aesthetic Counter-Development
Like Wilde’s novel, James’ Portrait of a Lady dramatizes the entanglements that
aesthetic sensibilities introduce to the Classical Bildungsroman. As a matter of narrative form,
James’ novels deviates from Austenian plotlines. In a Classical Bildungsroman, there are no
extraneous plotlines. It obeys an Aristotelian logic, because it has a rising action, a falling action,
and reaches a definitive ending. James rejects the Austenian tradition of making marriage the
penultimate event. If James’s novel is a Bildungsroman, it should be read alongside novels like
Middlemarch and Daniel Deronda, for both novels feature a protagonist who marries nearly
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midway through the novel, which goes against the Bildungsroman’s symbolic structure. In
Portrait of a Lady, James adapts the storyline of Middlemarch, where the protagonist nearly
looses her youth in a loveless marriage to a spiteful older man. Middlemarch ends happily,
because Elliot was willing to make Dorothea Brooks a widow, leaving her legally free to marry a
younger, more suitable, man. Isabel’s life grows static shortly after she marries Osmand.
Aestheticism, I will argue, is responsible for coaxing Isabel into her life-in-death marriage.
Unlike Wilde’s novel, Portrait of a Lady illustrates the problems that arise when aestheticism
interferes with the traditional marriage plot novel.
Isabel’s role in Portrait of a Lady is triangularizes in ways that are reminiscent of Dorian’s
relationship to his two older friends. From her first visit to Gardencourt, she falls under the
scrutinizing gaze of her aesthete cousin as well as her husband. Over the course of the novel,
Isabel struggles to maintain her autonomy under the weight of their lofty expectations. Isabel
captivates her cousin, who recognizes in her the Paterian opportunity to cultivate his own
impressions. For example, when Ralph first sees Isabel, she is strolling around the grounds at
Gardencourt. His impression of her is one of synesthesia. In his eyes, she embodies that same
undefinable allure that Lord Henry and Basil admired in Dorian:
She had been looking all round her again—at the lawn, the great trees, the reedy,
silvery Thames, the beautiful old house, and while engaged in this survey she had
made room in it for her companions; a comprehensiveness of observation easily
conceivable on the part of a young woman who was of observation easily conceivable
on the part of a young woman who was evidently both intelligent and excited. She
had seated herself and had put away the little dog; her white hands, in her lap, were
folded upon her black dress; her head was erect, her eye lighted, her flexible figure
turned itself easily this way and that, in sympathy with the alertness with which she
evidently caused impressions. Her impressions were numerous and were all reflected
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in a clear, still smile. “I’ve never seen anything as this.” (32)
What fascinates Ralph is the impression of Isabel’s inner life. It is as though her exterior offers
him a glimpse of a rarified interior. The narrator praises Isabel’s beauty in a language
reminiscent of Strether’s admiration for Madame de Vionette, as it is the placement of Isabel’s
head, the placement of her hands, her flexible figure twisting “itself easily this way and that” that
captures the imagination. In other words, Isabel’s beauty is not simply a matter of physical
proportion but rather a measure of discretion and artistic refinement. It is the accent that she
gives to her movements that enthralls Ralph. As we encountered in Wilde, late-nineteenthcentury aesthetes believed that personal beauty began with one’s impressions. Lord Henry
recognized that Dorian’s beauty originates in his disposition, which is why when his passions
grew simplistic, he appeared less becoming. Likewise, Isabel’s attractiveness begins in the
quality of her impressions. Ralph senses that she is a creature of many impressions, their
multiplicity revealing themselves in her “clear, still smile.” The unspoken assumption is that
outward beauty signifies a rarified interiority. To Ralph, Isabel’s allure poses a mystery, for
while he agrees with Mrs. Touchett, his mother, that nineteen out of twenty people would prefer
Isabel’s sister, but those nineteen people would be “aesthetic vulgates” and be blind to the
complexity of the young lady’s charms.
In Ralph’s praise of Isabel’s enigmatic beauty, he reechoes the sentiments of Paterian
aestheticism. In his famous Conclusion to the Renaissance, Pater maintains that beauty exists in
the act of beholding, as he privileges the process over the perceived object. According to him,
beauty must always be fleeting, so he urges his followers to embrace the transience of aesthetic
experience, and to treasure the “pulsations” of their impressions:
The service of philosophy, of speculative culture, towards the human spirit, is to
rouse, to stare it to a life of constant and eager observation. Every moment some
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form grows perfect in hand or face; some tone on the hills or the sea is choicer than
the rest; some mood of passion or insight or intellectual excitement is irresistible real
and attractive to us, --for that moment only. Not the fruit of experience, but the
experience itself, is the end. A counted number of pulses only is given to us of a
variegated, dramatic life. How may we see in them all that is to be seen in them by?
the finest senses. How shall we pass most swiftly from point to point, and be present
always at the focus where the greatest number of vital forces unite in their purist energy.
(11)
As Pater understands it, our fascination with beauty startles us into noticing the minutia, which is
why he urges us to be alive to the uniqueness of every gradation of perception. In his longing for
Isabel, Ralph becomes aware of “the greatest number of vital forces” coming together in “their
purist energy.” In other words, Ralph represents the Paterian thinker. Isabel’s flexible body and
her “calm, still smile” is as enchanting as the Mona Lisa, and her charms are perceivable only to
those who possesses the “finest” sense. Furthermore, if Ralph perceives Isabel as radiating
vitality, her exquisiteness originates in her imaginative life, in her ability to perceive the beauty
of things. In the rarified world of aestheticism, Isabel and Dorian offer their aesthete admirers the
chance to cultivate their own impressions.
As these novels will demonstrate, the tragedy occurs when sensibilities as rarified as Ralph
or Osmand’s are disturbed. The problem is not dissimilar to Dorian’s rejection of Sybil, because
as aesthetes, they are aware of every crack on what would otherwise be spotless surfaces.
Scrutiny as intense as theirs becomes an obstacle for the objects of their desire, especially when
the love object is embarking on the own Bildungs plot. The logic of aestheticism is that beauty
must be essential to one’s being, that it must reflect the inner most self. Without inner beauty,
one runs the risk of appearing like Sybil Vane, a “third-rate actress with a pretty face.” Isabel’s
counter development occurs when she begins to fall short of her own aesthetic expectations. The
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complication to the Bildungs plot is that Isabel’s idea of herself grows increasingly unattainable
as the novel continues. Her insecurity is revealed in her first visit to Gardencourt, where she
admits to Ralph that she fears seeming inauthentic. Even though Ralph is enthralled by her
spiritedness, he concedes that such enthusiasm must run the risk of “inconsistency.’ In the
following passage, Isabel suggests that her desire for liberty is really a desire to appear as one
who desires liberty. It becomes the clear that Isabel has already internalized Ralph’s aesthetic
tastes, for which she has developed a slight neurosis. At the same time, the passage reveals a
dangerous egoism in Isabel, one in which Madame Merle and Gilbert Osmand will successfully
exploit. Here Isabel describes herself as one torn between two fates, for on the one hand, she is a
bold, dynamic creature, and one the other, she feels an inward pressure to conform to an external
ideal:
She spent half her time in thinking of beauty, and bravery and magnanimous;
she had a fixed determination to regard the world as a place of brightness, of
free expansion, of irresistible action: she held it must be detestable to be
afraid or ashamed. She had an infinite hope that she should never do anything
wrong. She had resented so strongly, after discovering them, her mere errors of
feeling (the discovery always made her tremble as if she had escaped a trap which
might have caught her and smothered her) that the chance of inflicting a sensible
injury upon another person, presented only as contingency caused her at moments
to hold her breath. That always struck her as the worst thing that could happen to
her. On the whole, reflectively, she was in no uncertainty about the things that were
were wrong. …..Seeing such things had quickened her high spirits; it seemed
indecent not to scorn them. Of course the danger of keeping up the flag after
the place has surrendered; a sort of behavior so crooked as to dishonor to the
flag. But Isabel, who knew little of the sorts of artillery to which young women
are exposed, flattered herself that such contradictions would never be noted in her
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own conduct. Her life should always be in harmony with the most pleasing impressions
she should produce; she would be what she appeared, and she would appear what she
was. (64-5)
In this passage, Isabel’s desire for magnanimity appears vainglorious, given that she fears that
inflicting pain upon another person would weigh on her soul; however, she seems oddly
preoccupied as to how this type of transgression might mar her appearance. Isabel’s vanity has
moral concerns, as she swears that even if harmful thoughts were to enter her mind, neither her
conduct nor her expression would ever betray her. Ultimately, Isabel strives to synchronize
herself to the impressions she might produce in others. She seems to be aware that even her idea
of herself, her sense of her own allure, originates in Paterian aestheticism, as he encouraged
followers to court “new opinions” and seek new sensations. Furthermore, in her burgeoning
aestheticism, Isabel strives towards a self-transparency, one in which outer appearances mirror
inner reality. Essentially, in fantasizing about the impressions she will produce in others, Isabel
essentially longs to possess Lord Henry’s hypnotic charms, since he had mastered the art of
influencing people, and Isabel seems to long to charm her admirers out of themselves. Dorian
also idolized and strived to imitate Lord Henry, but aestheticism, as a personal philosophy
overwhelmed him, and he collapsed into paranoia and rage. While Isabel’s counter development
never goes to such affective extremes, her marriage to Osmand fails to satisfy Ralph’s ambitions
for her. Like Dorian, Isabel’s aestheticism will prove self-defeating as it leads her into a morbid
marriage.
Ralph’s aestheticism turns the novel into a vicarious Bildungsroman, since he experiences
Isabel’s downfall, from being his bright sparkling American cousin to the haggard Mrs. Osmand,
perhaps more vividly than she does. Ralph becomes the vantage point from which we evaluate
Isabel, just as Lord Henry establishes the standard by which we judge Dorian. It should be noted
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that while Ralph’s motivations are certainly debatable, they are never as sinister as Osmand’s.
Ralph is an invalid, who knows his time on earth is short. While he may adore his cousin, he
knows that he can never be more than an observer, or in his case, a benefactor. After Isabel
receives her Uncle’s overgenerous inheritance, Ralph fears that she has distanced herself from
him. His response is to defend his “meddling” in her affairs on aesthetic grounds, for he admits
to taking vicarious pleasure in her life, “[w]hat’s the use of adoring you without the hope of a
reward, if I can’t have a few compensations? What’s the use of being ill and disabled and
restricted to mere spectatorship at the game of life, if I can’t see the show when I’ve paid so
much for my ticket” (162). His reward is the vicarious experience of watching her young life
unfold. The intensity of his desperation is mildly disturbing, because he insists that she has no
right to obstruct his view, after he has paid so much for his seat. Clearly, Ralph longs to possess
Isabel, and as Chai has argued that in James, connoisseurship is the desire to possess people as
though they were rarified objects.
It is important to remember that the concept of possession has ugly historical
consequences in James, in that it reminds us of imperialism and empire. Aesthetically, the desire
to possess offers the “prospect of constant gratification” (145). For Ralph, possession can only
come through vicarious experience, since as an invalid, he is not free to possess Isabel
physically. As I mentioned earlier, Ralph’s life is fading away; soon he will not be able to
participate in daily activities. His only source of joy is to treasure the impressions that Isabel
produces within him. His logic in arranging for her to receive a fortune was that it would
improve the quality of her experiences. For Ralph, the greater his cousin’s experiences are, the
greater his impressions of her will be. Unfortunately, Ralph’s experiment fails, for he not only
loses Isabel to Madame Merle and Gilbert Osmand, but Isabel herself changes into a different
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person. Over time, Isabel’s youthful brilliancy takes a darker hue. In Ralph’s eyes, Isabel’s
beauty arises from her idealism. Ralph’s idolatry of her corresponded to her original idea of
herself, when she associated beauty with authenticity and transparency.
When Isabel befriends Madame Merle, Ralph must confront an altered version of his
cousin. Basically, Madame Merle replaces Ralph as Isabel’s role model, which has the effect of
imparting a connoisseurship onto Isabel, which will lead her to Osmand. When this happens,
Ralph’s vicarious experiences are slashed as he must negotiate with this new Isabel Archer. In
Dorian Gray, before Dorian falls under Lord Henry’s spell, he enjoys a more benign friendship
with Basil. Likewise, when Isabel succumbs to the pernicious influence of Madame Merle, she
alienates herself from her companions at Gardencourt. Once Isabel becomes Madame Merle’s
disciple, her behavior coarsens slightly, thus, destroying Ralph’s spectacle of her
Bildungsroman.
Consider the days leading up to Mr. Touchett’s death, when Madame Merle and Isabel were
forced to entertain themselves on the grounds at Gardencourt, while Mrs. Touchett tended to her
dying husband and ailing son. The scene is uncomfortable to read, as Isabel and Madame Merle
appear oblivious to the suffering around them. In the following passage, their frivolity jars
against the overall sadness at Gardencourt. Here, Ralph stares out the window, as he is now too
sick to go outside. He watches Madame Merle and Isabel frolicking in the rain, playing with their
umbrellas:
Madame Merle liked almost everything, including the English rain. “There’s
always a little of it and never too much at once,” she said; “and it never wets
you and it always smells good,” She declared that in England the pleasures of
smell were great—that in this in this inimitable island there was a certain mixture
of fog and beer and soot, which, however, odd it might sound was the natural
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aroma, and was most agreeable to the nostril; and she used it to lift the sleeve of
her overcoat and bury her nose in it, inhaling the clear fine sent of the wool. Poor
Ralph Touchett, as soon as the autumn had begun to define itself, became almost
a prisoner; in bad weather he was unable to step out of the house, and he used
Sometimes to stand at one of the windows with his hands in his pockets and from
a countenance of half-rueful, half-critical watch Isabel and Madame Merle as they
walked down the avenue under a pair of umbrellas. The roads about Gardencourt
were so firm, even in the worst weather, that the two ladies always came back
with a healthy glow in their cheeks, looking at the soles of their neat, stout boots
and declaring that their walk had done them inexpressible good. (203)
In this scene, James contrasts Isabel’s frolicking to Ralph’s suffering, as neither woman
acknowledges the invalid who stares at them through the window. He stares stoically at his two
houseguests, while they fidget with their umbrellas. While neither Madame Merle nor Isabel can
prevent the “healthy glow in their cheeks,” their bloom only reminds us of Ralph’s ailing health.
They both know that he is an invalid, and therefore, Isabel was careless to flaunt her good health
in front of him. Furthermore, the two visitors violate decorum, by saying that the “walk had done
them inexpressible good.” Here Ralph is forced to confront the cracks in Isabel’s perfection, as
her behavior veers increasingly inappropriate. His disappointment is understandable, for he did
not purchase the front-row ticket to her life, if her behavior were to become common. Isabel is
base rather than exquisite. Isabel has failed to fulfill Ralph’s expectations of her. In the
beginning of the novel, Isabel agonized over the possibility that she could inflict harm on
anyone, but here she does just that. Once, Isabel calculated moral transgression in aesthetic
terms, by worrying that sinfulness could be visible to the naked eye. Granted, I run the risk of
exaggerating Isabel’s thoughtlessness at Gardencourt, but her insensitivity has certainly tarnished
Ralph’s (and possibly the reader’s) impression of her. At this point, Ralph’s vicarious
Bildungsroman begins to deflate, as Isabel shrinks into petty ordinariness.
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Even before Ralph arranges for Isabel to inherit half his fortune, he loses his grip on his
cousin, who has gradually started to mimic Madame Merle. While at Gardencourt, Madame
Merle scoffs at Isabel’s naïve idealism, when the younger lady insists that she would never marry
for money. Madame Merle, then, accuses her of ignoring life’s material demands. Under
Madame Merle’s tutelage, Isabel will turn social mobility (for what is social mobility if not the
inheriting of a fortune) into a spiritual dead-end. Madam Merle exerts an influence over Isabel
that proves toxic. For instance, Madam Merle corrects Isabel as to what constitutes the human
personality. Human beings, as Madame Merle explains it, is a mere collection of various
influences and objects, telling Isabel, “I know a large part of myself is in the clothes I chose to
wear. I’ve a great respect for things! One’s self—for other people—is one’s expression of one’s
self; and one’s house, one’s furniture, one’s garments, the books one reads, the company one
keeps—these things are all expressive” (215). Isabel attempts to counter her, by claiming that
that she is more than the sum of her possessions, for while she may wear clothes, her clothes do
not define her. To which Madame Merle jokingly replies: “Should you prefer to go without
them?” Her comment effectively silences her young friend, causing her to appear slightly
foolish.
Madame Merle’s genius is to suppress her adulterous past, until Pansy’s illegitimacy can no
longer be hidden, but it becomes an interesting close-reading exercise to revisit the text and take
note of whenever the novel offers an unflattering glimpse of Madame Merle, while she is staying
at Gardencourt. In Dorian Gray, Wilde’s readers could determine the direction of the Bildungs
plot by how attractive Dorian appears at a given moment. Likewise, in James, the status of a
characters changes whenever one appears unbecoming. For example, in the novel’s opening
scene, Isabel dazzles the narrator, but overtime she rubs the reader the wrong way, especially
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whenever she behaves insensitively towards Ralph. Madame Merle is another character who is
initially seductive, but whose allure quickly diminishes. When Isabel first meets Madame Merle,
the older woman is playing the piano; her music lures Isabel like a siren song. Isabel yields to the
music, following the music into her aunt’s living room. Isabel reacts to Madame Merle in the
same overdetermined way that Dorian responds to Lord Henry. Likewise, Isabel immediately
sees this woman as a possible destiny, as she was still of a “young faith that each new
acquaintance would exert some momentous influence on her life” (186). Even though Isabel
admires Madame Merle, she quickly worries that the woman is overly accommodating, that she
was “too perfectly the social animal.” Madame Merle’s social obligations had taught her to wipe
away all aggressive impulses. As Isabel muses, Madame Merle’s “nature had nature been too
much overlaid by custom and her angles too much rubbed away. She had become too flexible,
too useful, was too ripe and too final” (206). Isabel hints at her friend having an underlying
vulgarity, which will be uncovered at the very end of the novel. Madame Merle’s coarseness
punctuates her refined demeanor, whenever she makes a covert allusion to sex. In doing so,
Madame Merle arouses a mild distaste in Isabel (and by extension the reader). Here James plays
a subtle game with the reader that is not unlike the one Wilde plays in Dorian Gray, since James
disrupts whatever admiration Isabel does feel for her older friend. Whenever Isabel notices the
latent vulgarity in Madame Merle, she is looking at her through an aesthete’s gaze, which is how
Ralph would see her. To reiterate, Madame Merle risks losing her aesthetic purity, whenever she
reveals herself to be too accommodating. Even though Isabel seems aware of shortcomings in
her older friend, she, nevertheless, continues to act as her disciple. If Isabel is unthinking in her
devotion to Madame Merle, then she is comparable to Dorian, a person overwhelmed by the
complexities of a social philosophy he does not entirely understand. If Isabel is critical of her
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new friend, then she is the person Ralph wishes her to be: bright, unexpectedly charming, and
teeming with fresh impressions. By the end of the novel, Isabel begins to regain some of her
former nobility, but for most of the novel, she appears to have lost her moral compass, which
begins when she becomes a disciple of the older woman. Furthermore, her mimicry of Madame
Merle qualifies as a form of bad education, as Isabel ignores warning signs about the woman.
Madame Merle becomes instrumental in enabling Isabel’s drive towards counter
development. Yes, she introduces her to Gilbert Osmand, but before that, she teaches Isabel how
to desire her future husband. It is as though Madame Merle serves as the model, and over the
course of their friendship, Isabel learns to mimic her worldview. For instance, when Madame
Merle hears of Isabel’s brief romantic history, her history of saying no to eligible suitors, she
warns her against refusing for the sake of refusing, reminding her of the pleasure in submission.
Ironically, Madame Merle predicts Isabel’s future, because her final destiny will be submission
to her husband. (It is also telling that Madame Merle is the one who knows how Isabel’s
Bildungsroman will end.) Because in marrying Osmand, Isabel chooses a life of self-denial and
material wealth over personal liberty. However, Madam Merle only seriously pursues Isabel,
after she inherits her late Uncle’s fortune. Her interests in arranging a marriage between Isabel
and Osmand are mercenary, as she wants to provide a step-mother to her illegitimate daughter.
By the time Isabel meets Gilbert Osmand, she already shares in Madame Merle’s eroticized
materialism. If Portrait of a Lady is a Counter-Bildungsroman, it is because Isabel transitions
from Paterian aestheticism into a mindset that resembles decadent consumerism. Additionally,
she forsakes the Classical Bildungsroman, by marrying an aesthete instead of an English Lord
(Lord Warburton) or a Titan of American Industry (Casper Goodwood), thus, eroticism lures her
away from the traditional marriage choices. As Elsie B. Mitchie has suggested, Isabel’s problem
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is that she, along with many other Jamesian protagonists, comes to equate sexual attraction with
forms of currency. When Isabel visits Osmand for the first time in Florence, she, as Peggy
McCormick has noted, eyes her future husband as a potential acquisition. Hence, she describes
Osmand as a “rarity,” as someone removed from “common usage.” With his grisly hair and
pointed features, Osmand resembles the famous portrait of William Shakespeare, or
distinguished nobleman from the sixteenth-century. Isabel not only finds the man attractive, she
describes her attraction in monetary terms. To put the matter another way, she speaks the
language of acquisition, when she compares her future husband to “those marks of authenticity
which are found on the underside of old plates or in the corner of sixteenth-century drawings”
(277). It is not simply that Osmand satisfies the aesthetic tastes of someone living in the
sixteenth-century, it is that he resembles the signature on the back of an artwork, the sign that
determines its authenticity, and therefore, its price. Isabel’s sexual desire is caught up in the logic
of connoisseurship. Her imagination seems prematurely tainted, since she shares in her
husband’s materialism, before they are even married.
Isabel’s Bildungs plot occurs along what could be construed as a rotating triangle, for at
different points in the novel, Isabel trades one mentor for another, but each time, she involves
herself in different configurations of threes. In the beginning of the novel, she moves under the
benign protection of her cousin and uncle, but after her uncle’s death, she forsakes them so to
serve as Madame Merle’s disciple, of a sort, but just as Isabel abandons Ralph for Madame
Merle, she eventually abandons her for Gilbert Osmand. After Madame Merle introduces Isabel
to her future husband, the older woman turns into a nonentity. She is eclipsed by Osmand, who
has the nonchalant charm of someone who has forsaken his American residence to live a
leisurely life in the Florentine countryside, spending his days collecting artwork and enjoying the
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scenery, which affords him the time to perfect his Italian. In his manner, Osmand has cultivated
an easy grace, giving the impression of someone who owns only beautiful things, but has not
exhausted himself in the acquisition process. In short, Osmand’s manners are too cultivated to be
unstudied, yet his personal genius is always to appear casual.
Isabel feels starstruck in his presence. If Ralph admired Isabel for her free spiritedness, then
his idolatry for his cousin should shrink once she meets Osmand, as his presence produces a selfconsciousness in Isabel. To Isabel, Osmand’s tastes are shrouded in mystery, a mystery she longs
to penetrate. However, she soon becomes enslaved to his fickle tastes, and she soon becomes
fearful of offending them. It is worth noting the effect Osmand has on Isabel, who quickly grows
insecure in his presence as Dorian grew increasingly self-loathing around Lord Henry. Before
she fell under the spell of Madame Merle, Isabel longed for authenticity of self, as she wanted to
“harmonize” with the “impressions” that she produced in others. In short, she defines beauty as
one who is as he or she appears to be. In Ralph’s presence, Isabel acted as one with a bold and
generous spirit, yet around Osmand, Isabel worries of appearing like an imposter. When she and
Osmand visit a museum together, Isabel imagines their future life together, as she imagines their
future, she cannot help but fear she would quickly tire or pronounced as passé, for no one as
refined as Osmand could tolerate her company for very long. In the following passage, Isabel
allows herself to daydream about their married life together, convinced that in time she would no
longer please:
He probably thought her quicker in every way, cleverer in every way, more prepared
than she was. Madame Merle would have pleasantly exaggerated; which was a pity,
because in the end, he would be sure to find out, and then perhaps even her real
intelligence wouldn’t reconcile him to his mistake. A part of Isabel’s fatigue came
from the effort to appear as intelligent as Madame Merle had described her, and
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from the fear (very unusual with her) of exposing—not her ignorance; for that she
cared comparatively little—but her possible grossness of perception. It would have
annoyed her to express a liking for something he, in his superior enlightenment,
would (and it was a warming) serenely, yet ignobly, flounder. She was very careful
therefore, as to what she said, as to what she noticed or failed to notice; more careful
then she had ever been before. (279)
Here Isabel casts doubt on her insecurity by invoking sarcasm, as her tone pokes fun at her own
self-described abjection. Here Isabel accurately predicts her servitude to his crippling high tastes.
While she may be exaggerating when she refers to her own “grotesqueness” which incidentally
emphasizes her critique of Osmand’s snobbery, but despite Isabel’s satiric touches, the passage
should invite a darker reading. Once again, Isabel obsesses over having the appearance of
authenticity, as she imagines herself being subject to numerous silent examinations, all of which
are designed to expose her provincialism. If they were passing through a museum, and she were
to pass a remarkable artwork, without uttering a word of praise. In such a case, she would have
served as the agent in her own degradation, by exposing her own ignorance, a mistake that Isabel
has seen other women make in the past, so to protect herself, Isabel promises to remain hypervigilant, as she vows to stay on guard, always correcting herself before she might fail to notice
that which is worth noticing. That Isabel seems residually anxious over the possibility that she
might be incongruous to the impressions other might have of her illustrates her vulnerability,
which is why, she envisions her life with Osmand as a series of purity tests.
It might be helpful to think of Isabel from Ralph’s point of view, for does her infatuation
with Osmand qualify as meeting the “requirements of one’s imagination”? To that end, did
Ralph rearrange his father’s will so his cousin could dote sycophantically on this “sterile
dilettante?” In chapter thirty-four, a disappointed Ralph confronts his cousin over her
engagement, telling her that Osmand “is not in the least the sort of marriage I thought you’d
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make” (360). Isabel’s reply reveals her immaturity, as she starts reciting a list of Osmand’s finer
qualities. At this point, Isabel’s loyalties appear to be with her future husband, for she says, “In
everything that makes one care for people. Mr. Osmand is pre-eminent. There may be nobler
natures, but I’ve never had the pleasure of meeting one” (360-361). Of course, everything Isabel
says about Osmand will recoil against her, as he proves himself to be a narcissist and a vulgar
materialist. Isabel’s downfall hurts Ralph “as if he had fallen [himself],” which again emphasizes
the vicarious nature of James’ Bildungsroman. Simply put, Ralph had a vision for Isabel, until
Madame Merle disrupts it, but if Madam Merle upended his plans, Osmand ruins them. Ralph
feels he must live in that wreckage.
The Isabel that had so captivated Ralph begins to disappear. In becoming engaged to an older
man, who has a teenage step-daughter, Isabel appears to have thwarted harmonious development,
by accepting adult responsibilities too early. By the time she is twenty-three, she is already
acting as mother to Pansy, for it appears that Isabel has rushed through the milestones the
Bildungsroman should celebrate: marriage, motherhood, and inheritance. To be sure, Isabel is
not a portrait of arrested development, since she does mature, but she fails to achieve the
Austenian ideal of social assimilation. Isabel’s lost youth becomes apparent as she accompanies
Pansy to an officer’s dance. Less than three years ago, Isabel would have caused a small
sensation, but now she appears matronly. Not so long ago, she counted both Edward Rosier and
Lord Warburton as suitors, but at this time they are chasing her step-daughter. As Pansy whirls
around the dance floor, Isabel stands on the sidelines. The scene has ominous implications, in
that the officers’ “spurs” keep putting rents in Pansy’s skirt, the spurs could be read as phallic
symbols. With each new dance, Pansy gets a new tear in her dress. Isabel “devoted herself to
Pansy’s desecrated drapery; she fumbled for a pin and repaired the injury; she fumbled for a pin
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and repaired the injury; she smiled and listened to her account of her adventures” (459). Isabel
has become Pansy’s faithful servant. At this moment, time has passed Isabel by. She quickly
passed from youth to middle age, without ever experiencing the autonomy and liberty of
newfound adulthood. In this sense, her Bildungs plot ends prematurely. From the moment of her
engagement until the end of the novel, she finds herself in a self-defeating endgame, in which her
every move will bring make her increasingly beholden to her malevolent husband.
By Book II, Ralph’s dreams are dashed, as he sees the haggard woman his beautiful cousin
has become. Isabel, whose imagination was once described as “remarkably active, now lives a
life-in-death existence in Palazzo Roccanera (Italian for black fortress). Eventually, Isabel will
come to see herself trapped in this “house of suffocation” (448). As I mentioned earlier, Isabel’s
youth is over before it begins. She and Osmand had a baby, as we are told, but it dies, nothing
more is said. What is noteworthy is that even though Isabel is degraded, Ralph cannot extricate
himself from her Bildungs plot, because he still longs to see the show, even though the show has
now changed its notes to tragic. Ralph needs to know why she is so altered. She was once so
expressive and vibrant, but now Ralph compares her to one wearing a “mask,” for as he says,
“[t]here was something fixed and mechanical in that serenity painted on it, this was not an
expression….it was a representation, it was even an advertisement” (411). What Ralph is
insinuating is that Isabel, like Osmand, has learned to live for that public face she puts forth,
which is ironic for a woman who once wished to be what others thought she was, but now, she is
a lie, a masquerade. In Wilde, Dorian’s immortal beauty becomes a mask, whereas another might
age, Dorian just acquires a mask. Isabel’s “mask” is also symptomatic of the abnormality and the
sterility of her married life. She has coerced into both wearing and performing her husband’s
narcissism, since he seems to derive his self-esteem from his broadcasting the perfection of his
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union, as he is in possession of a beautiful, obedient wife, and a demur, subservient daughter. In
private, there is emotional abuse and misery, but in public, the Osmands have learned to become
advertisements of the people they wish they were.
Following the spirit of Dorian Gray, Portrait of a Lady also attempts to rise above its status
as a Counter-Bildungsroman, by at least suggesting the possibility of transcendence, for Isabel
does not remain frozen behind that mask of suffocation, since she gradually regains her
synthesizing imagination. As I have demonstrated, Isabel’s thwarted development is a byproduct of her aestheticism, because aestheticism is what led her to Osmand. Once Isabel
encounters Madame Merle and her husband alone in his study, where Madame Merle was
standing and Osmand was sitting, a pose that connotes intimacy. Later than evening, Isabel sits
by the fireside, and ruminates over her betrayal. She admits that she turned her husband into a
false icon, because her mistake was in thinking of her husband as “he thought of himself—as the
first gentleman of Europe” (449). As such, she credits him for “pointing out to her so much of
the baseness and shabbiness of life, opened her yes, so wide to the stupidity, the depravity, the
ignorance of mankind, that she had become properly impressed with the infinite vulgarity of
things and of the virtue of keeping one’s self unspotted by it” (449). At first, Isabel finds
Osmand’s snobbery not only flattering but enlightening. Unfortunately for her, she will
eventually discover that she, too, belongs to that vulgar multitude, the commoners whom
Osmand despises. To Isabel’s horror, Osmond’s special insights were rebranded into instruments
of degradation. Isabel must come to recognize the treachery that has befallen her, as her Bildungs
plot depends on whether she understands the full extent of her husband’s betrayal.
Aestheticism is a double-edged sword in Portrait of a Lady, because it, at once, leads to her
developing a false consciousness but also delivers her from her sterile existence. As she sits by
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the fireside, she employs Paterian thinking, as a way of deconstructing her failed marriage and
private wretchedness:
Suffering, with Isabel, was an active condition; it was not a chill, a stupor, a despair,
it was a passion of thought, of speculation, of response to every pressure. She
flattered herself that she had kept her failing faith to herself, however—that no
one suspected it but Osmand. Oh, he knew it, and there were times when she thought
he enjoyed it. It had come gradually—it wants not till the first year of their life together
had closed that she had taken the alarm, then the shadows had begun to gather; it
was as if Osmand deliberately, almost malignantly, had put the lights out
one by one. The dusk at first was vague and thin, and she could not see her
way in it. But it steadily deepened, and if now and again it had occasionally
lifted there were certain corners of her prospect that were impenetrably
black…. they were a part, they were a kind of creation and consequence, of
her husband’s very presence. (444)
Here, Isabel interrupts her pain into aesthetic terms, for by unpacking her impressions, she
becomes aware of every “pressure,” of every “speculation.” Through reverie, she gains insight
into her husband’s pathology, as she even goes so far as to translate his malevolence into a visual
language. Ultimately, Osmand emerges as a diabolic manipulator, who has darkened (perhaps
poisoned) the landscape of their marriage. Isabel describes herself as the protagonist in a
Counter-Bildungsroman, by acknowledging her failure to achieve social assimilation, a detail
that she discusses as though it were abstract expressionism, thus, she mentions that her
“prospects” as growing “impenetrably black,” as though everything were enveloped in a thick
fog. She also casts Osmand as a type of demonic artist, as she accuses him of having “put the
lights out one by one,” words that imply precision and control. She finally sees her husband as
emitting a dark, sinister aura, as if supernatural evil were a mere “consequence” of his very
being. In the end, Isabel’s aesthetic receptivity allows her to articulate Osmand’s treachery. In
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sum, Isabel’s meditation illustrates that aestheticism does not always turn to moral stagnation
inside of a Bildungsroman.
Portrait of a Lady ends on a mysterious note. Generations of readers have expressed horror at
Isabel’s decision to return to Rome, and yet, James offers us no concrete explanation as to why
she made that decision, which leaves us asking whether anything would justify returning to a
husband as odious as hers? Does she return out of loyalty to Pansy? Or, possibly she fears the
consequence of a divorce, in which, because of divorce laws, Osmand would inherit her fortune.
Even so, by the end of the novel, she, clearly, has other options, as Casper Goodwood has asked
her to marry him, and as the heir to a U.S Cotton Mill, he could provide for her. Isabel might
reject his offer, possibly because she would still like her independence, but, if the truth be told,
she forfeited all her freedom, the day she married that “sterile dilettante.” Nevertheless, divorce
is not Isabel’s only option, for she and Goodwood could have an affair; thus, she could let
Osmand live in Rome; and their marriage would be one in name only. Nevertheless, it is
important to remember how marriage is portrayed in this novel. Mr. and Mrs. Touchett live their
lives estranged from one another. Osmand’s sister, the Countess Gemini, has a husband whom
nobody sees. At one time, Madame Merle and Osmand had spouses, but the facts surrounding
both marriages are murky. Of course, Madame Merle and Osmand have been committing
adultery for over sixteen years. In other words, traditional marriages are non-existent in this
novel, so we might imagine that there would be nothing strange in Isabel taking a lover. It is not
that Isabel is unafraid to court ridicule such as when she invited her cousin’s scorn by marrying
Osmand.
James’ opinions on marriage might clarify Isabel’s decision to return to Rome. Chai has
argued that James viewed marriage as an aesthetic form and should be approached formally.
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Chai cites James’ letter to Edith Wharton, who at the time, was having difficulties in her
marriage. James’ advice was “only to sit tight yourself and go through the movements of life.
That keeps our connection to life—I mean the immediate and apparent life; behind which, all the
while, the deeper and darker and the unapparent, in which things really happen to us, learns
under that hygiene, to stay in its place…Live it all through, every inch of it---out of it something
valuable will come (quoted in Chai 171). Isabel seems to be acting on his advice, as she
ultimately decides to “sit tight” in her marriage and wait for things to blow over. It is for that
reason that some readers find solace in the end. When viewed from the outside, Isabel’s situation
is as bleak as Jude Fawley, who, after his failed experimental partnership with his cousin Sue, is
forced to return to his unbearable first wife. Unlike Jude the Obscure, Portrait of a Lady is not
simply a novel of disillusionment, although it comes close to being one.
Instead, it represents James’ rewriting of the Classical Bildungsroman form. From a narrative
perspective, the goal of the Classical Bildungsroman is to unite moral superiority, aesthetic
superiority, and social hierarchy in one novel. By the end, the Classical Bildungsroman bestows
social harmony on its cast of characters. In Portrait, Isabel attempts to close the ring of life,
when she comes to Ralph’s bedside, and secondly, when she decides that she must honor the
form of her marriage. The Classical Bildungsroman is twinborn with conservative morality; and
in James’ novel, we see him experimenting with traditionalism in unique ways, so as I mentioned
earlier, Isabel could, in the context of the novel, have an affair. She decides to leave only after
she receives that electrifying kiss from Goodwood (“that kiss that felt like white lightening”).
This is significant, because Isabel appears to have returned to Paterian aestheticism; hence, the
narrative emphasizes her sensations and impressions, thus, she “darted” from place to place, or
“she moved through the darkness,” she “looked,” she “listened”). In other words, at this moment,
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she appears to be free from Osmand’s influence, as she seems liberated from his sterile
materialism. Here, I speculate, but at this point, adultery must seem very alluring to Isabel. Much
has been said of Isabel’s supposed frigidity, but in this space, I would like to pose an alternative
reading, for at that moment, Isabel is once again alive to her own sensations, sensations that
border on sublimity, and therefore blurs the line between pleasure and fear. Nevertheless, she is
in this heightened aesthetic state when she makes the sudden decision to return to Rome, for after
the kiss, the narrator states, “She had not known where to turn; but she knew now. There was a
very straight path.” The allusion to the New Testament is revealing, for it says in Mathew 8.14,
“straight is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth into life, and few there be that feel it.”
Isabel chooses the straight path over the circuitous paths that might lead to adultery. This is what
distinguishes her from characters like Madame Merle and the Countess Gemini, two women who
are unfaithful to their husbands. In Portrait of a Lady, James attempts to resurrect the Classical
Bildungsroman, by staging her decision as a strange moral victory. Additionally, by reading
Portrait as a revision of a Classical Bildungsroman, we should expect James to introduce new
kinds of moral complications into the generic form. Obviously, we cannot ignore the novel’s
dark subject matter. Osmand is sinister and Isabel is returning to him, which casts an ominous
cloud over any possibility of harmonious reconciliation. However, Portrait will never qualify as
a Classical Bildungsroman, because it never resolves its moral quagmires, but the novel’s
ambiguous conclusion challenges our assumptions about the Bildungs plot, for what constitutes
an act of redemption, what can be considered an assertion of morality?
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Chapter Four
Personal Formation and The Great War: Ford Madox Ford’s Thwarted Teleological Narrative

I
Parade’s End: A Modernist Experiment

Is it possible to read Parade’s End by Ford Madox Ford as a Bildungsroman, and what
might we gain from reading his tetralogy in that way? This chapter will attempt to answer that
question in the affirmative, but I will offer a few qualifications. Granted, from a formal
perspective, Parade’s End looks nothing like a Bildungsroman, because Ford’s tetralogy goes
against every conceived notion of the genre. Like James’ The Ambassadors or Austen’s
Persuasion, there is an adult protagonist; but unlike those two novels, Parade’s End does not
celebrate transformational, transfiguring experience; yet, unlike the virginal Anne Elliot,
Christopher Tietjens has already been initiated into adulthood by the time the novel begins. In
other words, Ford’s tetralogy does not resemble a coming of age novel at all, since Tietjens is in
possession of a wife, a child, and a fortune. In addition to his being an English gentlemen
Tietjens belongs to the “English public official class”—his “class administered the world,” as he
informs us (3).
If Parade’s End were a traditional Bildungsroman, it would have taken place six years
earlier, when Tietjens was still in the process of acquiring all the trappings of respectability. To
put it another way, Tietjens’ narrative begins where the Classical Bildungsroman would end. But
like De Quincey, whose Confessions move towards regression, Tietjens, who suffers shellshock
during combat, loses the maturity that comes with adulthood, and instead, reverts to infantile
helplessness. Ford relates Tietjens anti-development to a series of catastrophic incidents: First,
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there is the war, which Tietjens describes as being “hurtled into the line to be massacred without
remorse” (187). Secondly, his marital life has come undone, since his rumored infidelities, not to
mention his wife’s proven infidelities, has made them gossip fodder. The novel dramatizes that
as Tietjens’ world is imploding, and his mind begins to break down. The irony is that Tietjens,
who was once a brilliant mathematician, now suffers from shellshock. As Tietjens describes the
condition to his wife, “You see, it as if a certain area of my life had been wiped white” (170).
Ford’s point is that traditional novelistic development has grown impossible at the time of the
Great War, for his tetralogy demonstrates how social mobility plots and Aristotelian plotlines are
no longer conceivable during this age of catastrophe. Instead, Ford’s achievement is in
exchanging progressive, linear time (the time of the Bildungsroman) with entropic time, as a
result of the Great War, every aspect of Tietjens’ public and private life falls to stasis and nondevelopment.
Franco Moretti has referred to the twentieth-century Bildungsroman as a “failed literary
form,” because modernist poetics “dismantled” the “linear time” of the Bildungsroman. The
relationship between genre study and modernism is never simple. On the one hand, modernists
render the Bildungsroman form unrecognizable. On the other, they arguably keep it alive by
subjecting it to radical stylistic experiments. Both Jed Esty and Gregory Castle agree that
modernists seek to reclaim the Bildungsroman from their Victorian predecessors. In the eyes of
modernist writers, the modernist Bildungsroman performs a radical experiment on a wellestablished literary form, and by disregarding its biographical and temporal requirements, they
force us to confront new constellations of the genre. Castle makes this point extraordinarily clear,
when he suggests that the modernist Bildungsroman serves as an “immanent critique of socially
pragmatic Bildungs of upward mobility” (71). That is, modernists do not tend to participate in
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the generic tradition as much as they parody it, so they engage ironically with the paradigms
established by Goethe and Austen; thus, they queer the Bildungsroman form as they write it. For
example, in the failed coming of age narratives written by Joyce and Woolf, thwarted generic
expectations demonstrates that the Bildungsroman form could no longer accommodate the social
problems of the twentieth-century. Esty explains that what is at stake in such a literary
experiment, for “[t]o get outside the soul-nation allegory of the nineteenth-century convention is
to risk confrontation with or suspension in a demoralized, non-progressive temporality—the
empty chronos that is the dark other of the Bildungsroman itself” (153). Esty’s approach to the
Bildungsroman is to interpret it as a psychodrama, and in doing so, he provides an interesting
optic for reading Ford’s tetralogy. In dramatizing the catastrophe of the Great War, Ford
confronts that “empty chronos” that exists beyond the horizon line of the nineteenth-century
novel.
As I mentioned earlier, Christopher Tietjens is a man, we are instructed, with an
eighteenth-century disposition. Even though he begins the novel comfortable in his role as
Tietjens of Groby, by the middle of the novel, he fears that he has been sacrificed to the war.
Over the course of the novel, Tietjens loses all traces of his former privilege. By the end, he, heir
to a landed estate and esteemed statistician, is reduced to living as a mere tenant on his own
ancestral estate, while he slowly recovers from memory loss, and barely makes a living selling
antique furniture to newly rich Americans. Tietjens’ destiny clearly inverts Bakhtin’s theory of
double emergence, as his enervated private life aligns with the twilight of the British empire,
whose grandeur has been sullied by the catastrophic war. By subjecting Tietjens to the very
worst of history, Parade’s End overturns the genre’s two-tier system, but it also unravels the
class assumptions that accompany studies of the Bildungsroman form. If Fitzwilliam Darcy’s
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Bildungs plot enacted a conservative social fantasy, Tietjens’ story throws a wrecking ball
through that very fairy tale. In Ford’s tetralogy, the British upper class loses its ability to govern
England, and in doing so, Parade’s End exposes societal hierarchies as mere fraud perpetrated
on a dying society.
In Parade’s End, the symbolic structure of the Bildungsroman appears deeply compromised,
yet by the end, the spirit of harmonious Bildungs emerges ever so slightly, a detail that makes the
tetralogy a representative of the modernist Bildungsroman, at least as Castle describes it, since he
asserts that writers such as Joyce and Woolf use epiphanies as a way of mimicking the totalizing
harmoniousness that we associate with the Classical Bildungsroman. To reiterate, while the
modernist Bildungsroman is a failed literary form, it represents a bold attempt to adapt a
nineteenth-century form to the twentieth-century. In the modernist Bildungsroman, these
moments of synthesis, moments that offer the hope of transcendence, are juxtaposed with
moments that resist narrative closure. On the surface, Ford’s tetralogy violates every generic
convention, as though everything in the narration were conspiring to keep it perpetually openended. Hence, the novel consists of long rambling conversations, which rarely lead to any
definitive action. It is as if Ford were attempting to write a novel of manners between characters
who were cognitively impaired, whose sense of time and space were permanently altered. Even
though Ford uses indirect discourse to record Tietjens’ thoughts, a narrative technique that elides
first person expression with third person expression, thus, we have access to Tietjens’ psyche,
despite his being represented in the third person, he portrays Tietjens as someone whose thoughts
have trouble progressing, a detail which at times makes the narrative difficult to read.
Furthermore, by doing this, Ford draws our attention to the incompatibility between nonlinear,
nonprogressive thought and the Bildungsroman’s symbolic structure. Tietjens’ mind is the by-
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product of shellshock, and thus, we see how novelistic development breaks down under the
circumstances of the Great War.
Once again, we are reminded to think of the Bildungsroman as a historic litmus test, as
Moretti believes that we can glean insights into European social history by studying the inner
workings of the Bildungsroman form, since the form existed only to allow writers to resolve or
reduce the “cultural tensions and paradoxes produced by social conflict and historical change”
(3). Pride and Prejudice illustrates how the Classical Bildungsroman works as a jigsaw puzzle,
as it is a contraction, when assembled correctly, all its pieces will fall into place. Hence, Austen
uses the Bildungsroman’s formal properties to assemble her social vision. As societies grow
increasingly incalcitrant, the Bildungsroman becomes a less pliant form. As I argued in my last
chapter, by the fin de siècle, the Classical Bildungsroman was nothing more than a mere remnant
inside the British novel. Moretti insists that by the twentieth-century, the Bildungsroman should
have been listed as an endangered species. In his view, the term modernist Bildungsroman is an
oxymoron, since modernism does not support the linear temporalities that the genre requires.
Ford’s tetralogy demonstrates the widening gap between social and psychic life. By contrast to
the Classical Bildungsroman, the problems that Tietjens encounters cannot accommodate
themselves to the relatively tethered social solutions found in Austen. The Bildungsroman is a
narrative form that specializes in normality and assimilation; therefore, it makes sense that it
would have difficulty adapting itself to the language of trauma, since trauma disrupts the
protagonist’s ability to assimilate to the social world. Traumatic experience became the subject
of modernist writing, because it as Moretti has stated, it introduced “discontinuity within
novelistic temporality generating centrifugal tendencies toward the short story and lyric.” In
dramatizing trauma, modernist writers had to turn away from realistic and linear representation,
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which in turn led them to experiment with epiphany and modes of lyricism. Ford’s tetralogy is
situated within this literary mode, which effectively restructures the Bildungsroman’s symbolic
structure.
The Classical Bildungsroman celebrates national coherency, since the protagonist’s
development serves as a microcosm for national development. In Pride and Prejudice, Austen
offers a portrait of a unified, forward moving England. By contrast, Parade’s End, even though it
contains vestiges of England’s ancient past, ushers in a vision of national catastrophe. Tietjens
descends from the Groby line, a fact that connects Parade’s End to the eighteenth-century
British novel. According to custom, Tietjens’ status should be measured by the health of the
Groby estate, just as Darcy’s virility was measured by the grandeur of Pemberley. The estate
connects the protagonist to the past, present, and future. Pemberley provides the Darcys with a
place from which their harmonious future can unfold. Groby, by contrast, slips away from
Tietjens as his inheritance is jeopardized by financial troubles brought on by his possible
divorce. By the end, Groby falls into the hands of Sylvia, his estranged wife, whose insane
jealousy turns her into an unusually vengeful landlord. He and his girlfriend are constantly
threatened with eviction. He, who should be the man of the house, finds himself in an
emasculated position of being subordinate to his wife. By the end of the novel, Tietjens does live
on his ancestral land, but under insecure premises, a detail which inverts the tenets of the
Classical Bildungsroman, in which the protagonist establishes a self-sufficient homeland.
In Ford, the estate becomes parasitic, as the tetralogy overturns the unstated societal
assumptions that underlie the myth of the Classical Bildungsroman. If the Classical
Bildungsroman reinforces social hierarchies, in which its heroes are usually men from the
landowning class, then Ford’s tetralogy challenges that assertion, by demonstrating that such
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advantages no longer exist. Tietjens may have been of the manner born, if you will, but he will
emerge as one mired in poverty, warfare, and eventual non-identity. Even the estate itself ceases
to hold the promise of prosperity and serendipity, because if Pemberley facilitated the novel’s
marriage plot, then Groby frustrates it. Earlier in the novel, Tietjens longs to relinquish his ties to
Groby, because decorum would prevent him from taking a mistress, thus, he longs to be free of
it. Furthermore, if Darcy views Pemberley as a network of human hands working together for
generations to create one highly functioning, mutually beneficial estate, then Tietjens complains
that Groby is a nothing but a halfway house for a dependent class who grow increasingly
helpless with every new generation. In the following passage, he rails against what he views as
the burden of the landowner class. He imagines that he and his brother are having a conversation,
in which his brother warns against abdicating his class:
If you retire from the post or Second-in-Command of Groby, you don’t have to
…. On the other hand, you had to set the tenantry an example of chastity, sobriety,
probity, or you could not take their beastly money. You provided them with the best
Canadian seed corn; with agriculture experiments suited to their soils; you sat on the
head of your agent; you kept their buildings in repair; you apprenticed their sons;
you looked after their daughters, when they got into trouble, and after their bastards,
your own or another man’s. But you must reside on the estate. The money that comes
out of those poor devil’s pockets must go back into the land so that the estate and all
on it, down to the licensed beggars, may grow richer and richer and richer. So, he had
his fantastic quarrel with Brother Mark; because he was going to take Valentine to live
with him. You could not have a Valentine Wannop with you in a Groby the infinite and
necessary communing.
Here Tietjens works out his misgivings by holding imaginary conversations with his brother. The
thrust of their dialog is that Groby must remain salient. Groby, in contrast to Pemberley, is a
bawdy place, as one of Tietjens’ primary responsibilities would be providing for the unfortunate
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daughters who find themselves with child, but with no husband to care for them. The tenantry
simply drains the landowner of all his resources, instead of contributing to the overall selfsufficiency. They exhaust Tietjens with their constant need for oversight and maintenance;
therefore, he longs to abdicate his responsibilities, in the hopes of gaining his freedom. It is
worth noting that Tietjens finds himself torn between his duties to Groby and his longing for
Valentine, because in a Classical Bildungsroman, nobody ever choses between the two. Groby
also differs from an estate such as Pemberley, because it is hierarchical without being utopian.
Nevertheless, Groby will disintegrate as the novel progresses, and it stands as a reminder of
Tietjens’ prewar identity—a cultural knowledge that he loses after combat. Furthermore, Groby
is a remnant of a now bygone era, a reminder of coherent historical time, a temporality that the
war interrupted. With Groby, Ford situates Tietjens within England’s feudal history, a reminder
of novelistic development that we associate with the eighteenth-century, which itself alludes to
the possibility of an all-embracing synthesis occurring between the individual and the estate.
In the Classical Bildungsroman, it is not uncommon for the protagonist to have two love
interests. Tietjens, like David Copperfield or Adam Bede, is torn between a benevolent woman
and a temptress. First, there is Sylvia, his maliciously vengeful spouse, and secondly, there is
Valentine Wannop, his young, adoring mistress., the daughter of a family friend and famous
novelist. In Valentine, Tietjens is potentially connected to an island of supportive people, itself a
staple of the Classical Bildungsroman. In Book VI of Some Do Not, Tietjens casts his
burgeoning relationship to Valentine in pastoral terms, a gesture that mimics the synthesizing
imagination that encounter in Fielding or Austen novels, since it fuses romantic love with
vestiges of England’s feudal history:
This, Tietjens thought, is England! A man and a maid walk through the Kentish
grass fields; the maids virtuous clean, vigorous; he of good birth; she of birth
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quite as good; each filled with a too good breakfast that each could yet capably
digest. Each come from an admirably appointed establishment: a table surrounded
by the best people, their promenade sanctioned, as it were, by the Church—two
clergy—the State, two Government officials; by mothers, friends, old maids. (105)
In this passage, Tietjens idealizes Old England, as he imagines himself living in a hierarchical
paradise, where he and his lady friend celebrate their good heath and by extension, the health of
the political state. Such national solidarity is why the Classical Bildungsroman is a rarity,
because according to Moretti, by the middle of the nineteenth-century, writers began to write
Bildungs plots that expressed alienation and disillusionment towards their national home. In
Ford, the feudal order provides the tetralogy with what Bakhtin calls the “necessary connections
between this past and the living present to understand the necessary place of the past in the
unbroken line of historical development” (33). In other words, the Classical Bildungsroman
draws the “unbroken line” between the past, present, and future, as it ultimately houses the
protagonist in a closed system that is self-perpetuating. The passage suggests that under different
circumstances, Tietjens’ life could have turned out entirely differently. By invoking the pastoral,
Tietjens compares Groby to a perfect circle, for everything in the passage emphasizes the
interconnectedness of England’s feudal order, as he envisions himself receiving support from the
entire community, everyone down to the government and the clergy. In this passage, he and
Valentine become the “living vestige” of a much-celebrated past, which seems to penetrate the
present moment. By embedding Tietjens into Old England, Ford momentarily places Parade’s
End within the Classical Bildungsroman’s historical framework. If we compare Tietjens’ fantasy
of feudal Groby, then we can better comprehend the dystopian nightmare that will come over
him, when he returns to his ancestral estate, suffering from shellshock, forced to barter with the
vindictive Sylvia for his lodgings.
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Tietjens’ fantasy of feudal life is itself short lived, as he is continually reminded of the
horrors that plague contemporary England. In Parades’ End, Tietjens thoughts tend to meander,
as he tends towards digressions, which eventually lead to self-perpetuating indecision. In this
case, he becomes bogged down in a “cloud” of “gloomy reflections” (107). As his digressions
continue, his syntax begins to break down, prompting him to declare himself as “hysterical” as a
“large eyed whore” (107). As his ranting continues, he stops thinking complete sentences. In
addition, he bemoans the incongruities of modern life, complaining that today people must abide
by the “[w]rong diet and wrong life; diet meant for partridge shooters over the turnups consumed
by the sedentary. England the land of pills” (107). Tietjens is not able to reside in his imaginary
paradise for long, as he is pulled back into the present, and the juxtaposition between the two
leave him depressed. It is as if English society has never caught up with the modern world, as
they are still eating as though they were sportsman, which is why they are all either
malnourished or obese. He even attacks the habit for English men to use prostitutes as outdated,
as the sexual lives of English men have remained rooted in a bawdier era, for how can they
adjust to women as suffragettes if they still think of single women as prostitutes?
Critics disagree as to whether Ford’s inclusion of the pastoral harkens back to a brighter
past or whether it casts a cynical gloss over the entirety of English history. Jonathan Bate, for
one, argues that it invokes nostalgia for a simpler, bucolic life, for he states that the “pastoral
works its magic in such a way that the Tory gentleman and the suffragette come together, and we
glimpse an England that is worth preserving” (quoted in O’Malley 127). Seamus O’Malley
counters Bate’s suggestion that the tetralogy contains fragments of the feudal order, by
suggesting that the “beauty and order of the landscape is an inverted image of the carnage and
chaos outside of their small world” (127). Ford’s narration, in my view, juxtaposes multiple
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images that all exist side-by-side, each conflicting and contradicting another one. In other words,
Ford represents Tietjens’ shellshock as one mind that cannot think conclusively, that jumps from
one diametrically opposed thought to another. His mind is a place where multiple worldviews
can coexist at once, without a conclusive thought ever settling. Similarly, whenever Tietjens
meditates on the feudal past, thoughts of modernity continually interrupt him, but Tietjens
registers the past and present at once. As O’Malley suggested, the pastoral serves only to
highlight the carnage of the war. Here the pastoral disrupts the continuity between the past and
present; thus, the feudal past fails to provide Tietjens with a bridge to the future. Instead, it forms
another layer of his palimpsest of traumatic memory. In Ford’s representation of trauma, feudal
time does not gain ascendency over traumatic time. Ultimately, it becomes indicative of the
overall chaos rather than providing a relief or even an escape from the overall sense of
catastrophe.
Ford uses modernist techniques to keep Tietjens from ever moving towards reflection and
action, the two central pillars of the Bildungsroman. The Great War places the Bildungsroman
under considerable strain, because during war, a nation commits to violence, which makes
peaceful, harmonious resolution (which is what the Bildungsroman requires), and the citizens
become personally traumatized by the horrors of war. Ford’s tetralogy performs an experiment
on the genre, because if the Bildungsroman leads the protagonist toward assimilation and
synthesis, what happens when the world is at war, and the protagonist suffers from male
hysteria? Modernist critics such as Walter Benjamin and Jay Winter have argued that shellshock
is a modernist predicament, since it, as Winter suggests, “undermines that point of reference
from which an individual’s sense of self unfolds” (52). It follows, then, that someone suffering
from shellshock cannot be assimilated back into society.
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To reiterate, Parade’s End represents a complete inversion of the Bildungsroman form, for
by its final volume, Tietjens has embraced his own nonidentity, as he has forsaken his place
among England’s so-called arm-chair class. Ultimately, his destiny is having to face the
ignominy of being a former mathematician who, because of a cognitive impairment, must now
sell antique furniture to make a living. His clients are Americans, whose wealth is dubious, and
whose presence on the estate only signal its demise. As a modernist Bildungsroman, Tietjens’s
narrative faces two options: he could drive himself farther into tragedy, and thus, enact
regressive, counter development, or he could renounce his worldly existence, and reject his
former social prestige in favor of spiritual growth, in which case, he would transform counter
development into spiritual-aesthetic Bildungs. Tietjens toys with both fates, as the war cost him
his way of life, by robbing him of his intellect, yet at the same time, the war empowers him, for
afterwards, he finally gains the courage to pursue Valentine Wannop. In Tietjens’ case, romantic
love requires that he abdicate all vestiges of his former life, a negation of the notion that material
wealth and romantic love form an inseparable knot in the protagonist’s destiny.
By turning all the Bildungsroman genre on its head, Parade’s End performs an “immanent
critique” of the novel of formation and allows a traumatized history to emerge in its stead. Ford’s
tetralogy paralyzes our notion of progress; hence, Ford dramatizes the non-time of Tietjens life
before, during, and after the war, since the war ruptures individual, psychic time, and historical,
collective time. Secondly, Parade’s End offers rare glimpses of transcendence and possible
reconciliation, even though the consensus is that the novel ends in catastrophe. Furthermore, the
Classical Bildungsroman links historical and individual emergence in such a way that is
empowering for both the protagonist and the society. Ford inverts that by equating Tietjens’
personal tragedy with the tragedy of the war. Tietjens is acutely aware of the devastating tide of
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history that threatens to wipe him away. He compares the frontline to a Biblical plague that is
killing off the British people: [t]here will be no man who survives of His Majesty’s Armed
Forces that shall not remember those eternal hours when Time itself stayed still as the true image
of the bloody War!” (569). In this case, the war renders itself as a disruption in human time,
since the war inserts a temporality that is utterly incompatible with the Bildungsroman form.
II
Is Harmonious Totality Conceivable After No Man’s Land: Ford Madox Ford and His
Relationship to High Modernism
Clearly, Parade’s End is a work of modernism; however, the nature of Ford’s relationship
to high modernism remains debatable. It is noteworthy that Castle and Esty, the two most
significant critics of the modernist Bildungsroman, concentrate primarily on high modernists like
Joyce and Woolf. Yeats very famously distinguished high modernists from the poets of the Great
War, when he declared that “passive suffering is not a proper theme for poetry.” Yeats
encouraged modernists who were endeavoring to write about the war to dwell not on the sickness
but on the spasm of joy one feels, when the fever ends. In dramatizing the war as mundane or as
part of a larger entropy, Ford circumvents the poetic grandeur of Yeats and Joyce. Does this
disqualify him from the modernist venture that Castle and Esty outline, as Castle argues that
although Joyce’s Bildungsroman ends in failure, it, nevertheless, achieves the mythic grandeur
that typifies Yeats, whose poetry invokes ideas of a violent rebirth? For example, “The Second
Coming” ends with a warning of portentous beginnings, as it states: “And what rough beast its
hour come round at last/Slouches towards Bethlehem to be born.” Yeats’ poetry attempts to
explode the profane or the mundane. Instead of concentrating on the anti-Christ, he tells of the
second coming of Christ, an event that will bring about the resurrection of the living and the
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dead. The poem “Easter” also ends as myth: “Now an in time to be/wherever green is worn/are
changed, changed utterly/a terrible beauty is born.” The poem describes an unsuccessful coup
that the Irish revolutionaries brought against England, and although the efforts failed, a “terrible
beauty” came into being, whose existence could not be destroyed.
Because the Easter uprising was apocalyptic, and therefore, provided a gateway to
redemption, Yeats deemed it as superior to the poetry of the Great War, whose poetry Yeats
found to be lacking in Biblical sublimity. Castle argues that Joyce’s Bildungsroman builds
transcendence out of ruin, as Yeats’ poetry does. The case could be made that Yeats’ mysticism
was a reaction against the brutal war poetry of someone such as Wilfrid Owen or Siegfried
Sassoon, whose poetry details the dehumanizing effects of chemical warfare. In short, their
poetry is about experience that cannot be redeemed. In “Exposure,” Owen begins with the phrase
“Our brain ache,” an attempt to describe the monotony of combat, which he reiterates by
repeating the refrain, “but nothing happens,” for these men cannot access anything beyond the
horizon line of the battlefield. The poem recounts the experience of soldiers waiting in the snowy
trenches, waiting for death to break up the tediousness of the trench warfare. The poem ends as
gravediggers pick through their frozen bodies, who grimly discover that “all their eyes were ice,
but nothing happens.” Instead of dying in combat, they died waiting for combat to commence.
The repetition of “but nothing happens” denies the possibility of mythic transcendence and
instead locates us in the soldier’s profane world. Ford, too, describes the war as monotonous, as
it says that the “eternal waiting that is war” (569). Tietjens describes the tedium of trench
warfare, as he says of himself, you “hung about and you hung about, and you kicked your heels
and you kicked your heels: waiting for Mills bombs to come, or for jam, or for generals, or for
the tanks or transport, or the clearance of the road ahead. You waited in offices under the eyes of
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somnolent orderlies, under fire on the banks of the canals, you wait in hotels, dug-outs, tin
shreds, ruined houses” (569). However, does the “eternal waiting of war” allow for high
modernist aesthetics to emerge? To put the matter another way, does Ford write in a style that is
too prosaic for the modernist Bildungsroman, if it has no recourse to transcendent experience?
Of course, one could say that Yeats oversimplifies the aesthetics of World War I poets, because a
close reading of Owen reveals his incorporation of myth and Lawrencian sexuality, but for the
sake of the argument, let us assume that Yeats is correct, and that the literature of the Great War
focuses more on material misfortune and physical hardship than on spiritual transcendence, if
this is true, then Yeats raises an interesting question about Ford, whether his narrative style, his
focus on Tietjens’ shellshock, allows him to articulate the spiritual renewal that is necessary to
the modernist Bildungsroman?
If the modernist Bildungsroman returns the spirit of German idealism to the Bildungsroman
form, even if that return renders the form perpetually incomplete, then what does that enterprise
look like? In Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, Stephon’s own sense of artistic destiny
supplies him with feelings of grandeur, despite his unpromising beginnings. According to Castle,
Joyce was not writing a Kunstlerroman, a German term for a novel about the development of the
artist, a genre distinct from the Bildungsroman in that the latter presupposes social assimilation,
while the former stresses the need for personal expression and subjective development. However,
Portrait still qualifies as a Bildungsroman, because it attempts to “grasp the materiality of the
external world and his own relationship to it as subject in a negative dialectic relationship to the
world—as—object” (Castle 186). Joyce’s use of epiphanies records the possibility for
transcendence in the material world. Epiphanies are central to the Classical Bildungsroman;
hence, the plot of Pride and Prejudice hinges on them, as when Elizabeth Bennett declares that
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at this moment, she never knew herself, she undergoes a transformative moment of illumination.
However, her epiphany comes on gradually, as she reads and rereads the letter, testing her
impressions with each new reading. She weighs the validity of Darcy’s arguments against
Wickham’s claims, until she can see them as falsehoods. Her reflection gives way to action,
which is how it differs from Stephon’s, as he experiences illuminating moments that brighten her
otherwise morbid existence, only to disappear. In Austen, epiphanies align the protagonist to
material success, but in Joyce, they arrive unbidden from an unseen world. In the following
passage, Stephon swears that he hears the voice of destiny coming to him through the garbled
melodies of singing birds:
--Stephaneforos!
His throat ached with a desire to cry aloud, the cry of a hawk or eagle on
high, to cry piercingly of his deliverance to the wind. This was the call of
life to his soul not the dull gross voice of the world of duties and despair
not the inhuman voice that called him to pale service to the alter. An instant
wild flight had delivered him and the cry of triumph which his lips withheld
cleft his brain. (quoted in Castle 179)
In this passage, Stephon’s ecstasy stands in for the harmoniousness and the serendipity
associated with the Classical Bildungsroman. Joyce’s sublimity contrasts with the quotidian of
Great War poetry. If you compare “throat ached with a desire,” which sounds more erotic than
Owen’s simple line, “Our brains ache.” In Stephen’s case, desire causes him to ache, as the
sound gives expression to the life of his soul, an experience that lifts him out the world of “duties
and despair.” In the Classical Bildungsroman, personal destiny manifests itself as an earthly
paradise, since true bliss is found in everyday activity, a bliss that is distinct from hedonism, as it
serves the larger moral good. The Bildungsheld discovers that happiness itself is selfperpetuating and self-sufficient.
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Castle maintains that Stephen’s epiphany strives towards a larger narrative cohesiveness. In
this case, spiritual experience compensates for a lack of social opportunities. Spiritual experience
replaces marriage in the modernist Bildungsroman. The Classical Bildungsroman delivers a
happiness more concrete than any spiritual promises. One must remember that Joyce’s Dublin in
the early twentieth-century cannot support such utopian fantasies, but Stephen’s ecstatic reverie
approximates the experience of harmonious totality, if only momentarily. Hence, Joyce attempts
to return the Bildungsroman to its aesthetic origins, in turn rescuing it from the banality of the
mere social mobility plot. While Castle suggests that epiphanies return the Bildungsroman to its
spiritual roots, he qualifies himself by stating that spirituality alone cannot replace social
assimilation, since the modernist Bildungsroman takes place in a world in which social
assimilation cannot be conceived in any realistic way. By contrast, Moretti has suggested that
epiphanies are incompatible to generic convention, since they create solipsistic moments of
illumination that are divorced from the larger world, thus, they frustrate the aims of the genre, in
that it separates the social from the subjective. To put the matter bluntly, when interiority grows
too elaborate, the Bildungsroman form unravels.
Parade’s End complicates the question of epiphanies in the modernist Bildungsroman, as
Ford writes in a style that is conversational, resistant to Joycean sublimity. One point of contact
between Ford and the high modernists is their integration of Freudian language into their
writings. In Ford’s descriptions of Tietjens’ sexual desire, a disparity emerges between the
language of modernism and the Bildungsroman form, as Freudian language exceeds the decorum
of the genre. Clearly, Freud’s writings gave writers access to new levels of sexual explicitness. It
goes without saying that Austen was famous for her prudishness, as she never wrote about
sexuality in frank terms, while she might allude to her protagonist as having libidinal impulses,
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she never, shall we say, penetrated the surface, as Darcy quietly delights in the sight of an out-ofbreath Elizabeth Bennett, his imagination does not wander past her muddy petticoats. In short,
narrative reconcilement, essential to the Bildungsroman form, is simpler if writers avoid
expressing their characters’ unbidden desires. The Freudian unconscious provides the modernist
writer with a pandora’s box, a box which once opened can never be shut. Joyce is unafraid to
follow Stephen into the uncharted territory of his mind, and in doing so, the author risks losing
the narrative cohesiveness that we associate with the Classical Bildungsroman. Stephen is torn
between his artistic calling and the “dark pressures” that prostitutes exert on him as he walks
down the street. To Stephen, the prostitute represents a forbidden desire. The incorporation of the
prostitutes introduces a disrupting element into the Bildungsroman’s generic conventions.
Ford, too, confronts this formal problem, when he offers what Sarah Haslam has called a
“polygamous” vision of sexuality to emerge, and yet, in choosing to describe his characters in
unrestrained terms, Ford risks losing narrative reconciliation, since Tietjens’ polymorphous
desires cannot be satisfied in the bounds of a typical marriage plot. Throughout the novel, Ford
represents Tietjens as one whose thoughts form a continual present but never advance or
materialize. Shellshock becomes the experience of someone unable to make up his mind, as he is
unable to sustain a thought for very long. Tietjens’ sexuality is subject to the same
misapprehensions and cognitive delays that plague him in his everyday life. As he contemplates
his wife’s numerous infidelities or his own imagined ones, Tietjens loses himself in too many
hypothetical scenarios. He believes his marriage has trapped him in a romantic triangle, and one
in which he never knows where he stands in its rotation. It becomes clear that Tietjens’
awareness of his own teeming sexual desires quickly gets ensnared in his own impaired thought
process, a testimony to the difficulty of introducing explicit sexuality into the Bildungsroman
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form. Moreover, Tietjens’ indecisiveness can be read in two ways: he is either stressing the
polygamous nature of all human sexuality or demonstrating that shellshock alters one’s
perception of human sexuality, rendering it more privately confusing. Ford could be making both
points at once. My argument is that Tietjens’ sexual indecisiveness reflects his cognitive
impairment. In the following passage, Tietjens imagines himself as belonging to both his wife
and potential mistress, expressing desires that cannot be contained within bourgeois social
norms. He launches into his reverie, after enduring much verbal abuse from his wife:

Nothing but the infernal cruelty of their interview of the morning could have forced
him to the pitch of sexual excitement that would make him make a proposal of
elicit intercourse to a young lady to whom hitherto he had spoken not even one
word of affection…. but always, at moments, when his mind was like a blind octopus
squirming in an agony of knife-cuts, she would drop in that accusation. She had
accused him of having Valentine for his mistress…. he swore by the living God…
he had never realized that he had a passion for the girl till that morning…. A woman
cannot throw her man, her official husband, into the arms of the first girl that comes
along, and consider herself as having any future claims upon him.” (349)
In confessing that Sylvia’s “infernal cruelty” brings him to a “pitch of sexual excitement,”
Tietjens acknowledges the complexities of his desires, and his complicity in his wife’s abuse.
Here Tietjens finds himself at an impasse from which he cannot differentiate his gentlemanly
love for Valentine and his corrupt, masochistic love for Sylvia, whose relentless accusations he
compares to “knife cuts,” all of which culminate into exaltation. His language suggests a gender
reversal, as he seems preoccupied with images of penetration. In this case, he would stand in as
the passive recipient, and Sylvia, the active penetrator, for the fantasy feminizes him. The
interaction produces orgasmic effects within him, since afterwards, he realizes that his passion is
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“boundless like the sea,” and thus, he finds himself “shaking like a tremor of the whole world”
for the girl. The pattern is clear: Sylvia awakens his desire, but Valentine receives it, yet, as soon
as Tietjens declares his love for Valentine, his thoughts dart back to Sylvia, for a woman cannot
“throw” her husband into the arms of another girl who “comes around and consider herself as
having any further claims upon him.” In a very short space, Valentine is downgraded from
exalted love object to “the first girl that comes along,” and then, Tietjens begins to refer to
himself as Sylvia’s “official husband.”
The circularity of Tietjens’ thoughts speak to the fragmentation of the modern subject and
to the opacity of trying to express “polygamous” desire. Desire distances Tietjens from novelistic
conventions, as he seeks dynamics that cannot be accommodated using the Bildungsroman’s
generic formula. Additionally, Tietjens’ floating narrative refuses to distill into a single
epiphany, as he entertains numerous possibilities, but forms no conclusions. Castle asserts that
modernists relied on epiphanies to compensate for lacks in plot, for their inability to find social
solutions. Ford, on the other hand, shows Tietjens struggling to maintain even a momentary
illumination. Ford’s Bildungsroman is distinct from the Joycean Bildungsroman in that Tietjens’
mind cannot progress, and under these circumstances, we might ask if the Bildungsroman form is
possible.
III
Shellshock and The Bildungsroman: How Memory Loss Cancels the Possibility of Double
Emergence
Shellshock becomes the symbol of England after World War I, as the Great War serves as an
imploding backdrop to Tietjens development. Furthermore, from this angle, the Bildungsroman,
a literary form that came to life in the eighteenth-century, appears obsolete in the twentieth-
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century. The reason for this is that Tietjens’ memory loss cannot retrieve the cultural knowledge
that the genre requires. In other words, if he cannot remember British cultural history, he cannot
achieve social assimilation. The war triggers tow types of memory crises: personal memory and
collective memory, both integral to the protagonist’s function in the Bildungsroman form.
Shellshock is a modernist phenomenon, because it represents a sharp break with previous
epochs, as it is byproduct of chemical warfare, an invention of modern society. Shellshock
punctures the Bildungsroman form, because it destroys conceived consensuses, once a soldier
loses his memory, he no longer recognizes the collective memory that forms the basis of national
identity.
Shellshock poses a challenge to poets, novelists, and critics. In one sense, it stimulated the
development of modernism, because it forced writers to invent a new literary language that could
account for gaping holes in knowledge. Recovery itself could be understood as an exercise in
narratology. Soldiers who were suffering from shellshock had to rebuild their imaginative
worlds, if they were to regain their memory, and recover from the vast amounts of psychological
trauma that they accumulated during the war. Without a working memory, Tietjens cannot be
the protagonist in an English Bildungsroman, since the Bildungsroman reproduces the
“soul/nation allegory.” As Bakhtin has argued, the Bildungsroman cannot emerge against a static
world picture, since it requires that both the protagonist and the nation that houses her progress
together. Ford’s tetralogy skewers the novelistic conventions that were meant to reflect historical
coherency. Additionally, in Parade’s End, Ford invents a traumatized, fragmented language that
could communicate the far--reaching psychological effects of trench warfare. Modernist
literature parallels Ford’s endeavor in that it sought to describe a world where nothing is certain,
in which one must settle for relativity over fact, a feat that required writers to turn to abstraction
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instead of realism. To add emphasis, the modernist artist pursued an endeavor not unlike those
mute, traumatized men who no longer recognized themselves or the world around them, whose
recovery demanded they learn new rhetorical forms, because the old ones no longer worked or
were forgotten. According to Jay Winter, victims of shellshock described their traumatic
experiences as thoughts routinely hijacked by violent imagery. When they returned from the war,
their intense flashbacks prevented their pre-war identities from reemerging. In this sense, the
returning soldier became an inverted Bildungsroman, because the war was the catalyst for
regressive development, as it transformed prewar sanity to post-war insanity.
In Return of the Soldier (1918), Rebecca West describes Christopher Bailey, her
protagonist’s homecoming as not only an inverted but unraveling formation plot, for the
protagonist returns to live with his wife and sister, convinced that he is just twenty-two years old.
He neither recognizes Kitty, his wife, nor does he remember anything that has taken place in the
past ten years. His mind exists only in the past, because the war fractured his present, and thus,
rendered him unable to comprehend the future. Jenny, who is Christopher’s sister and the novel’s
narrator, desperately tries to protect him from any further disturbance, thus, she perpetuates his
ongoing fantasy world, in which he is still engaged to a working girl named Margarette. The
novel is clear: living in the past is insanity, sanity requires him to enter reality. Like Tietjens,
Christopher Bailey is caught in a present that never forms a future. Neither Ford nor West even
attempt to depict novelistic convention in a straight forward way. Instead, they stage perverse
inversions of the Bildungs plot, as to draw attention to the widespread paralysis (both cultural
and personal) engendered by the war. Reentering the world picture would require both
protagonists to regain their memories. E.E Southard, a professor of Medicine at Harvard and
director of the United States Army, treated numerous cases of shellshock during and after the
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war, who recorded the men who returned from the frontline, with their bodies and minds
completely broken. Even though the fighting was over, many men could not put the experience
behind them. Southard insisted that shellshock was reversible, but the symptoms would only
disappear, the patient’s memory were restored. In this sense, shellshock resembles the crisis
point in a Bildungsroman, for once it acquires a telos, its problems can be resolved.
Recovery insisted that soldiers perform a tightrope walk between catharsis (working
through their trauma) and performing the fruitless repetition of flashbacks. Nevertheless, the
successful patients liberated themselves from the affliction of trauma, while the unsuccessful
ones remained enslaved. Winter makes an interesting observation when he states that healing
from shellshock was never passive, as it forced men to discover “a way out of the labyrinth.” In
other words, shellshock embodied modernist existential crises. Winter offers T.E Lawrence, a
late Victorian writer who suffered from shellshock during the war, as an example of someone
who became pathologically nostalgic for the late Victorian era. Furthermore, Lawrence
obsessively sought the perfect narrative that would reconnect him to his pre-war self; however,
as Winter suggests, “he never found it.” The war only ended to those lucky few who regained
their memories. To think of it in terms of studies of the Bildungsroman, recovery reconnects the
soldier to the ring of life, where trauma conspires to leave it open.
Throughout Parade’s End, Tietjens makes many strenuous attempts at regaining his
memory. Seamus O’Malley has written extensively on personal and collective memory loss in
Ford, and he suggests that Tietjens’ response to shellshock is to immerse himself in the tidbits of
British kitsch culture. After returning from his second trip to the frontline, Tietjens attempts to
memorize the Encyclopedia Britannica, because it “serves as a sped-up, artificial substitute for
the normal cultural processes that instruct us in social memory” (135). The irony is clear:
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Tietjens of Groby, a former mathematician with the British army, a member of England’s armchair class, now must rely on rudimentary cultural forms to teach him how to be British. At one
point, Sylvia scolds him for the Britannica, as he used to see it as a tool either for the uneducated
or the very young. Because he has shellshock, and thus, is a blank slate, as he is unable to
retrieve that reservoir of memoires that would reconnect him to his former life, and if the
Bildungsroman depends on one being emerged in the cultural moment, then, as long as he is
dependent on the Britannica, his Bildungs plot must remain incomplete.
The link between memory and national identity was widely accepted at the time of the Great
War, as it was made famous in 1882 by Ernest Renan, a political philosopher, whose lecture,
“What is a Nation,” in which he notes that national identity belongs to one’s memory:
A nation is a soul, a spiritual principle. Two things, which in truth, are really
one, constitutes this soul, this spiritual principle. One is in the past, the other
is in the present. One is the possession in common of a rich legacy of memories;
The other is the present-day consent, the desire to live together, the will to continue
to value the undivided heritage, one has received…To have the glory of the past in
common, a shared will in the present; to have done great deeds together and want
to do more of them, are essential conditions for the constitution of a people…….
one loves the house which one has built and passes on. (24)
The implications of Renan’s theory for the Bildungsroman is obvious, if Darcy represents the
soul of Regency, England, though his actions, he meets the national spirit of Britain. The
Bildungsroman’s symbolic structure presupposes that the protagonist aligns with her national
container in a positive way, for one’s private destiny cannot supersede national destiny; in other
words, the Bildungsheld cannot be greater than her nation. In Parade’s End, Esty’s notion of the
Soul/Nation allegory is turned inside out, as Ford’s tetralogy asks us what happens to the genre,
when the protagonist’s homeland is ravaged by war, and when the protagonist’s memory is too
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traumatized to recall those building blocks of nationhood that would allow him to achieve
Bildungs in the first place. Additionally, in erasing Tietjens’ memory, Ford wipes out the
Bildungsroman. Tietjens attempt to regain his memory by cramming encyclopedia entries is a
fool’s errand, because national identity is stored in one’s long-term memory, not in the shortterm. In A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari distinguish between those memories that are
easily forgotten, and are not embedded in larger experience from long-term memory, which
endures:
Short-term memory is in no way subject to a law of contiguity or immediacy
To its object; it can act as a distance, come or return a long time after, but always
Under conditions of discontinuity, rupture, and multiplicity…. Short-term memory
Includes forgetting as a process; it merges not with the instant but instead with
The nervous, temporal, and collective rhizome (quoted in O’Malley 137).
This passage suggests the futility of Tietjens’ exercises in rote learning, because short-term
memory does not regularly convert to long-term memory. It is impossible to believe that
studying the encyclopedia would trigger Tietjens’ memory of himself as a British subject, as a
member of the landowning class. Paul Ricour challenges the notion that forced memorization
could never replace memories derived through embedded experience. He substitutes rarely for
never, as he believes there is a possibility of it occurring. In the following passage, Ricour offers
a rival explanation as to how information enters and then reshapes our consciousness:
At this level of appearance, imposed memory is armed with a history that is
itself “authorized,” the official history, the history publicly learned and
celebrated. A trained memory is, in fact, on the institutional plane as
instructed memory; forced memorization is thus entitled in the service
of the remembrance of those events belonging to the common identity.
the circumscription of the identity defining the community. A history
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taught, a history learned, but also a history celebrated (quality in O’Malley 136)
O’ Malley makes a commendable observation, when he highlights that Tietjens originally
received his education through school, church, and social tradition, but not learns by memorizing
the encyclopedia; he even notices the masochistic nature in which Tietjens force feeds himself
information. O’Malley continually doubles down on his claim that Tietjens indoctrinates himself
into “the repressive social fabric” from which he was formed. In my view, this is an
overstatement, and is unfair to Tietjens’ pre-war existence. The Great War proves calamitous for
Britain; however, Tietjens continues to long for those Tory certainties that once belonged to him.
Even though Tietjens’ pre-war life is portrayed as dysfunctional, it is, without doubt, solidly
situated in what Raymond Williams would call a “knowable” community, which is the building
block for a successful Bildungsroman. Tietjens’ England, certainly, reflects the patriarchal and
imperialist personality of Great Britain; however, Tietjens’ membership in England’s armchair
class pails in comparison to the vast wasteland that is No Man’s Land. Furthermore, I would
counter O’Malley’s claim, by suggesting that in studying the encyclopedia, Tietjens puts forth a
valiant, possibly noble effort to regain his sanity. To be sure, it is unlikely that short-term
memory will convert itself into long-term memory; but, Tietjens endeavors to forge ahead,
despite having little hope of success. However, Castle maintains that the modernist
Bildungsroman represents a triumph only in spirit, and from that perspective, his humble acts
count as forms of resistance against the forces that threaten to defeat him. Whether reading the
encyclopedia or practicing arithmetic, Tietjens displays an impressive willingness to be the
beginner, learning a game he had once mastered.
Tietjens’ quest for small achievements continues into No More Parades, the second
installment of the tetralogy, when Tietjens returns to the frontline. While there, he practices
writing a sonnet, mainly as a way of passing time. Chaotic battle scenes become the background
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for Tietjens’ experiments with pentameter. Here we see Tietjens engaged not in combat but the
bureaucracy of war, the busy work of being an officer in the British army. The sonnet, like the
encyclopedia, represents Tietjens’ knowledge of the past, the cultural matrix that formed him.
With his degree from Cambridge, Tietjens’ knowledge of the Shakespearean or Spencerian meter
would be indicative of his place in the world. The writing of the sonnet connects him to the past,
which trench warfare threatens to obliterate. He dares Captain Mackenzie that he could write a
sonnet in “tow minutes and half.” Even though the scene depicts Tietjens performing office
work, Ford dramatizes every activity on the frontlines as though it were warfare. He may be
passing notes between orderlies but even these mundane activities imitate the patterns of bombs
being dropped from the sky and airplanes flying too close to the ground. To put the matter
another way, the war has permeated every aspect of the landscape, as the scene is one of constant
bombardment. For instance, Ford writes of the airplanes “with their beastly bullet distributing
hoppers—that is what they seemed like—would now and then duck along the trench, but not
very often…. the shrapnel burst round them” (618). Ford fast forwards to the next scene, the
sergeant-major orders Tietjens to finish writing those drafts. It is noteworthy that Tietjens feels
as demoralized after this exchange as he does after actual combat. Ford even describes his
writing process as a solitary air strike. The scene is as follows:
He told the sergeant-major that he was to go to hell, for he himself was not going
to leave that hut till the draft was moved off. Captain Mackenzie could do as he
pleased. The sergeant-major told Captain Mackenzie that Captain Tietjens took as
much trouble with his rag-time detachments as if he had been the cold stream adjutant
Chelsea sending off a draft of Guards. Captain Mackenzie said that was why they damn
well got their details off four days faster than any other I.B.D in that camp……The hut
was moving slowly up and down before the eyes of Tietjens. He might have just been
kicked in the stomach. That was how shocks took him. He said to himself that by God
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he must take himself in hand. He grabbed with his heavy hands at a piece of buff
paper and wrote on it in a column of fat, wet letters
A
B
B
A
B
B
A and so on
He said opprobriously to Captain Mackenzie:
“Do you know what a sonnet is? Give me the rhymes for a sonnet. That’s the
Plan of it.” (314-15)
To reiterate, this passage illustrates how the mentality of war permeates even non-combat
activities like writing a sonnet, for here the micro-managing aspects of military bureaucracy
reflects the brutality of the trenches. Tietjens feels under threat as he writes the draft, because his
superior officer barks orders at him. Nevertheless, the scene very subtly demonstrates the shock
that sends Tietjens reeling back into unresolved traumas, for after being overtaken with
dizziness, Tietjens feels as though he had been kicked in the “stomach.” As Tietjens begins to
descend into shock, he reminds himself of the golden rule: “Never think on the subject of a shock
at a moment of shock. The mind was then too sensitized its conclusions will be too strong” (315).
Tietjens understands that in the “moment of shock,” his mind will only distort whatever
information passes through his thoughts. He clings to his schoolboy activities, because it allows
him to exercise his short-term memory, and thus, he avoids using the long-term memory, which
is the seat of trauma. Once he feels himself imploding, Tietjens orders Captain Mackenzie to
write down “your sort of Oxford young woman’s rhyme,” which would be “Heath, soil, toil,
staggered.” What Tietjens demonstrates to Captain Mackenzie is that he is still Christopher
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Tietjens of Groby, Cambridge man, as he retains his wits, while proves himself as someone in
the enviable position of being able to refer to a line of poetry as “typically Oxford.”
The nature of Tietjens’ experience of shellshock deserves a closer look, because his trauma
is caused by combat, but it registers itself as an obsession about his wife, and her marital
infidelities. Tietjens’ mind converts traumatic memories into domestic obsessions, an act that is
done so quickly, we hardly notice it. For instance, he starts to obsess whether he heard his wife
say “Paddington.” He cannot decipher what she meant, or if she said it at all. It is important to
note that Sylvia manages to humiliate Tietjens, even when she is miles away. For example, he
writes the sonnet after reading General Campion’s degrading note, which states, “For God’s sake
keep your wife off me. I will not have skirts round my H.Q. You are more trouble to me than all
the rest of my command together” (314). Tietjens, in fact, grows more frightful of Sylvia than
the frontline. Instead of replying to Lieutenant Hotchkiss, he thinks about how easily Sylvia
would slander him, how she could make “scandals,” since there was nothing she would not do
(315). The sonnet, then, almost delivers Tietjens from his shock, as it signals an assertion of
will, and an attempt to rescue himself from oblivion. Additionally, by writing the sonnet’s rhyme
scheme, Tietjens tries to anchor himself in the present. It is as if the sonnet acts as a lifepreserver for a drowning man, as it forces Tietjens to engage both this short-term and long-term
memory, memory being the place where shock hits the hardest. As I mentioned earlier, the
sonnet allows Tietjens to perform his national identity, but it also forces him to make many
quick, dexterous decisions, such as how to squeeze a couplet between two rhymed words, and
then to make sure the line fits on the pentameter. The sonnet represents Tietjens struggle to
relocate himself along the Bildungsroman axis, if you will, as it allows him to access his
education and his heritage, while at the same time, it helps move his damaged psyche towards
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recovery and self-awareness, which is important because in the modernist Bildungsroman, the
desire for spiritual enlightenment replaces the need for social harmony. Furthermore, Parades’
End is Ford’s episodic attempt to return flashes of transcendence to a thwarted teleological
narrative, and as the modernist Bildungsroman never fully returns the genre to its Goethean
origins, in Parade’s End, the return remains incomplete.
IV
Is There Freedom After Devastating Loss: Parade’s End and the Possibility of World
Renunciation
Before a protagonist can achieve Bildungs, she must have personal freedom. Hence both
Elizabeth Bennet and Wilhelm Meister begin their respective journey in relative privilege. The
Great War, however, threatens to prevent Tietjens’ pursuit of happiness; thus, Parade’s End
implicitly asks whether anyone can achieve Bildungs under abject circumstances? Critics have
often accused the Classical Bildungsroman as having a class bias, as working-class protagonists
are usually ineligible for spiritual and social Bildungs. Hardy’s tragic Jude the Obscure is an
example of this inequity, since Jude’s quest for self-cultivation ends in catastrophe. In Ford’s
tetralogy, Tietjens, in another era would have been the ideal Bildungsheld, with his eighteenthcentury sensibilities and landed background, but the war destroys whatever cultural privilege he
once held. Ford, then, attempts to write a novel of formation in which the protagonist is at the
mercy of brutal historical forces. Whenever he is on the frontline, Tietjens compares himself to a
prisoner. He, who once was in a possession of a wonderfully Tory sense of freedom, finds
himself deprived of liberty, living like a brute.
Tietjens raises a question that has interesting implications for my argument about Bildungs,
as he wonders whether being a prisoner or having a prisoner does more damage to one’s soul. He
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figures that while a prisoner could retain his soul, the man who keeps a prisoner almost by
necessity loses his. By this logic, Jude Fawley might still be illegible for spiritual Bildungs,
because he is always in the position of the prisoner, abject, subjugated. Because Tietjens hails
from the aristocracy, because he is of the manner born, his Bildungs plot is tainted with historical
guilt. In this case, social privilege could, in fact, prevent someone from achieving spiritual
Bildungs. Ford turns anti-Bildungsromane such as Hardy’s on its head, by making prestige the
source of the protagonist’s brutal decline. Perhaps, Tietjens’ reading the encyclopedia or writing
the sonnet can seem so pathetic, and yet, at the same time, admirable, because both exercises
represent England’s cultural authority in miniature. In this sense, shellshock has reduced Tietjens
to studying British culture as though he were from a lower class. Jude Fawley, because he was a
commoner, had no exposure to an Oxford education, and therefore, had to mimic the elite.
Ford’s tetralogy portrays the totalizing cost of the war, for even after armistice, the upheaval to
society is so immense that it has transformed members of the landed aristocracy into outsiders,
whose only recourse to self-cultivation is mimicry.
Tietjens demonstrates what Castle calls “tragic self-fashioning,” a trait common to thwarted
novels of education, but also marks a rejection of the self-determination that we associate with
the Classical Bildungsroman (85).Jude, for instance, is denied admission to Christminster
College at Oxford; and yet, as Castle explains, he never exhibits any healthy anger at those
people or institutions that have rejected him. Instead, he meekly surrenders himself to them.
Tietjens displays the same masochistic streak when accepting his wife’s infidelity, or even the
fact of his own disabling shellshock. Like Jude, Tietjens, who serves as the protagonist of Ford’s
anti-Bildungsroman, willingly accepts a degraded position. By contrast, Elizabeth Bennett
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proved herself feisty enough for rebellion but reasonable enough for conformity; thus, readers
feel that she deserves her special destiny as Mistress of Pemberley.
However, unlike Jude, Tietjens, in time, will learn that he can stand up, as he makes small
assertions of psychic agency towards the end of the tetralogy, a conclusion that alludes to the
possibility of recovery. The Armistice, for instance, stands as a reprieve from the violence of the
war. Once the war is over, Tietjens returns to Groby, still in the throws of shellshock, seeking
shelter form Valentine Wannop, who celebrates the armistice, by chanting triumphantly, “All
along that immense line men could stand up!” (651). The armistice offers England a chance at
regaining its freedom. In the following passage, Tietjens, for the first time in the tetralogy,
begins to speak of the war as an education, thus rendering the connection to the Bildungsroman
more explicit:
The war had made a man of him! It had coarsened him and hardened him.
there was no other way to look at it. It had made him reach a point at which
he would no longer stand unbearable things. At any rate from his equals! He
counted Campion as his equal; few other people, of course. And what he
wanted he was prepared to take…. What he had been before, God alone knew.
A Younger Son? A Perpetual Second-in-Command? Who knew? But today
the world changed. Feudalism was finished; its last vestiges were gone. It
held no place for him. He was going—he was damn well going to make a
place………. A man could now stand up on a hill, so he and she could surely
get into some hole together! (668)
In this passage, Tietjens moves towards regaining his memory and his integrity, as he rightfully
identifies himself as the agent of change. Hence, he declares himself equal to General Campion,
who was his ranking officer in the army, his godfather, and Sylvia’s rumored lover. By seeing
himself as equal to the General, Tietjens endeavors to imagine a post-war world order, where he
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is neither a subordinate nor a victim. At this one moment, Tietjens gives voice to those humanist
principles that animate the Classical Bildungsroman tradition. In using the armistice as an excuse
to approach Valentine, Tietjens seeks to bridge his private life to the public sphere. Likewise,
Valentine also recognizes the armistice as an auspicious occasion in which history intersects with
the private lives of every British citizen, for everyone in England would remember what she was
doing on that night. For her, the end of the war marks the beginning of a love affair, since all she
knew was that her “beloved” is finally hers and she is his. The armistice is one of those rare
moments in which Ford’s tetralogy aspires towards harmoniousness. It is important to note that
unlike the Classical Bildungsroman, Parade’s End cannot be classified as a closed system, so
while the armistice offers temporary respite, it fails to resolve the problems the war has
engendered. The happy ending that Valentine predicts for herself will be tinged with sadness, as
she must face the realities of living and caring for a man suffering from shellshock, whom she
refers to as her “madman” (647). In other words, as his lover, she must also be his caregiver, as
there is no way around it. Valentine’s destiny is undermined by the fact that her lover cannot
bring himself to ask his wife for a divorce. Because they are technically adulterers, because
Tietjens is handicapped, Valentine and Tietjens are forced to accept a degraded future, so in the
end, their partnership begins to resemble Jude Fawley and Sue Brideshead’s experimental
marriage, which is far outside the parameters of the Classical Bildungsroman, which demands
resolution and serendipity.
Ford’s tetralogy intersects with the tenets of the modernist Bildungsroman, because the
author flirts with the possibility that extramarital relationships could deliver spiritual Bildungs,
and thereby find alternative ways of fulfilling generic requirements. In the Classical
Bildungsroman, romantic relationships that do not end in marriage (and a happy marriage at that)
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go against the efficiency of its symbolic structure. Hardy’s novel dramatizes a tendency that is
not uncommon in nineteenth-century fiction, which is for the protagonist to find happiness in a
second marriage. A second marriage can be easily integrated into the Bildungsroman, if the first
spouse dies, as Causabon does midway through Middlemarch, leaving Dorothea Brooks free to
marry Will Ladislaw, a union that allows her to close the ring of life. Hardy, by contrast, seems
utterly resistant to imagining a more convenient ending for either Jude or Sue, in which one or
both of their spouses would either die or disappear, since Jude the Obscure follows the fates of
two people, whose previous marriages refuse to fade into the past. While Sue and Jude are
certainly a self-destructive couple, since she is histrionic and he melancholic, however, they are
certainly more compatible with each other than they are with their respective spouses. Because
of how profoundly ill-suited Jude and Arabella are, the institution of marriage emerges in Hardy
as a fundamentally flawed institution, one that runs contrary to achieving Bildungs. Under these
circumstances, adultery becomes necessary in achieving personal happiness, which is what we
encounter in Ford, as Tietjens and Valentine conclude that adultery is their best option. In
Tietjens’ mind, an affair is hardly as demoralizing and toxic as his abusive marriage. In taking
Valentine as his mistress, Tietjens makes one small attempt towards harmoniousness.
Even though their affair is compromised, Tietjens’ Bildungs plot, nevertheless, resembles
the Classical Bildungsroman, since it concludes with the culmination of romantic love, which
becomes a vehicle for momentary flashes of transcendence, which is what the modernist
Bildungsroman offers in the wake of harmonious totality. However, Parade’s End maintains a
teleological frame, since the final volume concludes with a milestone experience, in which
Tietjens and Valentine come to the mutual recognition of their love for each other and agree to
begin their life anew as a couple. On armistice night, Tietjens and Valentine become transfixed
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by each other, it is as though their love transfigures them both, as it allows them to rise above the
profanity of their mundane lives:
For they looked at each other for a long time. What had happened to their eyes?
it was as if they had been bathed in soothing fluid; they could look the one at the other.
It was no longer the one looking and the other averting the eyes, in alternation. Her
Mother had spoken between them. They might never speak of themselves! In one
heart-beat a piece whilst she had been speaking, they had been made certain that their
union had already lasted many years……It was warm; their hearts beat quickly. They
had already lived side by side for many years. They were quiet in a cavern. The
Pompeian red bowed over them; the stairways whispered up and up. They would be
alone together now! Forever! (669)
One could say that in their union, Tietjens and Valentine approach the sublimity that typically
concludes the Classical Bildungsroman. The scene goes farther than Austen or Goethe ever do in
depicting the erotic, which in Ford’s case comes closer to Lawrence, whose coming of age
novels connect sexual awakening to the Bildungs process, equating sexuality as the ultimate
measure of all human development. Their union appears to be cumulative, as they have quietly
longed for each other for many years. Likewise, the Classical Bildungsroman must end in
marriage, as marriage marks the end of adolescence and the beginning of adult responsibility.
Moretti suggests that the Classical Bildungsroman, with its reliance on happy endings and the
trope of matrimony, marks the end of desire in the lifecycle of the protagonist, as if to say, from
this point forward, the protagonist will experience contentment, but not desire. It is important to
note that Tietjens and Valentine are transfigured by their own satiated desire, but their
experience could also be construed as an epiphany, since it erupts into a spontaneous expression
of joy; however, the armistice does not usher them into a new paradise, as their domestic
problems continue to escalate as the novel continues. Earlier in this chapter, I posed the question,
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whether there are epiphanies in Ford, because his narrative style contained too many
contradictory, juxtaposing voices to allow one single moment of illumination to emerge? This
scene breaks that narrative pattern, in that one unbroken narrative line drives forward, and gains
ascendancy over the counter-veiling voices, that speak for the sense of fragmented psychic
reality. Ford’s narrative usually portrays discoordination, as he employs ellipses to layer one
narrative voice on one another, which emphasizes Tietjens’ nearly schizophrenic reality. In this
scene, Tietjens speaks in one unified voice. When he looks at Valentine, there eyes are “bathed
in soothing fluid.” The significance is that Tietjens regains his mental health, his ability to have
one prolonged thought, not through forced memorization but through spontaneous feeling.
Ford’s tetralogy ends in an ambiguous manner, for even though the overall scene suggests
devastation and disillusionment, hope emerges from its final pages. The Last Post, for instance,
details the slow death of Mark Tietjens, the protagonist’s brother, who is absent for most of the
volume, but reappears at the very end. At this point, Tietjens appears headed towards abject
poverty. Because he refuses to divorce his wife, she is acting as landowner of Groby. Tietjens’
put himself in this unfortunate situation, when he renounced Groby for love. However, his
decision has left he and Valentine struggling for survival, a predicament which is exacerbated by
the fact that Valentine is with child. If Sylvia becomes the official landlord, they will be
destitute, subject to her perverse will. It is noteworthy how grotesque Sylvia’s behavior becomes
as the tetralogy reaches towards its conclusion. By the final installment, her sadism might strike
a modern reader as campy, as she seems overly fixated on punishing Tietjens for his infidelity
when she herself as cheated on him numerous times. The degree to which she is driven into
jealous rages seems to defy the boundaries of psychological realism. In one scene, Ford depicts
Sylvia as she fantasizes about hurting a pregnant Valentine, as she “imagined Valentine under
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the high roof suffering tortures because she, Sylvia, was looking down over the hedge” (787). It
becomes obvious that Sylvia’s only reason for remaining at Groby is to torture Tietjens.
By the end of The Last Post, Tietjens and Valentine appear to inhabit a completely failed
Bildungsroman. Valentine laments that because Tietjens spends their money profligately, they
will not be “able to feed and clothe a child.” Moments later, she breaks down in sobs,
whimpering to herself, “How are we to live?” (835) Tietjens’ responds with a newfound
stoicism, as he appears unfazed by Valentine’s pleading, yet, Ford describes him as looking like
“a dejected Bulldog,” a moniker that connotes defeat, but at the same time, paints a picture of a
man who is indominable, eternally tough, as bulldogs certainly are. Tietjens is right to remain
stoic, because as we shortly learn, his situation is not entirely bereft of hope, as Fittleworth,
Sylvia’s brother-in-law, that she plans on divorcing Tietjens; that is, she would dissolve the
marriage “with the sanction of Rome,” which would leave Tietjens and Valentine alone to be a
“happy family” (834). Tietjens informs Valentine that Sylvia will persist in tearing the Groby
wall down, thus, removing his favorite spot on the estate. Shortly afterwards, he leaves his
brother to die in silence. His world remains bleak; however, he does not share in Valentine’s
despair, because he knows that they have been spared the worst of it. While he and Valentine
have lost everything, they are now free. The promise of a divorce is all Tietjens needs to regain
his autonomy and to enjoy whatever small portion of liberty might be available to him. The
tetralogy concludes by offering us possible future happiness, for even if Ford did not resolve all
the social problems that conspired to oppress Tietjens’ Bildungs plot, the reader is free to
imagine a scenario in which a newly divorced Tietjens regains prosperity as he finds satisfying
employment on the Groby estate.
V
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Parade’s End and Modernism: The Narrative Representation of Historical and Psychological
Trauma
In this final section, I examine the intersections between subjectivity, historicity, and
Ford’s deconstructed Bildungsroman. In 1934, Ford announced that he “wanted the novelist to
appear in his really proud position of historian of his own time.” The sense that Parade’s End
offers a historical account of the Great War that cannot be found in history books will be the
subject of my investigation. Studies of the Bildungsroman provide theories that might explain the
marriage of historicity and subjectivity in Ford, as the author was convinced that private mental
states are inexorably linked to public ideologies and historical epochs. Sara Haslam explains this
connection very well in her reading of the Fifth Queen, Ford’s famous novel about Catherine
Howard, the fifth wife of Henry VIII. In that novel, the characters live under the ubiquitous but
“hysterical” power of their King and their God. Kathrine, Ford insists on altering the spelling of
her name, condemns herself to death because she refuses to repent her religious beliefs. The
novel dramatizes the conflicts that arise when characters, who are so singular in their faith,
confront situations in which they are asked to compromise themselves. These characters take
tragic action as the heroes of Greek tragedy do. Because they live inside an unquestioned
hierarchy, they accept outside authority, without hesitation or doubt.
By contrast, Parade’s End takes place in a world where there are no philosophical
certainties, and neither the Church nor the State command the moral authority that they did in
Katherine Howard’s day. Critic Allan Tate has noted that: “it is Ford’s great theme that tragic
action must be incomplete in a world that does not allow the full Oedipean responsibility for the
evil he did not intend but that he has nonetheless done.” The Classical Bildungsroman,
interestingly, derives its efficiency through its reliance on Aristotelian unities, which makes it
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comparable, in a generic sense, to Greek tragedy. In the Classical Bildungsroman, the
protagonist’s personal destiny dovetails with national destiny; thus, without national integrity,
personal integrity is not possible. Because the protagonists in the Classical Bildungsroman
participate in a hierarchical society, and believe in its authority, they are free to take bold action.
In Parade’s End, the protagonist remains mired in inaction, as Tietjens is unable to think
conclusively on any subject. Ford represents modern subjectivity as the experience of one mind
at once registering multiple, contrary truths. Haslam asserts that Ford brings modernity to life by
keeping Tietjens perpetually incomplete. Tietjens’ thinking grows more fragmented after he
suffers shellshock; however, before the war has officially begun, he thoughts appear scattered.
His indecision is indicative of the era in which he was born, as he says of the British army, “We
were fitted neither for defeat nor for victory; we could be true to neither friend nor foe. Not even
to ourselves” (186). The sobering lesson of the Great War is that nothing is absolute. If
shellshock damages Tietjens’ psyche, the era in which he lives discourages him from holding
any definitive beliefs. To put the matter differently, Tietjens is paralyzed on two counts. First, as
I mentioned earlier, he suffers from shellshock. Secondly, he lives in an age of shattered
epistemologies. Taken together, these conditions portray the twentieth-century, especially during
and after World War I, as a wasteland.
What would have happened to Pride and Prejudice, to its status as a perfect generic
specimen, if either the protagonists were cognitively impaired? Darcy’s Bildungs plot can only
begin, once he has learned to interrogate his own prejudices. When his mind turns, he can
embark on saving Lydia Bennett from financial and social despair. In short, the formal efficiency
of Austen’s masterpiece hinges on the protagonist having well-modulated, adaptive thoughts,
which is why, Darcy, unlike Tietjens, can take decisive action. Tietjens’ thoughts circle
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themselves, as he moves from subject to subject, but they never progress. If Darcy is the man of
the eighteenth-century, then Tietjens is a man who merely possess eighteenth-century
aspirations, because in fact he is the archetype of twentieth century paralysis. Ford’s irony is that
the Great War ultimately produces a man incapable of neither productive reflection nor definitive
action, an environment that renders the Bildungsroman form obsolete.
Ford describes Tietjens’ condition rather obliquely. On the subject, Ford rarely discusses it
directly. Instead, the reader must glean Tietjens’ insanity by gaging the rapidity of his thoughts,
or from the nonsensical conversation he holds with so-called polite society, who are themselves
suffering the same affliction. Suffering from shellshock never interferes with Tietjens’ ability to
play the part of the English gentleman, as he never loses his sense of British protocol. Ford
locates his impairment in his inability to think progressively. By training, Tietjens is a
mathematician, whom his friend Vincent Macmaster, himself a celebrated writer, refers to him as
the most brilliant mind in England; however, by the time, we meet Tietjens, he already has
trouble concentrating. Some Do Not, the first installment in the tetralogy, opens as Tietjens and
Macmaster are riding in a government appointed railway carriage. They enjoyed the privilege of
being what one would call the “administrative class,” as if they saw “policemen misbehave,” or
“railway porters” who “lack civility,” they would announce in their Balliol accents, which were
always nonchalant in tone, whether the British public has “come to this!” (3). Despite Tietjens’
seeming privilege, Ford hints at an underlying impairment, for Tietjens, we shortly learn, “could
not remember what colored tie he had on” (4). Prior to that, Macmaster had worried that Tietjens
“was going mad: that he was mad. It had passed. Tietjens had assumed the mask of his indolent,
insolent self” (15). Ford presents Tietjens’ flights of irrationality in increments.
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As readers, we gradually become acquainted with how his mind works. Our expectation is
that as a mathematician, his thinking should be precise, but it is not. Instead, he has a habit of
losing himself in his runaway thoughts. He has lucid intervals, but as Haslam has noted, his
thoughts are moving “too fast for him to be able to talk, to control himself” (52). In Chapter IV
of Some Do Not, Tietjens describes the pangs of memory loss, as he longs for the days when he
could do mathematics, “it was in that way his mind worked when he was fit; it picked up little
pieces of definitive, workmanlike information. When it had enough it classified them: not for any
purpose, but to know things was agreeable and gave a feeling of strength” (70). In this passage,
Ford draws clear parallels between who he once was and who he is now, as the author
continually demonstrates how thoughts disintegrate inside Tietjens’ head. In the following
passage, his mind moves from one idea to another so fast that it eventually paralyzes him:
In every man, there are two minds that work side by side, the one checking the
other; thus, emotion stands against reason, intellect corrects passion and first
impressions act a little, but very little, before quick reflection. Yet first impressions
have always a bias in their favor, and even quiet reflection has often a job to efface
them. (87)
To reiterate, Tietjens thoughts circle each other, but go nowhere. He begins by explaining the
systems of checks and balances that govern intellectual thought; however, the explanation
quickly unravels. For instance, Tietjens rightly identifies the tension that always exists between
reason and passion, but quickly adds a third variable (first impressions) and then a forth quick
reflection. The passage loses even more authority when Tietjens adds that “first impressions act a
little,” because he abandons parallelism, a philosophical structure that reflects linear thought. At
this point, Ford begins to modify everything Tietjens says by adding conjunctions such as “and,”
“yet,” and “but,” which makes the narrator sound indecisive and unsure or himself. Once again,
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Tietjens seems unable to reach a conclusion, as his thoughts circle rather than progress. With
Tietjens there is a cognitive pattern, one thought just cancels the previous thought, leaving his
mind in a perpetual present.
Ford portrays Tietjens’ shellshock as a chronic inability to make up his own mind. Tietjens
never appears simple. In fact, he has no trouble thinking in complexities. Such a fondness for
abstraction ultimately proves to be more of a curse than a blessing, since because of his
condition, Tietjens struggles against constant reflection. Here he speculates about the rumors that
people are spreading about his relationship with Valentine, his so-called mistress. Granted,
Tietjens’ relationship has not yet been consummated. It is telling that Tietjens responds to the
malicious club gossip not with anger but endless speculation. His tendency for abstract thinking
becomes, in his damaged mind, another rabbit hole through which he will fall, as it brings no
clarity. In the following passage, it becomes obvious that Tietjens’ fondness for abstraction is a
form of numbness, that insolates him from the pains of reality:
He was said to have ruined himself, broken up his home and spent his wife’s
money on her. Those were lies. On the other hand, they were not inherent
impossibilities upon occasion and given the right woman, quite sound men have
done such things. He might heaven knows, himself be so caught. But that he
should have ruined himself over an unnoticeable young female who had announced
herself as having been a domestic servant, and wore a pink cotton blouse…That
was a strong first impression! (87)
A passage as ambiguous as this one could support many competing interpretations. On the one
hand, Tietjens knows that truth is a relative and often manufactured phenomena. For instance, he
declares that the rumors were mere lies, but as soon as he dismisses the falsehoods, he begins to
contemplate how under different circumstances, the lies could be true, for they were not what he
calls “inherent impossibilities” (87). Tietjens problem is that he understands the meaningless of
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human events too acutely, as he imagines every situation as having an infinite number of
variables and loses himself in his imagined calculations. It is as though Tietjens absorbed the
shattered consciousness of World War I so completely that his narrative sounds as inconclusive
as the world it tries to describe.
Tietjens’ response to the war is muted, as he appears desensitized to its totalizing destruction.
In fact, whenever he thinks of the war, he approaches it with the same detached logic that he
once contemplated either his potential affair or his wife’s infidelities. His speculations never
drive towards any conclusions. In the following passage, Tietjens displays his paradoxical ability
to imagine the countless brutalities of warfare, without growing angry. It is as if his mind cannot
stay focused on one subject long enough for anger to develop. Here Tietjens contemplates his
future on the frontline, without developing intellectual momentum:
For as to the foreign legion, he had no illusion. You were treated not as a hero
but as a whipped dog; he was aware of all the atrocities, the cruelties, the weight
of the rifle, the cells. You would have six months of training in the desert and then
be hurtled into the line to be massacred without remorse…….as foreign dirt…but the
prospect seemed to him to be one of great peace: he had never asked for soft living and
now he was done with it…. The boy was healthy; Sylvia with the economics they had
had made, very rich…. even at that date he was sure that, if the friction of himself,
Tietjens, were removed she would make a good mother….(187)
When saying the army will turn him into a “whipped dog,” he imagines himself trapped in a
world of servitude and monotony, and yet, he unquestionably accepts his enslavement. Tietjens
undergoes a crisis of agency not unlike what De Quincey’s experiences with addiction. Just as
opium eventually robbed De Quincey of the psychic agency that was necessary to achieve
spiritual Bildungs, shell shock has inured Tietjens to the degradations of the war, as he lacks the
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willpower to assert himself. In short, anger would require Tietjens to privilege one interpretation
over another, which is what shellshock prevents him form doing.
Ford also depicts Tietjens’ mental paralysis through modernist technique. Haslam has noted
that the ellipses communicates the schizophrenia of the modernist subject, as it allows multiple
parallel thoughts to build within one narrative, without ever reaching a conclusion, as they
signify “the non-effectiveness of language in reaching and describing the levels of imagined
suffering” (51). Shellshock has slowed Tietjens’ cognitive and linguistic functioning, for he not
only has difficulty articulating the traumas that surround him, but he also has trouble completing
a thought process. Haslam’s point is well taken, for the dots illustrate that even though the dots
illustrate that the thought will continue, the articulation will not. Here the ellipses allow Ford to
convey the utter unknowability of psychological trauma. Ford layers his subject matter,
suggesting that competing ideas will run parallel to each other. Haslam describes this technique
as “one imperfect tense that never becomes a present” (44). Tietjens’ mind is a place where
simultaneous thoughts compete with each other, but nothing ever pushes him into the future. For
instance, even violent thoughts disintegrate inside his head. Hence, when he states that he will be
“massacred without remorse,” he quickly follows up that “the prospect seemed to him one of
deep peace” (187). Tietjens’ thoughts are not as causal as they are tangential, as he does not
linger on the coming of a “deep peace,” for he shifts his notes to ones of morbid pragmatism,
when he interrupts himself by saying “the boy was healthy.”
Ford’s great irony is in writing Parade’s End in such a way that invokes earlier forms of the
British novel. The fact that nothing in Tietjens’ world will yield to novelistic convention
suggests how different the twentieth century is from all that came before. Esty has argued that
the modernist Bildungsroman casts progressive time against “static and infinite time” (151). Ford
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takes that one step further by erasing progressive time almost entirely, leaving us with layers and
multitudes of static time. Shellshock renders Tietjens incapable of progressive thought. By
locking Tietjens into an eternal present, Ford prioritizes entropic time over futurity. Furthermore,
Parade’s End lacks Aristotelian unities, a detail that lends itself to stagnant plotlines. Under
Ford’s treatment, the British nation is too traumatized to serve as a container to one man’s
Bildungs plot, even if he hails from the upper class. Parade’s End is proof that an eighteenthcentury aesthetic form has been made obsolete in the modernist era; nevertheless, the spirit of
Bildungs does exert itself in its final pages, as Tietjens is left with the promise of a divorce. In
short, the Great War, with its brutal chemical warfare, introduced an indigestible element into the
symbolic structure of the Classical Bildungsroman. In terms of plot, Parade’s End cannot rectify
even a part of the Bildungsroman form. If anything emerges from the wreckage of Tietjens’ life,
it is the small moment of transcendency offered at the end; therefore, Ford manages to preserve
the spiritual core of the Bildungsroman form, even though Parade’s End discards or overturns its
generic requirements.
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